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Published every day

DAILY

(Sundays

PRESS

Agency for Sewing Machines.

Eight

Dollars

Repairing.

Advertising:

of

a

One inch ot space,

C0^umn> constitutes

“square.”
per square daily first week; 75 cents per
w -ek
alter; three insertioiib, or less, $1 ou; continuing every other day after first week, 5U cents.
Half square, three Insertions or
less, 75 cents; one
weck.$l 00; 50 cents per week after.
Special Notices, one third additional.
Under head of “Amusements,” 9- 00 per square
per week; three insertions or less $1 50.
Advertisements inserted in the “MAINE STATE
Press” (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for §1 00 per square lor first insertion,
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insera

tion.

coni mu ideations

Address alJ

get

we

moles,wrinkles and all imperfections
judge for yourselves.

tiSf W otlo—Good work
Price*, lim to Plrane.

done

W ©derate
cay 20

at

WILL8ELL

ON

Street.

op.

Dentists.
JOHNSON, over H. 11. Hay’s.

order.___
Furnishing Goods.

Furniture and House
BE1YJ. A DA.TIN,
eral Ntreds.

cor.

Exchange

Fed-

and

HOOPER A EATON, Old Post Olllce,
Exchange Ntreet.
HOYT, No. If Preble Ntreet. Upholsteriug done to order.

Furniture and Upholstering.
®£.Y!P w-®«ANE, No. SO Federal

St.
All kinds of Uphols
cringand Repairing
done to order.

ME.,

Hair Goods and Toilet Articles.

—

COMMISSION

!

ALL KINDS REAL ESTATE.

-F. F. SHERRY, No. 9 Clapp’* Block
Cougres* Ntreet. opposite Oltl City Hall.

Horse Shoeing and

Mortgages

I

Carriage repairing

the be.l possible

*••**}■

—

on

to

JEOBRO A CO.. No. IOO
Jewelry and Fine

by 8.

manner

Fore St.

Watches.

aprlS_dtf
JOST & KEILER,

ABNER EOYYEEE, 301 Congress Street.
Agents for Howard Watch Company.

FRESCO PAINTERS,

Carpet-Bags.

Office 134 Middle St., up stairs.
PORTLAND, mE.
Orders may be left at F. F. Hale’s picture gallery
ano O. M. & F. P. Brooks’, No. 333
Congress St.
AII Orders promptly alt, nded to.

Jau25_

W. €.
103

CLARK,

AND

Carpetiugs.

A. 8.
J. H.

WATER

*p21_

tf

PATENTS
IN ALL

Street,

Plumbers.
JAMES Ml CCER, No. til Federal Street.
Every dcrriptiou of Hater Fixtnre. arranged nnd Het up in the best manner.
_Jobbing promptly attended to.

lin St..

—

R I E s.

NJT

DAVIS A CO., No. 80 Middle Street.
LAMSOM, 139 Middle St.,cer. Crew.

Plasterer, Stucco Worker, &c.
P. FEENY, Cor. Cumberland and Frank-

SCRIBNER & JORDAN,
74 Middle

Paper Hangings, AVindow Shades, and

Photographers.

PIPING.

CO U

.n a sons anil ifuilders.
N. E. REDI.-ON, 2IW 1-9 Congrrn St.

Street and IS Market St.

5 Door. East of Temple Ml.,

—

J. R. DC RAN & CO., 171 Middle and
IIG Federal Ntreet*.

lOTHBOP.DEVESS dr CO. ,61 Exhangr

FEDERAL STREET,

GAS

Manufacturers of Tranks, Valises and

tf

Exchange,

cor.

TO

F.OAJV on First-Clan*
Mortgage* of Real Estate
t’ortl nd and vicinity.
Real Estate
bought and sold. Rents eollected. Apply

MftWPV
iUVilUl
in

Heal Estate Agents.
PROCTER, No. 03 Exchange

JOHN C.
Street.
CEO. R. DAVIS A Co.. No. 301 1-* Congre*s Ntreet.

F. G. PATTERSON,
Real Estate and Mortgage Broker,
over LowflPi Jewelry Store,
Cor. Congress A B own Sts.
ap25dtf

A

sand Dollars. Apply to F. G.
in Real Estate.

PATTERSON,

jultkilm

PATTERSON, Real Estate and Mortg. ge Broker.

my5_
Farm for Sale or

Projferty

tt

Exchange for

in Portland or Vicin-

ity,
best Farm in Gorham, known
THEdence
of the late Judge Longfellow.

contains
whole or
ply to

attended to at living prices.
Examinations made and opinions given as to the
patentibllitv of inventions.
my23d&w3m
ers

ROSS & STURDIVANT,
WHOLESALE COAL DEALERS
179 Commercial St., Portland.
Sole agents in Maine for the sale and shipment of
the Celebrated Coal mined by Messrs. Hammett Neill & Co., of Philadelphia.
We have also for sale at lowest market price,
^iikesbarre, Scranton, Lackawanna, and Pittston
Coals, shipped from the vicinity of New York. Vessels procure J for the tranportation of coals from
port of shipment,
any point desired.
tfapr27

&

tiro-storied House, Wood-house and
Stable, and large / of containing nearly an acre of
land,ad. oining, on which are choice bearing fruit trees,
grape vines, currant bushes, asparagus bed. Ac., Ac.
The house contains twelve finished rooms besides
a kitchen, large pantry, and a store room, and is

abundantly

with both hard and soft water.
It was built in the most thorough manner, was painted last year and is In xcellent condition. The premises are sit ated upon oue of the pleasantest streets
in the village, (H«gh Street,) conveniently located as
to churches, schotds. Post Office, and R. R. Station.
As trains are arranged on the P. A R. R. (four passenger trains dally each way,) any one wishing to live
in the country and do business in Portland, would
find this a very convenient and desirable residence.
Inquire of
JOHN A. WATERMAN, Executor.
.in9deodAw2w24
Gorham, June 7, 1873.

supplied

SOUTHARD,

WM. L.

or

1191-2

EXCHANGE

(Corner of Exchange
feb27

and

Law,
ST.,

Federal Sts.,)

PORTLAND. ME.

if

IN

House.
For particulars enquire of Geo. R. Barston, on the

premises.

located at

the office of the late Dr. Robinson, 260
CONGRESS St.
Office hours,
0 to 11 A. M., 2 to 4 P. M
Sundays, 0J to 10 A. M., 4 to 5 P. M
Residence, corner Pine and Emery Streets. Or
ders out of office hours may be left with Mrs. Robin
inson,
taken

For Sale in

860 Congress Street,
or

at bis

residence

BENJ.

my6tf

KINGSBURY, JR.,

Attorney
No.

at

83 Middle

PORTLAND

Law,

am

itlnniilacloi-y.”
constantly mannfacturingand have

Durability.
or

Drawings fnrnished
cation.

“Old

MAIN E.

MERRILL,

COUNSELOR

AT LAW,

30 Exchange Nt., Portland.
Formerly of the U. S. Treasury Department and
Attorney ft all the courts in the District of olumbia,
will attend to the prosecution of
laims Leiure the
Court of Claims and the various departments at
Washington.
octll-'f

and will shortly be wanted for that purpose. It will
be divided into two or more lots if desired.
If not sold before June 1st, it will be sold at auction.
For terms, etc., enquire at Cushman’s Fruit store.
No. 306 Cougress street.

myl3tf

140 Middle

&

Co.,

Street,

Offer for sale

f Firemen r,
)
Army.! f N A 1)fi 1 Bnne Ball,

Military.

Wary,

A" ® 1 Nchool,
(Club.

\
J

Jfiaaonie,

clews & CO.,
a

CHAPEAUS,

MADE TO ORDER,
8Ef*"At. tli© Lowest Prices.^
Samples sent on application, and all orders filled at
abort no: iee.
apr4tt

OF

THE

90 and accrued intercut in currency.

strongly

Safe

MACHINEWORKS
SON,)

and

over 9 per cent.,
recommended as a

Profitable

and

are

Investment.

This Railw ay Is a corporation organized under the
laws of the State of Iowa, which is'-he most prosperState in the Northwest, being the only State in
the Union free from debt. The Minnesota Division, running from Burlington, Iowa, to Austin,
Minnesota, a distance of 260 miles, was completed in
February, 1872. and earned during that year an average of $83,000 per month, being a monthly increase
of $35,000 on the earnings of 1871. The earnings for
1873 are estimated to exceed $1,500,000, or more than
ous

Marine, Stationary and Portable
STEAM ENGINES,
Briers and Tanks, Shafting,
Mdl Gearing and General Machinery. Castings oi
iron, brass, and composition. Repairing promptly
attended to.
gy New and Second-liand Engines lor sale
Highest cash prices paid for old Iron.

$125,000 per month. Toe Milwaukee Division, from
Cedar Rapids to Postvflle, on the Milwaukee and St.
Paul Railroad, a distance of 110miles, pisses through
one of the richest sections of the State of Iowa, and
furnishing an outlet to Milwaukee and the lakes.
315 Commercial Street,
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
W. H. FESSENDEN.
aprHtf
Portland, Me. I Railway bonds have been admitted to tbe New York
Stock Exchange, and are daily dealt in and quoted on
tne offlcl ii
GEO. E. COEI INS,
lists, thus furnishing dealers an advantage
few of tlic new Issues of Railway Bonds.
PHOTOGRAPHIC
been sold, except about $300,oftcr, to cl se it out.
:<1« t:ON«KEN8 STREET,
rent
Se securities taken in exchange at curI* prepared to make all the various styles of Fard
Picture**, Rembrnnt, Medallion, At., from
Retouched Neantirc*.
By Ibis proems we
G* t rid of Freckle*, Mole* ami other imFor all of which no
perfect io ii* of tlic Mkin.
97
extra charge will be made. All work warranted to
street
ap26<itf
please. Call and examine for yourselves, mcbl&dtf

ARTIST,

i.?iS

Bobt. A.
Bird,

CHAS. J.

SCHUMACHER,^

FRESCO PAINTER,

(xrafton

Deering Block,

AT SCHIINACHER BROI HERS.
d3mo

apr!6

JAMES

O’DONNFLE,

removed to

POBTLAND, MAINE.

10_

Attorney

WINnSHIP.

at

Law,

EXCHANGE ST.,
^Portland, Maine.
100

Jttll

OF

INSECTS*

article has been

carefully and thoroughly
tested, during the past fou1'years, by many
THIS
and

ex-

floriculturists, and

the numerous testimonials which have be n received
from those who have given it a trial, leaves no doubt
of its valuab'e properties as a fertilizer for all crops;
and particularly as an insect destroyer, it having
proved a perfect protection to rose
grape
vines, fruit trees, cabbages, squashes, and other vines
and vege ables, from the depredations of insects, and
is cheaper than any of the remedies which have been
recommcuded for the purpose.
-FOR SALE BY-

Commissioner of deeds for the several States.
fob

O.

DESTROYER

—

bushes

NO. 84 1.0 RIDDI.E STREET,
(2nd door below Canal Bank,)

JOHN

AND

perienced farmers, gardeners,

COUNSELLOR AT LAW,
has

Mineral

FERTILIZER
—

5

dim

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
Central

quire

GEO.

jull

THE

inay30-d4w

Removal.
J. 8. KOBKRTN.
has removed to 191 C mmerclal Street, next door
above old place. Extra preseed Hay and Straw for
sale at usual.
J union

and

popular

SALE!

at

CUSHRAJVS FRUIT STORE,

Street.

ni Portland; House and Ell two stories'
thirteen finished rooms, double parlors with marole
mantles, Wood-house and Stable connected—all in
good repair, painted and blinded, Barn 40 x 60 on the
premises; grounds contain 15£ acres, excellent land,
well fenced. 30 apple and pear trees, £ acre choice
stra* berries, three good wells of water upon the place
and good cistern in the cellar, cellar under whole
House, fine cement bottom; grounds ornamented
with fine shade trees. This is one 01 tlie finest residences in the county. Terms easy. Enquire of 3. R.
Davis & Co., Portland, or Oti- Brown, Westbrook.
mar21tf

SALE.

LOT of vacant land, situated on the west Bide
of High, between Pleasant an 1 Danforth, Sts.
This iot has a front of about 61 feet and is about 194
feet
and plans have been drawn by How, for a
block of seven or nin genteel and convenient residences, and adapted for the same. Enquire of

A

do not

lun over

any cut grass;

a

spring

that
P.

we

shall be

pleased

to show you.

KENDALL & WHITNEY,
PORTLAND,

jul2

ME.

of

the owner,
JOSEPH G. HARMON,
marl.3dtf
Limerick, Me.
__

FOR

At Manufacturers’ Price.
can

Machines.
Sections will be polished on both side, and stamped
with the name of the Machine for which they are in-

tended.
All Knires and Sections Warranted.
B3^*ln order!Dg send size of Sectiou wanted.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.
PORTLAND, ME.
of Portland.

NOTICE

Is

at the junction of

High and Commercial
of

streets,

on

twenty-third day
June, A. D. 1873, at
Monday the
o’clock, P. M., to bear all parties interested and then
determine and adjudge whether public convenience
requires that that part of High Street should be discontinued, and if they should so adjudge will then and
there discontinue that part of High street and fix the

3

damages as required by law.

GEO. P. WI SCOTT,
MICAH SAMPSON,
FREDERICK W. CLARK,
J. F. RANDALL,
EDWARD THURSTON,
WM.

Committee

on

junl3

McALENEY,
Laying Out New Streets.

dtd

Country Produce

the
of State and
THE
The l.t Is
It.

100

IOO Tabs Choice Lard.
“
93 Bbls.
mediant and Fine
Pickles.
93 Bbls. Choice Limes.
93
Crude and Ur A nr d Cider.
900 Crates Bermuda Onions,
Dried
O-Beans.
Apples, Hams, Eggs, Cheese, Oat
Meal, Buckwheat, Hominy, Beef Tongues, and all
kinds of canned goods.
Sold as low ns the lowest by CURDS GREEN,
No. 9 moultou Street.
jun9d3w

^PRINTERS’
NOTICE OF

325

on

Harvard

Cedar corner Oxford
M. G. PALMER,
eodtf

m.vlfi_
STORE

TO

n
at

COPARTNERSHIP

No. 1 Exchange street Corner
A share o! business 1b solicited.

unfur-

37

nrsr

Block,

begin

trade.

ALLEN HA 1NES.

__septlldtf

OF

—

Cloths

SCHOOL,

to

or

and

Tailors’

AT

NAVIGATION SCHOOL will be opened at No.
15$ Exchange street, March 3d. to be under
charge of Capt. Edward Breen ana C. H. Farley.
Instruction will be given every afternoon by Capt.
Breen, and Monday and Friday evenings by C. II.
Farley. The course will begin with decmal arithmetic, and well comprise Plane, Traverse. Parallel Middle Latitude sailing; the use of Logarithms; the use
and adjustment of Nautical Instruments; Latitude
by Sun and Stars, and Longitude by Chronometer
Lunar observations will not be included in the course
but will be taught if desire i.
The evening instruction will be given before the
whole class, when the various problems involved in
navigation will be worked out upon the black-board
and illustrated by suitable diagrams and appara’u*,
and the use and adjustme t of Instruments explained. Subjects collateral to navigation such as Meteorolgy, Ocean Currents, &c., will also be introduced
at the evening sessions. For terms, apply to C. H.
feb!9tf
Farley, No. 4 Exchange street.

be closed out within

TWENTY
large stock

a

Broad

DAYS
of

Dotrn’N

Also

Those who want the beet, she aid obtain

WHEELER & WILSON’S
HILENT FEED

Machines sold on Monthly Instalments.
All kindsot Sewing Macnine
Supplies, Silk, Thread
Needles, Ac.
Machine Stitching in all its branches done in the
best manner.

L.

HAYDEN,

-HEREBY OFFERS A—

163 Middle

St., Portland,

Foi cbe detection, conviction and
ties charged with the crime of

our

$300 rewardT
ol

Portland.

City Mabshal’s Office, May H, 1873.

Hundred

dlw

The Peak’s Inland Steamboat Company’s

Agents wanted.
ALBERT COLBY & SONS,
lls> txcliange St, Portland, Mass.,
and 156 Baltimore St., Baltunare, Md

uAwttwS

BOYD S

CAPTAIN A. S. OLIVER,
leave the end of Custom House Wharf daily for
Evervreen Landing, touching at Jones’ Landing, on
and after June tflth, 1873, at 8.45 and 10.15 A. M..an«l
1.45 and 3.15 P. M.

FOR

mch26

CLOTHES
all kinds of goods dyed
Clothing

ner.

thorough

a
»or sale.

applied for soon.
cheap
nJ. W. TAYLOR, 176 Commercial Street.
juu12
dlw*
Call

Also Second-hand
orders will receive prompt and laithlul altcn-

WILLIAM BROWN,
Federal Street,
mv20dtfNear the Park.

BOARD!
COUNTRY
be accomodated at Ridge Cottage,

can

For Sale on Elm street.
SMALL Stable, to be removed. Apply to W
H- DARXON, 20 Elm street.
JuOdtf

WHICH

—

W. C. COBB
selling BY

Is

THE

QUAKT,

at his

or

not,

a* von

like.
tf

Chronometers and

boarders
1J miles from

Good air, magnifi ent mountain
and lake scenery, fine drives, convenient boating and
fishing. Address, W. G. KIMBALL, Bridgton, Me.
evdt
my 16

Bridgton Centre.

nd

33

ST.

hopes

to

LAWRENCE

ST,

receive the former patronage and much

Having sold

above stated I respectfully desired
that all persons haviug unsettled accounts will cal
at their earliest convenience and adjust the same.
J. J GILBERT.
ju!4dlw
as

Sebago Steamboat Co.
On and after MONDAY, June 9th,
,8*3. tIie 8teamf*r Sebago will leave
Jg Harrison at 4 A. M., North Bridgton
at 4.15, Bridgton 4.45, Naples at 5.45,
connecting at Sebago Lake with the morning train
arriving in Portland 9 07 A. M.
Returning will leave Sebago Lake on arrival of train
which leaves Portland at 12.30 p. M., arriving at Naples at 3 50, Bridgton at 4.50. No. Bridgton at 5.20
and Harrison at 5.35.
Bri.igton, June 9, 1873.
ju13dtf
■

Wn

Ship Timber

Hardwood or Wliitc
Oak Timber and Plauk
at the lowest cash

Portland, Dec. 30,1872.

I will Remove and
Prevent
SCALE in any Steam Boilers, ci
no

charge.

mvSdtf

Address,

-BY-

PA.

M~

CAL

consider the weight of uay advice.

who
about introducing Steaiu.Gas
ALL parties
Water into their dwellings, stores
any othwill
if
will call
are

or

or

favor themselves
place,
before doing so. for as I claim

er

thej

<

n

rat

hr * living 1
will spare no pains to giveemlrt satisfaction in price
neatness, and promptness of work. Hose also sup
plied, and repaired. Call and see.

SETTER,

k.

for the Superior Waltham Watches,
which maintain their well earned repul,‘ion
foi timekeeping and reasonable price. In every vaiiety of gold anil silver cases—open face and hunters
Kev win lers and stem winders.
myl2-d9ino

AGENT

to

rk

w

McDonald,

900 Pore Street, hot of Plant.

myadtf

FOR

SALK.

Brig Wenonah

!

Chicago property for

non-residents. Property worth from twice

235 tons new measurement, built in 1856, rebuilt in 1869. and
recoppered in 1870. Rates A. 2, American Lloyds.
Sails and M. rigging about new. Good inventory;
can be sent to sea with very 11 tie expeuce, carrieo
360 tons coal, 180 M. Luiubef, 600 payable hogsheads
tnolassts.
For further particulars enquire cf
117

Junel0d2w

throe times the amount of loan.

CHARLES MERRILL.
Commercia St., up stair*

Also sale investment* made.

Cruelty

PHINNEY & LOMBARD,

unication received by
giving Information of crulity to Horses
ANY
other Animals in
this
the full

to

Animals!

comm

Street,

National

Bank, Chicago;

me

or

names of theprrsou’County, stating
guilty of such cruelty. signed by the writer, will be
hohlen suictly confidential if desired

A. H. LIBBY, Agent.
for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
Office 80 Middle Street, Portland,
lulidiSwIw*

Society

Sanford’s Improved Refrigerators.

REMOVAL.

I

LORD,

W,

PHILADELPHIA,

BE
and

Spectacles and Jewelry,

CHICAGO

tt

GKO.

St*

priws.
L TAYLOR

SCALE IN BOILERS.

Clocks,

Exchange

and Knees.

Hackmatack.

Of Foreign and American Make,

to

HAVE moved my office to No. 17 Exchange St.,
Ocean Insurance Co. Building.
J, H. HAMLEN.
Portland, June 2,1873.

The three potnt9 ot excellence which I claim, are,
1st, constknt and thorough circulation of pure air.

2nd;
iute

ryness,

mir.glifTr

no

elements of Tt*

dampness mould nor taint; 3rd; n<
odors; purity and active air, tb.

of

Notice.
made arrangements
HAVING
ufacturers of Southern Pine at all the princlp.epored to fill orders
shipping ports, lam
Oar and Bridge hoild'ng,South
fial Ship, Factory,
at lowest rates.
West Indies
with Lumber

man-

how

or

SStfBTSSSSaSWK
FRESH

cargoes,

A

J. H. HAMLEN,
chant,
Exchange St.. Portland, Me.
South St., New York.

Portland, June 2, 1873.

tf

•Biff’

8ALMOST

prims lot of Fresh Salmon for sale

JOHN LOVEfTT &

■.amber and General Commission MerNo. 17
No. 17

Call, ot send fot circular!
for sale by J. F. MERRILL be

success.

Manufactured and

American and

We

can-

The admiters of George Herbert will be
glad to learn that eight poems of bis, hitherto unpublished, have been
discovered, and
will be published at once.
It Is said that
they throw considerable light on some of the
poets religious opinions.
The Rev. Charles Kingsley is preparing,
are told, for
publication, some Prose Idyls
in which he will discourse as
pleasantly

we

about
dies

as

winter-gardens

ami chalk-stream stube did last year alwit “Town Geolo-

gy.”
style of

bracelet has

lately

come

into

It is made of a very fins thread
which, by a sort ol knitting machine,

is knitted into a tube.
This is alterwarde
crushed flat, forming a band. These are ornamented in every imaginable
design.

The British Quarterly puts
George Eliot
novelist, above Sir Walter Scott. “She
paints with Mi>s Austen's unerring humor
as a

and accuracy, and with Sir Walter’s mascolina breadth. Where are there in
George El
iot’s stories such fantastic and unreal fi urea

as Fenella, in ‘Peveril of the
Peak.”‘or Meg
Merrilies, in ‘Guy Mannering’ i-

The Paris theatres usually retain

a

critic's

for his use, even after his connection
with the press has ceased. A
gentleman who
wanted to secure a vacant seat at the Varie-

seat

ties, on being told that it was taken, weut to
the bookkeeper's desk, who,
looking in bia
book, found the Inflowing entry opposite bia
number of thefauteuil: “Setviee de
ptesa,
M. Adolphe Theirs, Constitutionuel. 1822.”
Se non e rero e ben trevalo!

The manager of a Lcndon theatie
lately
condescended to hear iD his sanctum young
man (who had an
jinfortuuate hesitation In
his speech) read a short three, the sole condition

being that it should not occupy more
time than it took to finish the weed the man-

badjust lit. Away they both star', the
reading, the other smoking, but as the
mild Havana reaches its termination, the
worse the young author
splutters; they firnsh
together. Of course the que tion is immediately put, “What do you think of it?”
“Well,” replies Mr. Manager; “net half a bad
idea; father, mother, lover, daughter, all
stuttering, will have a novel effect.” The
author, furious, exclaims: “Tbev don't stammer. It’s only my misfortune.” “Oh, thec»
the play ain’t funny at all; sorry I can’t accept it," replied the manager.
ager

one

bv

CO..

104 CONMKHCIAL STREET*

At 20 and 25 Cents
JoU

Worse than Xodocs.
UNOFFENDING

KEGUO

TORTUBED

ET

citizens

in

white

Sub scriber,

having purchased the stock of
BIT* AND FANCY GOODS
leased the store formerly occupied by J. J. Gilbert,

make

WATCHES,

on

it as it goes.

probably
indignation enough ere long to accomplish the repeal ol the law

“respectable*’

I

Now If you wish to try them, yon can by sending
in your order have them brought right from the oven
to your door any morning during the week. Or, if
you say you want tlieru Sabbath moi ning (as is the
custom) Mr. Cobb will lnve a fresh lot ready which
ho will wend you Saturday evening. Then by nutting them in your own ov» n you can find them* there
at breakfast time and save the unpleasant ta.sk of
rising before you are ready and hurrying to the bakery.
P.
19.—Take
some
choice
BROWN

LOANS made

on

pick

cite

AN

HAVE the largest and best stuck ot Shin Kueet
in the State. Also best -mality seasoned White
Oak Treenails, and can furnish

GOOD !

WM.

pattern

TEXAS.

The

Bakery,

and pronounced

have been tested

A-t 54

roll of costly material passing
our hands, and we most em-

The omission to include ihe game of base
ball among the crimes enumerated in the Habitual Criminal Act is what will
ex-

feb3dlvr

Business Chance.

NOS. 28 & 30 PEARL STREET,

man-

ti0n’
sall anrt fll.
Will be

Beans.

THOSE BAKED BEANS
—

a

against. We forbear to repeat his usnal ex*
ciamalion on such occasions. His looks Indicate the sentiments of bis heart.

JOHN SPENCER, Superintend ant.
St’r John Brooks, Boston ami Poit-

Late Steward of
land Line

tf

Cleaned and Repaired at short notice
in

a new
ar-

prepared to do washing for Steamers, HoreK Families, Ac., with special ttentl«
paid to Ladies Dresses, Skirts. Laces, Gents’ Shim
and every description of fine washing.
Tins Laundry bciue provided with the newest and
most approved Machinery, and exi>erieiiced help, the
Proprietor believes lie can guarantee perfect satisfaction to to his customers.

L, C. NELSON

Vice-Pros. Franklin Bank, Ch.cago, and oth. rs if
desired,
api 12dtf

Cleansed

undersigned having assumed charge of
and spacious Laundry would respectfully
THE
that lie is

trance on Fore uear India St.

KENDALL & WHITNEY.

NO. 128 EXCHANGE STREET,
dim

Clothing

EALNJDKY!

Location, Bradbury’s Court, En-

Lowest Cash Price.

References:—Prcs.Sib

may 30

NEW

SALE AT THE

No. 153 La Salle

KINSMAN,

Returning, leave Evergreen Landing at 11.00 A.M.
and 5.00 P. M., and Jone*’ Lanning at 9.00 and 11.15
A. M., and 2.00 and 5.15 P. M.
On and alter July 1st, will run a Morning and Evening trrip in pleasant weather, leaving Custom House
Whaif at 7.15 A. M. and 7.15 P. M.. and Jones’ Landing at 7.30 A.M. and 9.00 p. M.
Pare d wn and back 25 cents, children half price.
Sftecial arrangements can be made by apimiug to
the Captain.
junUif

more.

generally
J

Stoves
foj cooking In hoteweafher.r^°,eS

All

Boat house if wanted.

jul4dtf

2000 Bags Western Timothy Seed
“
“
*•
1500
Canada
“
“
1000
Red Top
“
“
500
Michigan Clover
“
“
200
Ohio
“
“
400
No. New York “
“
“
IOO
Pea Yine,
“
*•
“
150
Alsike
“
«
IOO
Millet
“
“
IOO
Hungarian Grass
“
“
IOO
Orchard

Dollars

STOVES’.

ana

JOHN S. MILLER.

BLOCK,

GRASS SEED.

Gas

J.

two on bis

Will

uounce

Will be pal 1 by the city to any person who will
give
information that will lead to the arrest ami conviction
of llie person or I e sons that set flic to the bouse of
M. Welch, on Laicb street, April 27, 1873.

GEO. W. PARKER,
City Marshal.

manu-

STEAMER

Now is an opportunity to secure
Suits lor Men and Boys of first
class goods at wholesale prices.
Jobbing lots closed out at great
sacrifices.

punishment of pararson, in firing the

Larch Street,

entire time to the

our “Middlings Purifiers,”
recently patented, we otter our Mill tor sale at a bargain. Capacity 350 bbls. Railroad In front ami
Missispipi'i River in the rear. Location unsurpassed,
being in the finest wheat secticn, and most beautiful
city of the West. Population 30.000. 125 miles above
St. Louis, and 250 miles Southwest of
Chicago. Our
Flours have a good repul atl* n already established
in the various markets. Mill in
complete
repair, latest improvements, unsurpassed hi
quality of work by
any mill in this section. New machinery lately introduced at large outlay, insures In Itself a laige return in excess of tbe ordinary
milling profit
For further particulars apply Immediately to

For Peak’s Island.

HANDKERCHIEFS, Ac.

STEPHEN CRESWELL, Chairman.
Ne.v York, May 15th. 1873._
im24-il2m

City

or

It is Interesting to observe the
way a man
tnnis and looks at a stone his U
ejias stubbed

of gold

d3in

large line of

a

BREAD with them

in the City of Portland, on April 27th, 1873; said
Reward will be paid only on due m oot'being furnished
the Executive Committee of the con vicUou and actual
puuishmeut of said criminals. By Order o.‘ the Executive Committee,

Me

JunH

NECK TIES,

of $500
on

hour

up a false stitch.or pau-e too
before we sot another.

A new

CITK niLU, QVINCI, ILL.

ap!5

Premises situate

an

great favor.

mch31

GENTS’ HOSIERY,

HAVING

REWARD

person, whom you cannot
aplike a
request for acAs soon ask a rhinoceros
for

AND TAKE NO OTHER.

K X T* R K S S

enlarged our shop and fitted it up with
the latest improved machinery (by the aid of
wbieh we are enabled to get out cur wo k accurately

The National Board of Fire Underwriters

it-

iong

C. E. WHITMORE A. CO.,

Cassimeres,

Planing Mill, foot of CrosM St.

and expeditiously,) we are now prepared to take contracts of any size In the building line. Plans and
specifications piepared at a reasonable pri e. We
can on the shortest possible notice furnish the window and door frames and all the inside and outside
finish for any description of building. Those about
erecting sea side house* please take note of the above.
We have superior facilities for the manufacture of inside blinds, and will furnish them all painted and
hung quick metre. We make a specialty of building
and setting up machinery, and would be happy to receive calls from parties using power who contemplate
a change of Quarters, or that may need atiy service in
this line. We are also prepared to contract for the
manufacture of patented articles on more favorable
terms than any one in the city.
WILLIAM BURUOWLS.
J. W. BUBROWES.
tf
myl3

are

ha* lcceived
HIGHEST PREMIUMS over all-ae a Fainllv
Mochiue—on both eideeot 'he Atlantic.

the

Cloths,

Those Baked

BIRKOWEN BROTHERS,

It with

beginners than

give
DESIRING
facture and sale of

COST.

Portland, June 13, 1873.

A
the

or

prepared to dry, e'eanse and finish
all kinds gent’s wearing apparel, and also ladies’
dresses, shawls, cloaks, all col rs, or cleansed aui

A

and

Rare Business Opportunity

No. 78 MIDDLE STREET.

School!

a

a

he

our

not wait to

Gen’l A Rent for Maine,

Academic Year

Prof. E. J. YOUNG,
Cambridge, Maes.

one

Also

can be done ti|>on
eaee of execution to
accomplished on anv other. It

rapidity

to

of

WOULD respectfully inform the public
Book.< bought, sold,
loaned
exchanged,
I that I have
good assortment of
for
cent per day. Send three cents for cirOLD
culars.

tures

Needed in the Family

er
can

—

TRIMMINGS

Farther information will be given on application to
Prof, OLIVER STEARNS, D. O.,

IN THE UNITED STATES.

AVERY It
sold

ANY KIND OF SEWING

BANKRUPT STOCK J.

for cash,regardless of price

SEPTEMBER 26th.

Cheapest Book Stores GAS

Boat lor Sale.
nice light row Boat, With

pre-ent “Lock-Stich” Machine ha* no equal in
the world. Tlie WHEELER & WILSON’S Is rellable economical and noiseless. It answers tbc wants
of the household completely, and

streets—basement and

PAPER COLLARS,

deserving.

needy

will

Three

WM. H. CUSHING
PHINEAS F. HARMON,
WM. A. JERRIS
jun6d3w

warrant them not to smut,
myl Idtf

ITS NEW SILENT EEED,

corner

floor, eleguntlv finished and adapted to jobbing
K

dry goods or other similar
Apply to

brown St., Portland.

University.

SCHOOL is

Fore.

Cushing Harmon & Jerris

or

the thousands who iave fortunately used ours, trank
*y «*ve ir the preference, as the very best, both in
this country and ir Europe, study, capital and inventive genius have been devoted to its improvement
for years, till, now wit

Family Sewing Machine,

LET.

the Rackleft
of Middle st0T®in
Alal?L^!,c.k
anil Oeurcb

all denominaopen
persons
tions. Pecuniary aid is afforded to those who
THIS
and
The next

BOOK AND JOB PRINTING
all its oranches, In the best style, and at fair prices,

„„

Danforth Street. In
State street and tM ft
Danforth Street,and containsabout 50,006 ft., iuclndIng the Mansion Hoti-e In thorough repair, and the
large brick Carriage House and Stable. It is one of
the most desirable places In the city, either In its
present state or to cut up in lota. For plans and
particulars, call on
J.c. Procter*
maylO
dtf
corner

city.

or

—OF—

™B8 Choice Vt. Grass Batter

are

FOR SALE.
Residence of Mr. J. M. Churchill, situate

B.,

1HVOITY

SEBAGO DYE WORKS,

maj6tt_215HCoStgP^t-

Let,

Cottage HouseNo.il
THEstreets.

CARPENTERS AND BUILDERS,

hereby given that the J lint. Standi ig
Committee on laying out new Streets
whom
wa<* referred the petition of the Boston & Maine
Railro d, praying that High Street bei ween York and
Commercial Streets may be discontinued, wi
meet

feb26

«-

To

Tailors’ Trimmings J

EDUCATIONAL.

d&w3w24

Estate for Sale. No. 17 Plum Street.
proprietors of rhis establishment will just say
HOUSE AND I'M'I No.»«
to tne public that they
THE
STATE ST.,
prepared to dry hv
Bteam and also

Jten,cd^^e^.1 °Lmy\o101

ANEW

—

navigation

—

MOWERS AND REAPERS

City

broider
This practical and easily managed machine baa now
stood the test of time and thorough
expenmout; and

Woolen Goods and

mar'27-lamtjel-thenedtjyl

Real

®De

To Let,
store on Atlantic near '’ongress St., and
Horse cars. Suitable for a Shoe Store or fancy
¥L?«S?,ne8tic soods or Groce ties. Apply to S. A.
ANDEKSON, No. 37 St. Lawrence St.
m;ir-6
__dlw then eodtf

17___dtf

E.

some

commodation.
the prlvlle c of sitting
horn.

our

OFTHE bEST offices on exchange
SI EEET. Enquire of
GEO. A. WHITNEY & CO,.
mar24tf
No. 46 Excbange St.

WANTED,

mylSd3m__

i»t^j£H0a>8”
Enquire

GREEN.

H.

To Let.

dtf

d&w3w24

SECTIONS

Portland May 1 1873.

FOR SALE*

turther

my

for them,

tree.”

proach with anything

Arc.

_WILLIAM

SMITH, MORGAN & BUTLER’S.

are

S.—We have, also, a New'Horse Rake and
Hay Tedder that we would like to have you see.

tf

The sw-enber offers *or sale his Hotel
,proj rtv in Limerick Village, York County.
1
The house has 22 rooms all in good repair,
iwith plied and two large stables adjoining:
itwo wells of water on the premises, and
Hotel,
tiia «,!vepy convenience for a first-class
*8 W®U 8ituated for 8eCaring
liberal

apriudti

Sebago Water.

the premises.

To

my20

a

The “Limerick House,”

Lease.

or

to

Coat and Pant Machine Girls want*
ed at

anu

FOR

Gas and

on

Wanted.

undersign have this day formed
copartwill continue the business of
THE
nership

Real Estate.
Sale, or lease for a term of years, the property belonging to the estate sf Francis O Libby,
anil formerly occupied by him on the corner of Free
and High Streets.
HARRISON J. LIBBY, I
FRANK W. LIBBY,
) A,lnl rs-

ated;
Inquire

GOOD Girls of ail nations, for housework
tl'/v In town and country; table girls for Saloon,
and
Kitchen; girls for Hotels, Summer and
Laundry
Beach Houses; Cooks, Chamber, and Scrub girls.
Forest City Employment Office.
MRS. L. HOVEY, 314 Congress Street,
ray 27_
dim*

in the track-

cleartr slide ketps it at all times adjusted; It is sate
to say, and we will warrant the Buckeye to do anything that any other machine will do, and when
other machines are worn out and worth'ess the
Buckeye will be good for years afterward. We
have at our store a machine set up in working order,

dee}<,

EDWIN CHURCHILL,
No. 4 Portland Pier,
From 12 to 2 o’clock, P. M.

House to Rent

Upper tenement of hnnse No. 31 Emery St.,
THE
all very pleasantly situconsisting of six
with

Wanted

the cutter-bar at all times, can fold or
untold the bar without leaving his seat, or raise the
bar perpendicularly to pass obstructions; the drivewheels run in paths made by the track-clearer and

For Sale in the Town of Westbrook.
FINE

TWO

MAN who understands repairing Furniture.
Apply at 125 Federal St.
tf
apr23

ing

dtf

one-ljalf mile from the Railroad
A Depots,residence
Post-office. go*»d Schools and Churches
six miles fr

Rooms to Let.
gentlemen an l their wive, and two or three
single gentlemen can be accommodated with
pleasant rooms and board at No. 75 Free .Street.
tf
may9_

Wanted.
rooms for a gentleman

AT

This,
r^barking
,inth,!,n,Uk"tup the right

L;fe is like

junl2dlw#

with
and wife
wiibin five minutes walk of the City Building.
Address P. O. Drawer 1382.
ju7dtf

New

Jul2

Can at a small outlay be easily changed Into three
stores, with the tenemen's over them would then
rent for from 01606 to 01806. Buildings in good repair. Title perfect. Terms ea-y.

mar24

accomodated

Wanted.
immediately a competent Loaf Bread
WANTED
Baker. Satisfactory references required. To
a good man a steady job and
good wages will be
given.
Also 2 young men from 16 to 20 years old, those
used to the Baking business
preferred.
jnOtf RICE & C ALDER WOOD, 22 Anderson St.

man

of (•curse.

ill Is-

Th ere are

street.

new

About 5000 feet Land.

mar28

be

TO

BOARD

tbv,

»'•-» hair will be iu*tfarn Diat hair made from ibe bark
*w,KMltree ha, lteen patented and

swiftly through

A

Model Buckeye Mower contains many
and important featuresThe driver havTHE
control of

CONGRESS ST. NEAR CASCO,

FOR

can

learn the Auction and t ommission business.
Salary $2.00 per week for the first six ruon'bs.
ABRAM & BROS.,
Anotion Rooms 125 Federal st., under U. S. Hotel.
JuH
,tf

mayl4tf

have their orders promptly filled by
sending directly to us for Sections fcr ail kiuds ot

Can be seen any alternoon between the hours of 2
and 4.
For further information apply to
F.DWA RD P. CHASE, No. 3 Oak St.
my27tf

Congress

Boarders Wanted.
ENTLEMEN BOARDERS
at Iso. 6 Chestnut Street-

MOWER.

Farmers

throughout.

No* 306

Aeellt-_Junl2*dtw

Address

BUCKEYE

...

w

Rooms Wanted.

on

House for Sale \

ON

$300 a year. Will accommodate two
families; pleasantly located. Apply
t0 w- «• JERRIS, Real Estate

pleasant part of the city, furnished
IN nished,
with
without board.

NEW MODEL

—

State Street, occupied by the undersigned. This house is thoroughly built of
brick and stone and has all modern conveniences.
ALLEN HAtNES.
Portland, Sep. 18th, 1872.
sepl9-tt

THE

_—

a

For Sale.
house

A—r-

n

j“5__tf

Sea-

d2m

myl_

Agent* for the Mate.

Portland, May 30th, H73.

Park. Will be
For particulars enE. DAVIS, 84 Commercial St.
tf
near

Real Estate tor Sale.
HOUSE at No. B Tare Street, and lot extending through on Brackett street, with Stable.
Also, a lot of 10 acres of Hay Field with a good
Bam situated in Scarboro, on the Paine road Dear
Hubbard Libby’s, ab >ut 6 miles from Portland. The
above property will be sold at a bargain bv applying
to MRS. T. E. STUART, No. 604
Washington street,
comer of Pine, Boston, Mass,

my22

Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Minnesota Railway Line.
At

To Let.

No. 53 Srring St.,
HOUSE
ready about June 15th.
of

Enquire

—

At which price they yield

PORTLAND
(FORMERLY C. STAPLES *

limited number of the

FIRST MORTGAGE 7 PER CENT, CON!
VERTIBLE SINKING FUND
GOLD BONDS
—

HATS, CAPS AND

or

With Buildings now renting for
more than $800 per year.

32 WALL STREET. NEW VOBK,

PORTLAND, ME.
Grand

junsdtf

FOR

eod2m

“henry

Lot 30x110 feet. Instreet between the bourn

m.

THE

I
Mr. Thompson
and ids work to all my old friends and patrons who
may want a reliable carriage at a fair mice. Mr. T.
has been in my employ and associated with me in
business near y 2U years.
J. M. KIMBALL,

favorably known

OTIS K A LER & SON, Proprietors.
fun9
Ira

available for

two-story house. No, 8 Carletnn Street. This
good repair, is well located iu a good
neighborhood. Has a good cellar, water and gas

CARD,
take pleasure in recommencing

This

Exchange

"

NO. 3 COTTON STREET.

lw

CUTTERS

reside resort is now reopened for the receptJjS{(ioTi of permanent and transient guests for
njmjlthe season of 1873.

large Barns In good repair. The Land extending through from one street to another, making

and 2 p.

eight rooms in a central and desirable part
city. References first class. Address
“RENT,” Press Office.
Farm Wanted
In exchange for a new
two-story
house in Portland, now renting f»r

Scarboro Beach, Oak Hill, Me.
X
H

jun7dtf

SMITH, MORGAN & BUTLER’S.

KIRKWOOD HOUSE

Wheeler & Wilson’s.

rooms,

or

ALIVE

Proprietor.

,

PLEASANT

drive a Bread Cart. Satisfactory references requested, at
BLAKE’S BAKERY,
mv21dtf
Congress Street.

HOUSE!

junlOdtf

and two

a. m.

Tenement Wanted.

or

house is in

PORTLAND.

HOUSE,

This old and popular Sea-Side House Is
opened for the season.
JOSEPH P. CHAMBERLIN,

p

ace.

__lw*_

—

Deering.

91 years of

to

3

to

light, ami tbe mot-t

To Let.
Rooms with board for single Gentleor Gentlemen nnd wives.
No. 149, comer Kim and Oxford Streets.

man

••

'*

tely.

This favorite Summer resort will be opened for the
season Jane 19, 1873.
Address until 1st W. & C. R. Milliken, Portland,
Me.
J. ML. THOMPSON Sc CO.,
Glen House.
my17d6w

ten miles

—

500 Good Girls Wanted Immedia-

TWO SIORY HOUSE

Appli-

302 & 304 Congress Street,

jull

Byron Greenough

upon

Repository,”

No.

ESTABLISHED 1821.

stock

Real Selected and moat Reliable Material., unsurpassed in Elegance, Style and

may24«dlm

HENRY F. T.

in

All work made on the premises under my
persona
supervision trom the

Street,

(Opposite Canal Bank.)

at the

dtf

WHITE MOUNTAINS, N. H.

FEW minutes walk from City limits. 25 acres
of Land with nearly 1000 feet frontage, with
Buildings thereon, consisting of

HOUSE
quire at No. 12 Elm

All the Leading Styles of Light Carriages.

Cats

mayl6

A

of 8

OF

Maine.

now

FOR SALE.

CO.,

3f“2© Years Experience

I

Yarmouth,

18

ALSO

or

the central part of the cityW. W. CARR,

*_

The dental prof
f'.d'ornl-i have
P • ''! '•
;mttin; n'*
rubber .%,».•> i.. ;V nn«,i::,. The ,>yer..ge

Rooms to Let

Boy Wanted

This House built since the great Fire, has
recently bean leased by the undersigned,
and extensive alterations are now being
made, which when completed will make the
House one of the most convenient, ami well
renovated,
arranged in the State. WiU beasentirely
a Hotel 6liould be
new Furniture added, and kept
Will easily accommodate One Hundred and
kept
Fifty Guests. The Reading Room will be supplied
with every Daily Paper published in the State. Open
June 1st, 1873.
WM. F. HUSSEY,
Recently Clerk Augusta House.

The well and favorably known
AK * R
HOUSE,

Portland. The trains of the Grand
Trunk road stop within a few rods of the
Terms very favorable. Apply to the proprithe
premises, or Wm. H. Jerri*. Real Estate
Portland.
myl9-lm*

Boys from

hotel.,

Cor. Cross and Fore Sts.

B

fu“'

kimNot work, heavy
l»oi>ular.

For all

To Let,
near

WEDNESDAY MORNING,JtAE 1M87».
Gossip and Gleanings.

street-_____Jul2dlw*
tenements,
TWOApply
to

PRESS.

Californian ohjicta

be accommodated with good
Board and pleasant rooms at No. 26 Federal

SIX

^nd^Most Tfeorousrhly

SEWING MACHINE

ean

_

Hotel For Sale or Lease.
pleasantly

—

luH

geutiemen

Ju7(*tt

PORTLAND STAR MATCH CO.

-0
Jul-

Commercial House,

OCEAN

tennament fo rent in good repair.
A SMALL
Inquire at No.405 Congress Street. julSdlw*

BY THE —

—

SIX

MBS. E. HANSON, Proprietess.
Special attention given to select parties. jul6dlm

Also one House and lot at Point Village.
For particula s enquire >n the premises of
JEDDIAH LOVIETT.
aprteodtf

all

GIRLS WANTED.

Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Me.

GLEN

or

of the

This new and elegant House will be opened to visitors June 10,1873.

Square,
myl2eodtf

Sale.
Cape Elizabeth. House and land, from one to
five acres, to suit purchaser; situated on the road
between the North Congregational Church and Town

Eltzabethfjuue iyi873?'

let7

THE

FAMILY

rooms

Board,

larg-

Visitor

a

N. A. CHURCH, Prof.rietor.
Naples June 14th. 1873.
jul6d3w

5 Pemberton

No. 2 Deering St.

FINE CARRIAGES.
“Old

DR. HERSOHI

HAS

MANUFACTURER

those seeking a summer’s resort to iusure the
est and most satisfactory patronage.

Portland,

junl7*lw

selectmen reserve the tight to reject
any
bids not deemed for tie
interest of the ti wn.
Selectmen
A
HASKELL,)
NATHAN R. DYER. f
of
’ ^

Me.

House^Naples,

From

woman as

The house on
streets, well
Boarding House, will be

The Best Known

and Park

a term of years.
Ir, contains about forty
has a Stable and Ice house, is now readv for
occupancy. Apply to
WM. H. JERRIS
Eeal Estate Agent Cahoon Block,
Portland June 13th. 1S73.
julldlw

leased lor

to

CJE A r.ED Prniwsals will tie received at the Selectuntil 12 M., June
ir ia?ieiis vffi.c.e;.Ci*"eElizaheili,
d,' ,.*or building a pile bil b e acresr bong Creek
and siieeiflca! ions may
iLVlI.!!.,Plans
beseen
at their office nn and after June 171b.

Cape

TERMS 82.00 PER DAY.

For

For Sale

at

ached,__jul4(12mw2Jm25
N O TIC E

2\

land,

at-

This Houre is long and favorbly known to
(the pubde. The Proprietor ba* decided cot
[to sell as advertised last February, but conto keep open to Summer Boarders and
Litinue
l * transient ravel.
i_
With enlarged accomodation and improved equipage aud every attention requisite to the enjoyment of
guests. A daily mail ami the fine little S« earner
Sebagi commanded by the courteous Captain Wales,
running over the lakes and connecting w’ith Portland in the mid>t of the noBt picturesque and charming teen ry opening so many and so complete forms
of natural glory, the place deeds inly to be knonwto

For Sale.

Boston.

& Gentlemen’s Diking Rooms

Elm

f'k/'h/h FEET of land on North street, near
•Ifl/vv Walnut. Price low. Terms J cash,
balance time. Apply to F. G. PATTERSON, Port-

J. II. FOGG,

Attorney and Counsellor

T

stTcloud

a
a

SUCCESSOR TO
KIMBALL

Son of tlic late Col.
RICHARD FRENCH, of
French's Hotel, ha* token tills Hotel, newly titled up
aud entirely renovated the name. Centrally located
In the B US CHESS PART of the City.

HOUSE LOTS

Thompson, Jr.,

M.

premises.
dtf

homestead of the late Dr. Waterman, is offered for sale upon favorable terms
TEIE
This property
consists of

Watches, Jewelry, &c.

J. IV. dr II. H. MCDCFFEE,Cor. Middle
A: I'uion St*.

J.

RICHARD P. FRENCH,

UNQUESTIONABLY

FIRST cl«K8 Boarding House.

eorner of Congress
■liiMhe
Uni* known as Miss Jones’

Proposals Wanted.

ON THE EUROPEAN PLAN.

Valuable Beal Estate at Gorham
Village for Sale.

it all

Zenas

a

Address Suprintendent.

COR. CORTLANDT & NEW CHURCH STS.

ern

Street.

Street*.

on

GENTS to sell the new Impr ved American Sswmg Machine. In every county In Maine.
Apply or address
». niTCHITX. IfiS Middle
81.. Portland; R. G. ROLLINS. Knuxor, illc.; II.
41 Avon Si#. Huh ton. IVIntoi
Junl?
J3L*

FRENCH’S NEW HOTEL, AT the Reform School, smart capable
Overseer In the Boy’s kitchen.

BOOfcY,

H. B.
on the

NICE cottage House of 8 rcoms, on the EastPromenade. Call on
A. C. LEWIS,
junlCdfm
12 Market Square.

A

ENGLISH and FRENCH SCHOOL,430

ple

This farm

TO LEI.

Wanted.

For Sale.

Schools#

R. F. LIBBY, Lo. 2S2 Fore Street, cor.
Croso Si., in D* leno*« Rill.
G. L. HOOPER A CO., SncceaMor* to
Littlefield & Wilson, Cor* York A Rn-

the resi-

as

seventy acres of superior lani. Will sell
part. Possession given immediately. Ap-

Gorham, June 16, 1873.

by S. YOCNC dr CO., at No. lOO
Fore Street.
mv30*2m

Stair Builder.

for the
WEDNESDAY. June 18th.
house is closed to transient visitors on the
Sabbath.
junl7d2w
S. B. GUNNISON, Proprietor.
of 1873.

season

TERMS (MS PER ASNIM ,N ADVANCE.

To Be Let

\

HILL, MAINE.
popular Summer resort will open

Ladies

TWO

done

Letters

promptly answered.
Model's and Drawings turnislied.
Extensions, Re-issues, Interference and Disclaim-

dealer

double tenement Houses on Cotton street—
No. 13, two tenements, five rooms each—No. 9,
two tenements, seven rooms each. Also House No.
28 Bramliall street, arranged for one or two families;
lot 40x113, fronting on two streets. This property is
newly finished ami in complete order, and will be
sold as the health of the owner demands a change of
climate. Apply to LEON M. BOwDOlN or
G.

Silver and Plated Ware.

fongrera

the

on

For Sale.

Signs and Awning Hangings,

Assignments made and sent for record.
Consul'a i >11 personally or by letter free.

BEACII,

OAK

THIS
Thi*

1878.

WANTED.

NEW YORK.

Real Estate for Sale.
2$ story brick bouse, 10 rooms, situated

ABNEB LOWBLL, 301 CAogreai Street*

PORTLAND, ME.,

HOUSE!

SCAKBORO

June 18.

WANTS, LOST, FOUND.

to

nom

Secure Inventions, Trade Marks and Designs in all Countries where Patent
Laws exist.

ATLANTIC

c mer of Alder street.
Also a new 2$ story
wooden house. 10 rooms, arranged for two families.
The enlire nroperty can be purchased for Five Thou-

GEORGE A. WHITNEY, No. 30 Exchange Nt. Upholstering of all kinds

rid of freckles
of the skin. Call

No.
6
Moulton.
PORTLAND,

Negotiate Loans

(Carpenters and Builders.
WHITNEY & MEANS, Pearl Street,
posite Park.’

WALTER COREY A CO., Arcade, Na.
IN Free Ntreet.

A RETAS SH URTIEFF,

ALSO

street.

35 Plum

Furniture-Wholesale and Retail.

Street.

and

—

NHACKFORD, No.

SY'MONDS, India St. Velvet Cloak,
dyed and finiwhed.
FONTEB’N Oyo House, ill Union Ntreet.*

PORTLAND, ME.
Copying and enlarging done »o order.
All the new styles, Berlins, Rembrants, Medallion,
he Porcelain, or Mezzotint card, and the retouched

—

ooui

F.

PHOTOGRAPHER,

process

I Y ,R
11, Printer’.
’VJ'
J11 ^
No. Ill Exehauge
Exchange,
Nt.

•HAIdld &

Dye-House.

J. II. LAWSON,

new

Booksellers aud Stationers.
HOYT. FOGC A BREED,No.01 Middle
Hired._
Book Binders.

OB. W. It.

BUSINESS CARDS.

No. 152 middle

HOTELS.

Real Estate Bulletin.

to

POltTLAND PUBLISHING CO.

card, by which

:<0 Penrl Street.
COBB, No».-iSand
On direct route between New Cn.ton
nenr
the Mnrket.
Uoune and l*o»« OWee,

W. C

Is published every Thursday Morning at
$2 50
year, if paid in advance, at $2 00 a year.

s'n
GO

___

Bakers.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS

Rates

No. 370 Middles*lo let.
Machine* for sale and

kind, of

Year in advance^

a

ESTATE.

F. G. Patterson's

All

DYER,

H.

Exchange St, Portland.

At 109

REAL

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

MOROTNO,

excepted) by the

PORTt.AND PIIRI.IMHI1VC
CO.,
Terms:

WEDNESDAY

PORTLAND

HUE

DAILY PRESS.

a

Found.
dtt

The

It
following story seems incredible.
related, however, by a trustworthy newspaper, the Austin (Texas) Journal, ot the
2nd inst., from which we quote it entire:
“Between the 1st and 10th ot May, 1813, a
party consisting of, say half a dozen, more or
less, visited a camp of workmen on the railroad (Texas Pacific) twenty m lrs north of
Jefferson, in a stale of intoxication, headed
by a Mr. Porter, an old citizen of Cass coun-

is

ty. Mr. Porier, tbe leader, commenced an
attack on a negro man, wbo, tbe bvstauding
white man said to Mi Potter, was "a peaceable and unoffending man. The negro pushed Mr. Porter off and kept out of the
way.
At this Mr. Porter took great offenso, bat not
considering himself sufficiently strong, went
back home, recruited bis party, and returned
in a day or so, and found the duties of the
negro as a laborer had caused him to change
to a camp some miles distant on the railroad.
Thither Mr. Porter and his increased force
followed, finding the negro engaged at hi* labor.
Porter assumed to be sheriff, and
tbe others
of tbe
party, suboruinates,
took
the
bound
him
negro piisoncr,
his
and
fast, (opened
eyes
spit in
them tobacco juice, confined him last to
one of tbe horses, started off at a fast
gait,
compelling him to keep up or drag; ordered the negro to
bow
humbly to every white man they met on the road, and
on the streets, of a town
through which they
passed eu route. Proceeding on their way
to a spot sufficiently retired tor thvii diabolical purposes, they confined the colored man
between two small trees, so placing him that
he could only niove his bead. Thus located,
they deliberately proceeded to make a cross
on his forehead by incision with a knife, and
then scalped their vic'.iru. After thus inflicting on him all the torture of which they were
capable, they retired a lew paces and finished
their barbarous woik by shooting several load*
of ammunition into bis exposed and defenseless body. After thus cruelly accomplishing
their work, they threw the lifeless body into
a stream of water convenieut to the scene of
action.
Thus ended Ibis bloody tragedy,
committed in the open light of day, under a
pretended cover of law, and in open defiance
of the civil authorities.
Tbe perpetrators
bad not, at last accounts, been arres ed. The
above occurienees took place within thirty
miles of the citv of Jefferson, one of the
largest cities of Texas, «nd a county settled
It is staled that
some quarter of a century.
the perpetrators were composed of old citizens of tbe county of Cass, iu
which the
transaction occurred.

A Big Bug.—The largest specimen of the
tree lizard ol South
America, that
bas ever been seen in this couutry has recentbeen
received
at
th
5
ly
army medical museum
at Washington. It was placed in a box which
admitted plenty of air, and arrived
and

iguana, or

safely

in

seemiug good condition after his long voyage, though he seems disinclined to be goodnatured over his confinement, or to make nsw
aequai tances in his new residence. Tbe reptile is almost entirely black, o: a dark chocolate brown, is 50 inches
and on tbo top
long,

of the head has a
large, round protuberance
like a swelling, while or each side of tbe bead,
balls.
near its base,
appears similar immense
The eye is prominent, very bright, and is of a
bright hazel or yellowish color, leaving the
bantX baro
pupil brown. The fore feet, orhuman
band,
the fingers formed very like tbe
while the thumb or toe, corresponding to the
and is large and
human thumb, is quite short
and covered
round. The joints are protected
tbs
armor, an
by a formation resembling
first
glance to b« free
and tail seem at
a
closer
examination
rom scales, though
to be small and smooth.
•hows tbe scales
I'he reptile has not yet been identified as belonging to any species beretolore known, as
It is the inten
t docs not appear In Cuvier.
ion of Dr. Woodward to kill it and prepare
the skeleton for mounting; but it has been

suggested that a cast be taken before killing
for exhibition in the eollection of the Smith-

sonian institute.

A BatiI correspondent

i:> Lx ESS.

r Jri J±)

Explanation of the Oregon Senator.—
Senator Mitchell of Oregou, who affords the
first instance of a Senator of the United States
under a false name, has written a letter to the

writes that the cau-

that its delegation go
cus in that city voted
The fel_ows who
to
Bangor.
uninstructed

for Mr. Dmgiey s
divide up the delegations
and
Stone four of
Kent
Messrs.
paper allow
There are many indications
Kvxby re ular attache of the PltERg is furnished
thirteen.
t,ie
between
with a cart/certificate counter *igued bv Stanley T. i
tliat there will be some discrepancy
Pullen, Editor. All mil way, steumboai an I bote
sure and the result of
the
gounted
delegates
manager* will ounfer a favor upon us by demanding
the ballot.
cre-I mtlali? ofever* [husod claiming to represent our
journal, as we have information that several “bumA West Point official visitor says that
mer*” are Becking courtesies iu the name of the
Pbf.Vs, and w«? have no d?sp »drion :o be. even pas- ! Gea. Sherman as he inspected the riding of
«‘ydv. a party to ?mdi fraud
the cadets, “in his 'all straw
looked like

WEDNESDAY MOUNINU.JINE 18.1878.

people of Oregou, in which he says:
solely to domestic troubles, seeking at
.Owing
that time ouly
obscurity, anil hoping that I
might be forever separated from some of tho

j

J

_

memories of the past, hut having committed no
wrong act to be concealed, neither contemplating the commission of any, I, in my then perturbed state of mind, decided to be known and
called thereafter by my mother’s maiden name,
Mitchell, which was my middle name bv baptism. This I frankly conccdo was an indiscreet, ill-advised and injudicious act; a great
blunder, a foolish mistake. 1 offer for it no excuse save my inexperience in the world, and a
great desire to separate myself, as far as possible, from a past that was, and is, inexpressibly

_

hat,

munication* that

aumiyuirtiB

arc nui

Republican

inquisitive farmer who had never seen
anything like this before and was determined

j

letrers ou t ^ »mmuniare in
cation?. The uaii):: ant add ref* of the w iilor
far publication
all oases in Hsjs'ns ill f. net necessarily
lmt as a guaranty of good failii.
reserve comW cannot un ierlake to rotui n nr
VVk do not read

an

that no movement should escape him.”

|

u.-co._

It was a violation of the conventionalities of life for wldch I would gladly atone by
It is not, however, :n contravenlabor.
a life’s
tion of any public law. The act at once be1 leave it to others to judge
came irretrievable.
whether thus yielding to the misdirection of a
in
perturbed mind, days of dejection and sorrow, is a sin that years of honorable effort in
the walks of daily life eaunot atone.

painful.

THE WAG SER TRIAL.

State Couveution.
eighth dav.

The Republican# <»l Maine and all oilier* who support the present: N iti mal an l Stale Administrations
are invited to aeud delegates to a State Convention to

Alfred, Tuesday. June 17.—Thecuurt came
! in at 9 o'cluck, and the defease continued.
JOHN

be hoblen in

W.

A Nebraska Freshet.—Capt. Alex Moore,
3d U. S. Cavalry, makes a special report to
Gen. Ord, commanding the Department of the

PARSONS.

Do not remember the exact number of
fifteen upon Anethe.
I wounds, but should say
Most of flesh wounds I described before were
cut through the scalp; some were ripped into
rtior ami transacting any other business that
may ; the boue a little, but most of them did not hit
properly come before the convention.
it. being simple flesh wounds. In my opinion
The basis of representatioli will be as follows:—
when those wounds were made blood would
have spirted out at the time. I was not down
Kaoh city, town and plantation will be entitled to
The flesh wounds I think might
to the Island.
one delegate and one additional t >r
every 75 vote* for
have been made by a person of not great mustbo Republican candidate for (bivemor in 1*72. A
cular force.
fraction of 40 voles, addi'ioiuil to the full number for
RICnABD S.

Aorombrsa Hail, Kitngor,
Tbnrudnv, June CO. 1*73, at II o’rlork.
or the purpose of nominating a candidate ior Gov

a

;

Platte, concerning a terrible freshet ou the
night of the 31st nit., which overwhe'med his
camp in tne Blackwood Valley and drowned
six men and twenty-six horses. Capt. Moore
was on a scout from Fort McPherson, Nebraska,
wagon master, five teamguide,
He says:
sters and fifty-five enlisted men.
“The Valley of Blackwood is about forty-five
miles long, and about one mile to one and a
half wide. This entire stretch of country was
one raging torrent, at least from six to seven
feet deep; and how any man or horse escaped
is marvelous. The only thing, indeed, that
prevented total destruction was t.ie fact that
my camp was surroundsd by a belt of timber
on three sides, and as the men were carried off
by the "urrent, they were enabled to save
themselves by catching the limbs of trees.”
witli

PHILBRICK

delegate, is also entitled to a delegate.
Delegates are authorized to till vacancies only wiih

Am

deputy

Sheriff of this county. I was in
Portsmouth,
Johnson’s, when the shirt was
actual residents of the county to «liieli the town lietaken from the vault. Mary Johnson was calllongs.
ed; looked at the shirt one minute or so, aud
TLe State Committee will loin session at 0 o'clock ! said it was Wagner’s.
tlie
for
the morning of ilie Convention
roccpttonof
Cross Examined. I do not know what she
said prior to looking at the shirt.
credentials.
Jesse
chairman.
Uetehell, called by the defendant, testiJames G. Ilt.nv:, Kennebec,
I
fied: On the night of March 5th I went from
William P. Frvk, Androscoggin.
Aroostook.
Kiien Woodbebv.
Kitter.v to Newcastle, about half past 7; reStanley T. Pci.len. Cumberland.
turned about half past 1, moon about setting at
K. C. Perkins, Franklin.
that time. The wind was about south-west,
Hopkins. Huncock.
at

John I>.
E. R. Sl'EAlt, Knox.
S. S. Marble, Lincoln.
F. E. SHAW, Oxford.
John H. J.YM1E. Penobscot.
K. A. Thompson, Piscataquis.
F. D. Sew all, So gad oboe.
SEW ALL E. Pk: scott, Somerset.
Fred. Atavood, Waldo.
Nelson S. Allan, Washington.
Leonard Andrews, York.
Z. A. SMITH. Secretary.

STEPHEN F.

The farmers’ Oranges.
This rapidly increasing organization in the
West is attracting the attention of all intelli-

gent people
affairs

on

who take an

interest

connection

with

the

SHAW.

company to obtain patents is a serious hindrance to the settlement
of the country. The
government considers that it has ample security in the event of the failure of the Credit Mobilier suit.

Sews and Other Items.

GOVERNMENT RBSUMES.

in

public
great importance it

account of tbe

has assumed in

The Union Pacific Railroad.—The Union
Pacific Railroad, by Its attorneys, is making
vigorous efforts to secure the revocation of the
order of the Interior Department,which withholds from that road one-half its land grant until it shall have fulfilled its obligations to the
government. It is stated that the failure of the

Was member of coreuer’s jury; went down to
Island evening of March 6th, and had an inquest on the bodies of Anethe and Karen. The
body of Anethe was lying in the middle of the
floor, face badly cut, cou-iderahle blood on her
clothing ami ou the floor where she laid. She
was taken from the floor aud laid upon the table and examined. Karen’s body was in other
room on the floor;
hair saturated; blood on
floor; some blood on bed; pilluw bloody; should
think likely some of jury had a pencil down
there with them. Hayes' bad a pencil there.
Cross Examined. Do not think I ever saw
pencil shown me before.

May 1,1873.

Mr P. T. Barnum has been chosen a director
of the New York and Eastern Railway.
The Boston City Council refuses to give 83000
for mnsic dnritig the summer on the common.

Reuben H. Ricker, deputy Sheriff: Heard testimony of Wagner pointing to me as being
at an interview between him and Mrs.
iontvet. I was present at no interview between them.

war

Bresent

upon the railroad corporations that is now
the foremost issue ir. the grain producing
States of the interior.
Four ydars ago the conviction became general among the more thoughtful farmers of
the West that there should be a society
formed among the agricultural classes which
should be capable of dealing with the varied
interests that interest them. In pursuance
of this idea, Messrs. Saunders and Kelley,
then engaged in Washington, tbe former

New Hampshire farmers
profit in sheep raising.

THOMAS ENTWISTLE.

Heard testimony of Wagner in relation to
! my urging him to confess. I did not urge him

j

WESLEY HAND.

I’olice officer in Portsmouth testified: Was on
: Court st. night of March 5th,between quarter of
1 oue aud one. There is a pump on Court street,
j only pump I know of; saw no one by that
i pump that night.
(ISO. J. FERNALD,
A police officer in Portsmouth, N. If., testified:
I
was
on
street the nightof the murder at
of
Court
tbe
national
experimental |
having charge
Smutty Nose, between quarter of one and one;
grounds iu that city and tbe latter a commis- j saw
no one by the pnuip ou Court street.
sioi er to examine tbe condition of agricul'
Cross Examined. We were following a felture in tbe South, prepared a constitution l low aud girl. I did not tell Louis Wagner 1
was there, and did not see him.
and ritual for tbe organization of national,
JAMES S. RAND,
State and subordinate societies called GranA police officer testified that on his beat he
ges. Having completed bis task in Washingpassed the pump. He saw no oue lying at the
ton, Mr. Kelley returned to bis farm iu Miu
pump that night.
nessoLa where he founde i
the organization.
THE EVIDENCE ALL IN.

Thence it extended into Iowa and spreading
rapidly in all directions, there are now seventeen states Granges within the national
organization. Three years ago last tall the
first Grange was organized in Iowa. Last

April there were over 1500
a membership of 100,00<J.

iu that State with
The

organization

has extended to every western State and
North Carolina and Vermont
Tbe composition of tbe organization is
briefly stated as toUows: It consists of one
national

Grange and suborrequisite frr the formation
of a state Giauge, aud, until that is founded,
the scattering societies are governed by tbe
national body. Tbe masters of tbe several
state Granges constitute tbe legislative council of tbe national Grange, and subordinate
Granges may make any by-laws not inconsistent with their regulations. Any person of
good character engaged itj agricultural pursuits is eligible to membership.
Both sexes
are admitted, the only restriction in regard to
age being that males shall be over eighteer,
and temales over sixteen. All political or religious tests, and the discussion ot political
aud religious questions are strictly forbidden
by the constitution. The order claims to be
simply private rather than secret, although
only members are allowed to be present at
tbe meetings, and, for the sake of protection
from imposture, secret signs and passwords
Grange,

dinate Granges

are

tbe state

ate

used.

The purposes of the association is threefold, agricultural, social and financial. In
the first place toe members of the Grauges
meet to discuss all matters bearing on the inot

production and all
bearing upon agriculture, even
crease

those matters
to the orna-

mentation and adornment of home.
Next,
the associations are of a social character, as
the wives, sons aud daughters of the farmers
meet together in these societies. In view of
this tact, the meetings are likely to be very
attractive to the young people a ho have no
concerts and the like to attend.
The women
hold a part of the offices and have an equal

voice in the management ot affairs.
In
financial matters the organization looks into
all those matters that affect the interests of
the members; and in tbis way it has become
interested in the question of cheap transportation and the best means of supplying tbe
consumer

with their

products.

Tbe

Granges

seek to dispense with middle men as far as
possible and deal with manufacturers for
cash. Through their organization, they purchase large quantities of commodities at decreased

rates

Ii« secures

foi

cash.

Thus the

the trade ol strong local

so-

nas a

great auvanrage.
From the foregoing, it is

vteiy,

dealer

perfectly plain

how easily this organization may be led to appeal to the ballot box to correct the abuses of
ra lrcad corporations or other
monopolies,and
how naturally the members of such an organization may be led to step outside of the usual party Hues to protect their own interests.
It Is very easy, too, to see how a few tricksters
With glib tongues might use these organizations for their political advancement; but
none but farmers are admitted and all political schemers, whether farmers or not, are
looked upon with great suspicion.
If the above is a correct idea of the Farmers’

Oranges, they are certainly to be encouraged in every farming community,since their
objects are of the most laudable character
and cannot but develop a greater interest in
agricultural pursuits and elevate the standard
of culture in farming communities.
The

brutal of murders continue to
be as frequent as ever in New York
despite
the more frequent and certain use of the gal
most

lows.

It may he assumed that the list will
not be curtailed while there is no limit to the

traffic. Where brutal men have their
passions roused to such an < xtent by poison
intoxicants that they are raving maniacs, the

rum

certainty

effect to sober them. Three of the most brutal of murders that took place in New York
Snnday
night were committed by men maddened by
whiskey. This fact is mentioned with the
hope that at some future time, public opinion
will be aroused to the
enormity of the crime
of drunkard and murderer
for until
of the

gallows

has

no

Hon, Joseph

|

<

ii

auu

uu

si'nncu

uui,

buuiu

nut Ut

distinguished with certainty.

But little blood
was found on tbe clothes.
The white shirt was
It was a put up job. It was
not Wagner’s.
impossible to identify the lead peucil. Concerning the idcntifieat.on of prisoner, be said
there were three witnesses on the Island, Iwo
dead, one living. Kareu said John. Anethe
This is a balanced case.
said Louis.
Mary
took her clue from Anethe's cry and knows
notbingmore about it than the jury do. Thought
be wore black bat. Next tbe identification in
Newcastle, tbe pivotal point of the case but not
relied on by government or they would not have
introduced so much other testimony. The jury
should take the safe side. There is another inHe next dwelt upon the
dictment pending.
technical points, the jurisdiction and wrong
name of the murdered woman.
She is indicted by the name of Anethe M. Christensen.—
Mary says she had no middle name she kuew
of.
John says Matin Anethe CbristenBeu;
Evan, her husband, says her name as giveu in
tlie indictmeut.

Mr.Tapley elaborated the point of jurisdic
tion, fully meeting the claims of the government, showing that Smutty Nose Island is in
New Hampshire. Judge Tauley closed his ar-

gument at 6.15, having spoken five hours. His
appeal for the prisoner is said by those who
kuow, to lie oue of the most able and oloqu.nt
made in this court house in these latter days.
Attorney General Plaislcdcloses forthe State
Wednesday morning.
The Advantage or West Point.—Charles
D. Warner of the Hartford Courant, so favorably known to the literary world, liai been vis
iting West Point during the late graduating
exercises; and lias given an account in that
paper which closes as follows-

not attempting anything like a description of West Point or the graduating
a
It
is
week.
rarely pleasant place to idle
away a few days, if one does nut want to go to
war, and the civilian may learn a great deal
that will profit him. He will probably learn to
believe in West Point, and its education, as a
good thing for the country. It is almost the
only place where such a thing as discipline exlsts" And discipline and respect for authority
making;
■ociety recognizes it i„ its rea'
| are great and much needed iliings in our day.
character, law The cadets are fine fellows—clean morally aud
Will have little effect to
prevent it.
physically—ignorant of the world, and inno! cent of most of
its vices. They are taught to
to keep hours and times, to respect
A correspondent of the
New York Kwn j study,
to
he
patriotic, to ride well, aud to
authority,
nominates for President in
1876, Deacon speak the truth. They are taught ‘•manners”
of
the
what we mean by this will be evident to
Richard Smith
Cincinnati Gazette ; —and
any one who contrasts the civility, courtesy,
who is represented as a ve.y good and
great and good bearing of the West Point boys witli
The Rochester Democrat endorses the manners of boys at other colleges. The
man.
the nomination because “il always did like i hoys at West Poiut are as well bred almost as
I the Chinese and Japanese boys who come to
that name.”
us for an education.
It is sometimes said that West Point is an
to
Mr.
On account of our reference
Ding- aristocratic institution. It is democratic in
thing—the child of the humblelft is .treated
ley as being opposed to capital punishment, | ?®e
‘here as well as iliu child of fortune—all have
the Lewiston Journal is !ed to say that “He-’
discipline, the same chance. But
8ai”e
ev
11 d’1' breed a sort of
military aristocra[Mr. Dingley] “is not aware that he has eve/
after all of good matexpressed any opposition to, or entered into ne’rsVein a‘"*UM:r'lcy
auytblnK
else, aud it
hs very
^ave an aristocracy of
eny advocacy of either capital punishment or ♦har
T 'Y »;in
,hat
of
wealth
an<J shoddy of
life imprisonment as the
penalty for murder.”
An aristocracy
Wh eh from
G..IU itH nature
.8T da"Ker
which
can never be rich and
Boston celebrated
is constantly recruited from
the
yesterday the anniver- whichwhose
characteristics are disclnliua rel
sary of the battle of Bunker Hill, with the and of
authority, hatred of fraud, and i0Ve of
spect
usual display.
truth cannot be vory dangerous.
We

are

wSSrr1* th.an
ti

,*op"e

Commandery of Knights

a

& M. train last
Saco.

evening

ran over

SPECIAL NOTICES.

a

SPECIAL

Cooking^Rangesk

Saco prohibits the firing of fire crackers on
tbe Fourth.
The total valuation of Saco is $5,561,980.

CIGARS!

First class Cooking Ranges amd Stovea
CHEAP FOR CASH,
call and see before purchasing.
Also Ice cheats coolers and Reirlgerators.

A Reinforcement Demanded.
When the system begins to wilt under the effects of
the first heated term,” it is obvious that it
ought
to be reinforced and sustained by wholesome stimulation. To resort to the adulterated liquors of commerce in such a crisis, as too
many do, is the height
ol infatua’ed folly. All such
fiery stimulants have
a sting.
After the first effect has past away, than
sting is ftlt. Th? re ution is te rlble- The piostra-

FREDERICK

l

SUITS."

*»

All

A Large AuarUneat
300

very

good

to

$30.00

Since some who’re living now were young;
What those of greatest not# have been
Has oft been heard from mauy a tongue;
In modes of 1 viug and oi dress,
Some we are sure have been for ill;
They’ve not incresed our happiness,
And we are sure they never will.
But Boys who change their Winter “clothes,”
For Su nmer “Suits” at Geouoe Fenno’s,
Will fitted be Lorn head to feet,
Corner of Beach and Washington street
jul8snlw
Boston.

$4.50

to

$10.00.

Mantle, Batiste, and Tasso Linen Suits,
at $6.00 to $35.00

Polonaises

and

sn3m

dtf

D.

j'177

the Ladies’ Salts

see

O.

to Anigives notiee that Alonzo H.
Libby, Constable, whose office is at No. 80 Middle
street, (up stairs) has been appointed Agent of the

to their

knowledge,
that the offenders are brought
may

GOLDER,

come

selling

for

a8try. Russell
Bombay; Arcturux. Williams, do.
Ar at Bombay June 2, barque Limerick L»„. v„
*ea-

and he will see to it
to speedy and strict

I

Per order.

sntf

The annual examination of candidates for positions
teachers In the public Schools of Portland, will be

as

held in the

Gills'Room, High School Building,
July 3, 1873. at 2 o’clock, P. M.

on

TH URSDAY,

W. H.

ELEGANT WHITE LAWN SEIT,
only *7.50, worth *15.

SHAILER,

GEO. W. TRUE,
STANLEY T. PULLEN,
CHARLES F. LIBBY,
CHARLES J. CHAPMAN,
Examining Board.
Portland, June 10,1873.
juI2sndtd

100 DOZ. KID GLOVES!

commodious four storied Brick Store, No. B7
THE
Commercial St,—immediate poseasion given.

Just received and for sale at 75 cents to $1.25.

Inquire of

ELIAS THOMAS & CO
No. 90 Commercial

St.
W.W. THOMAS. Canal National Bank.

—
_

_

Or ol

FREE

Cleveland

STREET.

_

sentl2sntf

THE BEST GOODS.
MARRIED.

divinity,

is

lecturing

In

Kentucky.

It is estimated that the cost to the Treasury
Department of the new postal stamp system
will be half a million dollar,;’
The people of Martin county, Indiaua, are

agitated

the

over

with the young

elopement of a Catholic priest
daughter of a prominent citi-

zen.

The supervisors of Wapello county, Iowa,
have returned to Congressman Walden $339.50
which he recently sent to them out of his back
■

pay.
The total valuation of
is a little over $12,000,000.

Straw,

payer is Gov.

L
84

$2153.

ry, ordered their back pay turned into the
treasury before leaving Washington after the
last session.

Washington despatches report

that it has recently been discovered that all the archives iu
the War Department pertaining to the secret
history of the late rebellion have been stolen.
When this was done, or by whom, is not known.
Democratic papers iu louisiana seem to be
very much disturbed by suspicions respecting
the relations of Gen. Dick Taylor to tlis powers
that be, an! especially respecting his feelings
towards Gov. Kellogg.
A Boston paper asserts that more men have
becu arrested for drunkenness in that city since
the new Prohibitory law went into “effect”
than ever before in the same length of time.
Give us the figures.

Forney’s Washington Sunday Chrouicle

has
had a falling out with ex-Senator Harlan, aud
exclaims: Why does he not realize his.situation as Oakes Ames and Brooks did, and follow
their example?
The country is tired of the
Credit Mobilier gang aud wants no more to hear
from them.”
The Boston Advertiser very properly calls
ittention to the fact that it is an improper use
>f the postal cards for a bank to take them as a
neaus of seuding notices of protest.
It is givng publicity to private business affairs, aud is
ia'ole to result iu an injury to the business
■relit of perfectly good houses.
The Society of Friends of New England are
1 tolding their graud meeting at Newport, R. I.,
, his week.
A very large gathering is in at-

endauce, on Sunday upwards of 20,000 persoLs
reported in atteudance on the various
neetings held in different sections of the city.
We mentioned the other day the i'l success of

1 leing

young lady out West who started a barber
A widow named Lottie Palmer, who
tarted a photograph gallery iu Racine, Wis.,
nourns a similar
experience. For a time she
:iad a great deal of custom; and then the ladies
if the towu destroyed the establishment and
stopped the entire business.
After Dinner remarks: “It seems to be an
impossibility for Americans to collect together
for any purpose without calling upon some poor

hop.

ivretch to say something.
They can’t have a
ihowder down the harbor without it—they

picnic in

the woods without

pleasant excursion

it—they can’t

the country
without it. It interrupts travel, mars the tour,
spoils the dinner, and has become one of the
;hief nuisances of human life.”

STATE

over

NEWS.

ANDROSCOGGIN COUNTY.

Last Friday a stranger hired a horse of J.
Jordan of Auburn to go to Greene, aud has not
been heard from siuce.
The buildings of C. Brimigion at Madrid
were consumed last Saturday.
Loss $1,000; insured for $500.
OXFORD

lu Gilead is

$4,000.

a

wire

200 feet

long.

It

•Tohu P. Marstou is the uew Principal of the
Oxford Normal Institute.
Gilead was settled in 1780, and took its name
from the balm gllead trees growiug in the
town.
Rev. Mr. Morse of Bethel has an iron kettle
said to have come over in the Mayflower.
A large tumor was successfully removed
from the neck of Mrs. Ralph Freeman of Norway last Thursday.
The measles prevail extensively in Porter.
Last Wednesday the buildings of E B.
Knapp of Mexico were burned. Loss $800; insured for $500.
“Lo” the poor Indian is at Paris, making
bows and arrows for the hoys.
The cheese factory at South Paris has begun

operations

Tile Norway
land June 24th.

Infantry

talk of

visiting

Port-

PENOBSCOT COUNTV.
Willie Smart was badly injured by the bursting of a gun at Orouo last Monday.
The Law Term of toe Supreme Judicial
Court for the Bangor district
commenced its
session last Tuesday.

A lot of lumber aiong-side of the railroad
track was burned at Oldtowu on Monday last.
The Penobscot ’57 Club propose to celebrate
their anniversary next September by a grand
single scull race, o|ien to all boats, for a purse
of $200.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
a

Bath lias a«ew tide-water reservoir covering
half acre and live feet deep. It cost less than

$300.

YORK COUNTY.

The York corporation is one of the oldest
and most successful as well as one of the best
managed in New England. The production of
this mill the past year has been 0,800,000 yan g
of colored goods—jeans, licking, &c—which
have been sold at an excellent protit. The dividends last year were liberal, with a handsome
surplus. It enables them to erect a new storehouse and replace considerable of the old machinery with new aud improved kiuds. There
are 1,200 operatives in these mills, many of
whom have been employed there for several
years. The York mills goods stand among the
best ill the market. The monthly pay roll is
about $30,000.
The Atlantic House, Wells’ Beach, opeus
Juue25th with a grand hop.
The foundations of the new LacoDia mill are
being laid.

ACTUAL FACT !

sn2w

BOUGHT BY

Swan

fodtt

New York City
“

“

Method,

Lessons, Scales, Studies, Voluntaries, Interludes,
Songs, Quartettes, and large Collection of Choice Organ Musir. By L. O. Emerson and W. S. B. Matthews, gentlemen of high musicilcu ture, who have
produced a thorough excellent method, tilled with

becca

6’a

Jersey City.

7’*

For $13.80, really worth $20.

Howard Association, Philadelphia, Pa.
An Institution having a high
reputation for honorable conduct and professional skill. Acting Surgeon,
J. S. HOUGHTON, M. D, E-savs for Young Men
sent free of charge. Address, HOWARD ASSOCIATION, No. 2 South Ninth St., Philadelphia, Pa.
mv7
sn3m

•

B. & Cedar Rapids R. R.. Gold,

•

R.

PARASOLS, SUN-UMBRELLAS

REMOVAL.
CHARLES M. HAWKES,
—

DEALER

IN

&

SHOWERETTES.

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAiUEftt*
NAME

TOURIST,

18
19
19
21
Batavia.New York. .Liverpool_June 21
Colon.New York.. Aspinwall.. .June 20
Albemarle.New York..Bermuda ...June 20
Ontario.New York. .Rio Janeiro. .Jane 23
Wilmington.New York. Havana.June 24
Russia.New York. .Liverpool_June 25

sntf

WALKING-STICK,

BANK OF PORTLAND.
On, aud after this date, the un-lev gned will carry
on a strictly Banking business, at the
Banking

CROOK AND

Rooms now occupied by the Secon National Bank,
iu Portland, Maine, under the style of the “BANK
OF PORTLAND” and as such, will receive Deposits
and make Discounts, in the regular course of the

Banking Business.

W. N. GOOLD.

Portland, June 24th. 1872.
jun23newlt then sn tf

A. PARDONS, HI. D.,

ALL THE NEWEST SHADES AND

IN

DENTIST,
12

MARKET

SQUARE.

—

Scrofulous Humors.

D.

C.

COLDER,

to B W Jones
Sch Olive Branch,
W True & Ce.

cure

NO. 5 FREE STREET,

Steamer Falmouth, Colby, Halifax, NS
John
Porteous.
Sch Onward, Grace. Yarmouth, NS—John Porteous
Sch Laura Bridgman, Clark, Tenant’s Harbor—C H
Chase & Co.
Scb Fawn. Baker, Kennebec, to load for Philadelphia—I Nickerson.
Sch David Torrey, (new, of Portland. 166 tons)
Soule, Clark’s Island, to load for New York—Cbas
—

White Lawn Suits,

Grass Cloth Suite,

profession,
Vegetable Kingdom are more

safe, more successful,
in the cure of disease, than mineral medicines. Vegetine is composed of roots, barks, and herbs.
It is
pleasant to take and perfectly safe to eive an infant.
In Scrofula the Vegetine has performed wonderful
cures, where many other remedies have failed, as
will be seen by the following unsolicited testimonial:

Sawyer.

Tfrom oub correspondent.!

Linen Batiste Suits,

KENNEBUNKPORT, June 16-Ar, sch Eagle,

Plain Linen Suits, Ac.

A Walking Miracle.
Mr. H. It. Stevens:

Berlin Suits in all the newest and

Bannks—1050 ijtls flab.
June 16—Sid, sch Rosanna,

iiTu

Ar at

5

AT

low

PRICES!

sn3w

FOR PIMPLES ON THE FACE,
Blackhead and Flesh worm use PERR Y'S improved Comcdnne and Pimple Remedy, the great skin
medicine.
Prepared only by Dr. B. C. PERKY,
Dermatologist, 49 Bond St., N. Y. Sold by Druggists

verywhere.m»r22dttwsn6ml7

FISHING

G. Ij* BAILET, 48 Exchange Street,

Selling Agent for
DU FONT’S GUNPOWDER,

1840.

SUMMER SUITINGS,

19

A

00

PERRY DAVIS’

Has been tested in every variety of climate, and by
almost every nation known to Americans. It Is the
constant companion and inestimable friend of the
missionary and the traveler, on tte sea or land, and
no one should travel on our Lakes or Rivers without
it.

Since the PAIN-KILLER was flret introduced,
and met with such extensive sale, many liniments,
Reliefs, Panaceas, and other Remedies have been
ottered to Ihe public, but not one of them has attained 'he truly enviable standing of the PAIN-KILLER.

Why Is This So 1
It is because DAVIS’ PAIN-KILLER is what it
claims to be a Reliever of Pain.
Ita merit*

Twenty

STREET.

THEM_.fr11

OF

BOSTON. MASS.
Paid up Cash
Capital, 9500,000.

Cramps,

Spasm*,

Heart-bora,

Dyseotery, Flax,
D?rS',>
•be Bowel*, Soa Stomach.
sia,

In

Sicls

W at

ia

Dyspep-

Beadacke, Ac.

sections oi the country where
FEVER AND AGUE

Persons

drops,
from

sntt

change

of water.

or bowel

trouble

From foreign countries the calls for Pain-Killer
great. It is found to
Cure Cholera when all other Remedies Fai'.

It removes the fire, ami the wound lieals like ordinThose suffering with RHEUMATISM,
ary sores
GOUT, or NEURALGIA, if not a positive cute, they
find the Puin Kuler gives them relief when no other
remedy will.

Aching Teeth.
Every House-Keeper should keep it at hand, and
it on tbe first attack

apply
satisfactory relief,
Do not

remedies.

and

of any Fain.
hours of

It will give

suffering.
trifle wifh yourselves hy testing untried
Be

sure

save

yon call for and get the genuine

PAIN-KILLER, as many worthless nostrums are
attempted to be sold on the great reputation of this

valmble medicine.

cy Directions accompany each

bottle.
Price 95 eta., 50 eta., and 81 per Bottle.
eodlmsn
JulO

C U L E X
A

,0“os bJ «r« at favorable

RUFUS W. DEEBINe.

water, will prevent sickness

SPORTSBIAVS FRIEND !

MESSRS. MARWICK A
FOYE,
NO. 3 EXCHANUE
STREET,
ln»«red for one, three

n

is no remedy held in
greater esteem.
traveling should keep It by them. A few

are

The subscriber
having been appointed Agent ot the
above Company may be found at the
office ot

rnie
l“ie

Buttering from INTERNAL PAIN,
Thirty L rops in a Little Water will alcure you.
There is nothing to equal

are

to

almust instantly
it for

It gives instant relief from

----________sntf
MANUFACTURERS Fire AND MARINE
INSURANCE CO.,

flveyea».g8an<1Fl,n,Uur0

linurpuRd.

are

EXTERNALLY, AS A UNIr, nothing gives quicker ease iu Bums, Cuts,
Bruises, Sprains. Stings from Insects, awl Scalds.

BOND’S,

MIDDLE
CVCALL AND SEE

?Kr6d t0 '"8Ure 8Baln,t

1878.

MEN

RECEIVED AT

ROLLINS

Thirty Years,

prvails, there

The Maine Eclectic Medical Society will hold their
next annual Meeting at the Preble House Por< land,
WEDNESDAY, June 25th, 1873, at 10 o’clock A. M.
julCtdsn*
Per Order.

NO‘

For Over

or

I F U G E

preventative from Mosquitoes, black Flies, Ac.
WHOLESALE & RETAIL,
At the Fishing Tackle Store of

sure

CHiS. DAY, JR, & CO.,
94 EXCHANGE STREET.
JunU

dsndw

Sent 8-dtfls

Bankers and Brokers,

Bath
Cook

on

PERCY,

S E WE

given that on MONDAY, the
July next, at 7j o’clock P. M.g
at the Aldermen's room in the City
a hearing will b** had of all parties interested in tha petitions for Sewers in the following named streets:
Pearl street, from Middle to ederal streets.
Waterville street, sewer to be extended through
Mono men street.
No*l street, from Bowdoin or Carroll towards Pine
street.
Saleln street, a"rora Emery towards Clark street.
Congress street, from In (la to Washington streets.
An<l tha theieafterw&rds this Board will determine and adjudge if public convenience requires he
construction of sewers In said streets.
Per order of Committee n Drains and Sewers.
GEO. P. WESCOTT, Chairman.
jul7
dtd

NOTICE

COMPETENT GIRL to do general housework.
at 82 New

High

junl8dtf

Street.

READY MADE

SUITS
At iessthan Manufacturers’ Prices.
Suits, *050, $7.50, $9.00 $10, $12
$13.50, $15. $10.50, $18, $20

$22.50, $25, $28, $30and

family preferring the dry bracing air of tha
mountains to the moist salt water atmosphere,
ANY
find

32.

can

are all well made, and for
style, finish aud durability are
equal lo custom work.
171
Fore
Street.

F.

SISK.

dim

Queenstown.

Ar at Cienfuegos 4th, brig Clarahelle, Tracey, New
York; L H Kimball, Lunt. Philadelphia.

MEMORANDA.
Brig Keystone, Barter, at Philadelphia from Matanzas. reports. 1st inst. in the Straits of Florida,
had a heavy N E gate, during which split sails and
shifted cargo. On the 9tb. North of Hatteras. encountered a heavy NE gale and shipped a sea which
into

DOMESTIC PORTS.
GALVESTON—Ar 14th, brig John Wesley, Ford*
New York.
JACKSONVILLE—Ar 10th, sch Martha M Heath,
Nichols, New York.
Cld loth, schs Jos Oakes, Oakes, Curacoa; Carrie
Walker, McFarland, New York.
FERNAND1NA—Ar 6th, sch May Morn, Keen,
Port Spain.
SAVANNAH—Ar 11th. schs Delhi, fSmerson, and
Mary A Rice, Rich. New York.
Sid lltli. sch Fanny Butler, Sherman, Yarmouth.
CHARLESTON—Ar 12th, sch Llllias, Griffin, Matanzas. (in quarantine.)
Sid I2tli. sch Franconia, Leavitt, Northern port;
S G Hart, Hart, Philadelphia.
RICHMOND, VA—Ar 14tb, sch Farragut, Hart,

_

Ar 14tb. schs Pinta, Coombs, Bangor; Ida Hudson,
Greeley. Rockland.
...
PAWTUCKET_Ar 14th. schs Florida, Jones, Calais; Gulnare, Bowdoin. Penobscot.
NEWPORT—Ar 16tli. schs Pearl, Gookin, Saco for
Now York; ,IhbH Deputy. McMahon Batti fordo.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 16ib, sch lets. Bullock, from

11th, eebs h Holway,
BVINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar
and H 8 Billinas. Billion*. Hoboken lor Bos-

Biyant.
ton ,- Wm H Mitchell, Cole, Providence for Mehieaa;

&

JACKSON A EATON.

JunlteodZw_HIGH

HOT

EVERY

Proposals

will be received at the
office of
K. H. Ea.seit & s n. Architect.,
the
plans and tnerincanonH may be examined
until
THUBSDAY June 26th. for
a
building for the Town
e mmta
Freo,«,rt.
the right to reject any or all bide.
Portland. June 16. 1673.
Jul7dtd

SEALED

of

Portland Savings Bank,
NO. 91 EXCHANGE ST.
deposits of one dollar and upward* commence Interest on ihe first
day of the month
lonowing tbe date ot deposit.

ALL

may-ga-dif_FRANK NOYES. Treasnrer.
Annual Meeting.

point.

Stockholder, of tlie Portland Steam Packer
THE
Co.
hereby notified that tbe Annual Meethna
are

ROBERTS,

101 COMMERCIAL STREET.

nsr4s.7ss.1ss*
bu.ln**

junto_tf

TAXES.

Portland. June 4,1873.

Ir

7,1673.

Id exchange for
t,**»"»w«iy* Bwilrrs, lloriz ntnl
Fe»4 Pamps a*il Other flarl

Ju£eodt21

Address,

have

name

NOTICE

PRIjr.VEV & JACKSON,
d3vv

Mr

Portland, June 16,1873,

•

BLACKSMITH

iin it u.

situated at
Portland St
goial Black-

jnl7diw*

HORACE EMERY.
ON THE riBUUI.

.<DREW*,

New To* k.

fshtii

Frill**

*

t

g?r*

Portland, June 1

v

niy

done for cue

Jul7d3t»

4, Iff®*

is somethin g that be
himself either.
ADDIE I. SNELL.

contracting
or

MISSrjENNINGe
H*.

enquire of

t'

"i £

**"’

^«d 2*t^hVrtTt^Wa'rd'^ *nndd..t0^
nasu

tools and stand
Buxton Centre on tne line of the
tvnehester Rail Road; a good clianee tor a

H

*

^"ju fjdtf1

PHINNEY, JACKSON A FOX.

Shop

i

!. hereby civet) that rn„
u
#•
Addk
Snell, having left my be-'t .-d
|n.t and sufficient cause,
her
of
•uWno
.
deb
contracting.
WPortland, June U. IS73.

of

FOR SALE.

G
P

feMdtf

-r**rl 8
Caution.

addmitted MR. FRANKLIN FOX as
pattnerinour Ann from this date, and shall
continue the same business as formerly under the

WE

judfi-d?

Lumber and Dock Timber
Wan/ .ed

Copartnership.

Arm

-

that may legally come before them.

hereby given lo parties owning real restate on which the taxes for the year 1672 re
main unpaid that the time required bv the statute
previous to tho advertisement for sale having expired, such estates will be advertised f r sale, If such
taxes are not paid previous to June :1st.
H. W. HERSEY,
Treasurer and Collector.
June

wh£”

Highsihil
W

hnfhling

rog-rve

Railroad Sleepers
Sale by the Cargo.

NOTICE

~~

CONTRACTORS.

TO

for

S.

tt

_____

Salt
,

Carts

or

AFTERNOON.

mylS

dtf

J.

ROLLS

he had from

W. C. Cobb’s Bakery

Afternoon at 5 O’clock.

or any

TEA
can

BLAKE'S BAKERY,

Delivered here

»T WHARF

HOT TEA ROLLS.

HOT TE A ROLLS T
Every

WHARP-

Apply

d3w

ju»l?

LET!

A fo^heTum^rSV^
to

DANA A CO.

Iul3_

Utme

TO

—

Liverpool

Street*

room is a machine which all who are t
roabtoi
backsi, weak stomachs or imperteot dhcnlatfbn or the blood are invited to examine. Machines deliver- d to purchasers at N. Y.
piices.
Hsnsepatliie medicine* a* nanal. Iis3w

New Shore and Bank large and
menlum Cod. Pollock, disk Haddock. Halibut, Smoked and7 Pickled Herrings, Tongncs & Sounds.
Trimmed Fins, Heads, superior
qna'ity Bloates Mess Mackerel
with Nos, 1 and 9 of s me.

Island,Cadiz

Congress

D

Agcney of the Health-Lift Co.

Shore Cod.

Also Turks

Y, M.

his

At
with

SALT.

ALSO IN 8T0SE

juol7dtt

Has added to bis business tbe

NOW RECEIVING
300 qtls. nt’W antl superior English

Boston.

BALTIMORE—Ar 14th, sch Auuie Blis9, Simmons,
Boston.
Ar 16th, brig Carrie E Pickering. Torrey, Cardenas.
Cld 14th. brig Sarah & Emma. Carter, Boston, (and
sailed): sch C W Holt, Delay. Somerset.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 14th, brig Kevstone, Barter. Matanzas; schs Alaska, Clark, Brunswick, Ga;
Willie Martin, Blake, New York.
Cl-114th. schs Webster Kelley, Marshall, Salisbury;
Francis Coffin, Batxon. Saco.
Old 14tb. schs Old Chad. McOlincock, for Baracoa;
Delmont. Gales, Portland.
Below 16tb, sch Ruth H Baker.
Collins, from Cardenas.
A t Delaware Breakwater 14th, schs Charter
Oak,
Potomac. Dolphin. Jas Bliss, and others.
NEW YORK—Ar 15th. brig Adnie Hale.
Sheppard.
Cardenas 12 days; schs Maud Barbour. Palmer. Bangor; VVm Rice. Pressey, Portland; American Chief.
Snow, Rockland; Mary F Cushman, Wall, Providence.
Also ar 15th, schs Broadfleld, Britt, and Addle F
Todd, Corson, Calais; M A Brewer, Saunders, Belfast; Ida Ella Wilbur, Pembroke; M C Hart, Rawly»
l ix Island ; Malabar. McCarty, ftn Bangor; Yreka,
Dyer, Addison Canova, Tate, t.llewortb; Congress.
York, and Ida L Howard, Williams, from Portland;
Alaska, Thorndike, do; Susan Ross, Parker, Fox
Island; Brilliant, Norwood, Brookliti.
Ar 16th, ship Yo Somite. Mack. Liverpool 36 days;
sch H H Seavev. Lee, Jacksonville; Terrapin, Wooster. Windsor, NS.
Cld 16th, brigs Faustina, Blanchard, Gcffle; Abbie
Clifford, Clifford, Curacoa; schs Mabel FStaples,
Cole, Leghorn; Sea Lark, Miller, for Bostou; Percy,
Colwell, Fall River.
Passed through Hell Gate 15th. brig Maria Wheeler, Harker, Hoboken for Boston; Harry Bluff,Oliver,
from New York for Saco ; Sarah Wooster. Lelaud.
Onward, Poole, Port Johnson tor
do for Boston
Lynn; Cocbeco, Dunn. New York for Camden; Annie Condon, Wallace, Amboy for Millbridge; Charles
Heath, Warren, H >boken for Salem; < -arolino-K.iiza*7
lace, Amboy for Lynn: Sandalnhon, Aylward.
bethjiort tor Weymouth; Hiram Tncker. Knowlton.
New
New York for Pembroke; W H Steele, Wallace,
York for Rockland.
.._.
„>_N
(Hr)
PROVIDENCE—Sid 14th, schs Maggie Quinn.Y0
k.
New
Taylor, Portland; Susan Sre’son. Vates.
Fall RIVER-Ar 13th, sell Sunbeam, Hsal, from

34a

Direct from the Mnnofoetory. which will
be so lit at Wholesale Prices.
Direct ezchanne bctrteen the producer and consumer.
HyThose In want of sucb goods are invited to call
and examine before purchasing elsewhere.
GEO. H. 9IEUU9I.
JunUdtf

—

Attorney*,'
~

CHAMBER FURNITURE!

>

HILL.

ID

M. 8 E A V E

Opposite Woodman St True’s
PORTLAND, MAINE,
large and splendid assortment ot

FISHT

uvurv

Middle Street, Portland.

NO. 130 MIDDLE STREET,
A

desirable residence, in the bean-

PA.RIS
liV

Now opening at

York 17th, sch William Rice, Pressev,

very

UIIOIJ IW.OICU, IWVBUIIJ, «na J'lHXJ a,
lawn in front, with frnlt tree* ami one acre and a
half of land. 'I he room are high iwatod and motVern
in finish, cement cellar, cistern, furnace, hard and
soft water la the kitcheu. and a never falling welt of
splendid water out-of-doors.
There ia a large ham and auflicient
out-butldtnga
It la adapter! for Summer or Court boarder*. Tito
village lias two malls a day from Portland and ia but
2J miles from the depot of the G. T. K. R.
Any of the furniture can be bought If detrired
Ifrlce*»iOO. Enquire of Strom * Gage,

Special Announcement!

Portland.
Ar at Matauzas 7th, brig J H Kennedy, Rich, Portland.
Sid 6th, barque A Kobbe, Carver. Falmouth, E;
brig Cascalelle, Simmons. New York; Geo Burnham,
Staples. North of Hatttras; 7tb, J M Wiswell, Leckie

a

tiful village of

suits

J.

Building,

Mountain Air t

Please bear in mind that these

ju6

R~~N~Q TICE.

is hereby
seventh dav of

dtf

Apply

....

CITY OF PORTLAND.

Wauled Immediately.
RELIABLE, honest Girl at No. 8 Brown
Stieec. An American preferred.

A

.....

County

»1>3_PORTLAND.dtf

jul8d6t*

jul8

6’g

353 EXCHANGE STREET

THE

officers ami the transaction of any other business
that may properly come be'ore them will be holden
on TUESDAY, Juno 24fh.
1873, at 3 P. M., at the
office of the Treasurer, 24 Uuion wharf.
C. J. MORRIS, Clerk.

A

—

Government Bondi, Bank Stocks and
Gold Bought and Sold.

Cumberland Bone Co.
annual meeting of the stockholders of the
Cumberland Bone Company for the t-boice of

Fortland, June 17,1873*

SALE

....

O’*
7>g
...
Chicago •
7’g
Toledo, Ohio
S’g
*
Scioto County, Ohio
S’g
Leeds & Farmington R. R., guaranteed 6’a
Portland & Roc he* ter R. R.
7’g
Maine Central R. R.
7*g
•
Northern Pa ifle R. R. Gold
7-30’s

—

T. B.

City

Bangor.6’g

a

junlSdlw*

OFFEIl FOB

—

Portland

ROOM,

AT

Exrhance S*.

S7

HM.PAYSON&COT,

St Law-

stove water casks and killed the 2d mate.
Sch Palos, from Hoboken for Cambridge, put
New London 16th inst in a sinking condition.

Ivrs n

Notice.

JIWT

sneodtf

mylO

If you

splendid Hair Dye is the best in the world
The only True and Perfect Dye. Harmless Reliable
and Instantaneous; nodisappointment; no ridiculous
tin'.s or unpleasant odor. Remedies the 111
Sects of
bad dyes washes. Produces Immediately a
superb
Black or Natural Brown, and leaves the hair
clean, soft and beautiful. The Genuine, signed W. A.
V-chelor. Sold by all Druggists.
CHAS. BATCHELOR, Prop., A. T.

ldftw_

TACKLE!

All kinds of tackle for Trout or Pickerell fishing:. Wholesale and Retail.

BATCHELOR’S HAIR DYE.
This

—

Philadelphia 17th, brig Gipsey Queen, York*

Ar at New

PAIN-KILLER

HYDE & CO.,
B2 CHAUNCY ST.. Boston

_

STREET.
sneod3m

WORKS.

Send for Price List.

jttnl3_

FREE

apr22

Wholnalc Head-Quarters for

CUTTER,

Berry, Bay

W]»I. E. WOOD, Ag’t

!

MO. 97 COMMERCIAL STREET,
will be happy to meet his old friends and patrons
THURSDAY, June 13th.

Havana.

Time Tents the merits of all Thing*.

TORPEDOES, Ac., Ac.,

DIlJlNG

[FROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.!

1872.

FIRE WORKS, CRACKERS,

The undersigned having fitted up

rence.

WILLIAM PAYN.

lweodsn

Through Trains Daily

John & Halifax BankBought and Sold.

notes

A Card.

tern

plough

Avery, Berrian Co., Mich., July 10th,

Cobb, Georgetown SC.
June 17—Ar, sch Croton, Brooks, James River, Va.
Sid sclis Sardinian, Yealon, and Afton, Wormwood. Portland.
Launched 15th. by N L Thompson, a first class
three masted centre-board sebr of 510 tons, named
Annie M Allen, bull on contract for patties in Providence, and to be commanded by Capt H Conklin.
Sch Mountain Billow, Sargent, Western Banks—650
qtJs fish.
Juue 13—Ar, sch Emily F Swift. Orne, Western
Banks—000 qtls fish.
June 15—Ar. srh Kate McCliutock, Dunton, Wes-

most Fashionable Shades.

Canada, St.

Wanted.

CLEARED.

o

•

•

ARRANGEMENT.

Sch VV H DeWitt. Cunningham, Newcastle.
Sch Emily F Sw ft, Orne, Southport.

public

Violin.

AND AFTER MONDAY, ACNE 33.
junlSdlw C. J. BYDUES, Managiug Director.

qtls fish.
1

**

ON

Brown, New York—corn to Geo

Scb R Mason. Terry. New York.
Sch Gem of the Ocean, Iven, Western Banks—500

Plaaalarfe.

Portland to Island Pond, Itlontrcal and Quebec, at 7.15 A. JTL,
1.30 p. m., 7 p. m.

York, Winchester, St John, NB, via

uastport for Boston.
Sell Greenland, Haskell, Port Johnson
coal to
Randall & McAllister.
Sch Citizen, Upton, New York.—coal to Ross &
Sturdivant.
Sch E E Stimpson, Randall, New York—coal to
Warren & Co.
Sch May Evelyn. Hicken, New York.
Sch Lady Woodbury, Woodbury, New York—fruit

SCROFULA.

Dear Sir,—Though a stranger I want to inform you
what Vegetine has done for me.
L ist Christinas, Scrofula made Its appearance in
my system—large running ulcers appearing on me as
toll »W8: One on each of my arms, one on my thigh,
which extended to the seat, one on my head, which
eat into the skull bone, one on my left leg, which became so bad that two physicians came to
amputate
the limb, though
upon consultation concluded not to
do »o, as my whole body war so full of Scrofula
they
deemed it advisable to cut the sore, which was
painful beyond description, and there was a
of matquart
ter run from this one sore. The physicians all gave
me up to die, and said they could do no more for me.
Both of my legs were drawn up to my seat, and it
was thought If I did get up again I would be a
cripple for life.
When in this condition I paw Vegetine advertised “and commenced taking it in March, and followed
on with it,un il I had used 16 bottles, and this morncorn, a well man.
A1 my
ing I am going to
townsmen say it is a miracle to see me round walking
an I working.
In conclusion I will add, when I was enduring such
great suffering, from that dreadful disease. Scrofula.
I praved to the Lord above to take me out of this
wor’d. but as Vegetine has restored to me the blessings of health, 1 desire more than ever to live, that
I may be of some service to my fellow man and I
know of nobetier way to aid suffering humanity,
than to enclose you this statement of my ease, with
an earnest hope that you will publish it, aud it will
afford me pleasure to reply to any communication
which I may receive therefrom.
I am, Sir, very respectfully.

Three

ARRIVED.
Steamer New

junl3_sntf
If Vegetine will relieve pain, cleanse, purify and
su«-h diseases, restoring the patient to perfect
health after trying different physicians, many remedies, suffering for years, is it not conclusive proof. if
you are a sufferer, you can be cured? Why is this
medicine performing such great cures? It works in
the blood, in the circulating fluid. It can truly be
called the Great Blood-Purifier- The great source
of disease originates in the blood; and no medicine
that docs not acl directly upon it, to purify aud renovate, has any just claim ufK>n
attention.
When the blood becomes life ess and stagnant, either
from change of weather or climate, want of exercise,
irregular diet, or from any other ca- se, the Vegetine. will renew the blood, carry off the putrid huhumors, cleanse the stomach, regulate the bowels,
and impart a tone of vigor to the w ole bodv. Tha
conviction is, in the public mind as well as in the
medical
that the remedies supplied by the

SUMMER

NEWS?

Tuesday, June IT*

8y*SPECIALTY—Administration of Ether for
the purpose of extracting teeth without pain.

F

MARINE

«

6’g
6’g
6’g

Chicago City
7’g
Wayue Sc Clay County, Illinois,
7’g
Toledo, Ohio,
7.80’g
Northern Pacific R. It., Gold,
7.80’g
Bnrllngton Cedar Rapid* Sc Minn.
7’g
Maine Central, Consolidated.
7’g

82.30.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY!

Almanac.Jane 18*
rises.4.23 I Moon risr»B.12.40 AY
Sun sets.
.7.39 I High water.6.00 PM

PORT OF PORTLAND*

DOLLARS.]

“

Sun

COLORS, FROM ONE TO TEN

Has removed to

"

St-

Exchange

State of Maine
....
Portland & Bangor City
•
Batb Sc Rockland City

Dealers will bear In mind these popular books,
wbich will Bell with the best.
OLIVER DITSON’ & CO.,
C. H. DITSON & CO
Boston.
711 Br’dway, New York.
j u 18
d&w2w

illluiature

CLUB-HANDLE.

«

“

BIRD,

BONDS.

gan.
“

7’g
7-30’

__feb26

Clarke’* Dollar Inalractor far Reed Or-

DATE

Algeria.New York. Liverpool ...June
City of Havana... New York.. Havana.June
City of Bristol.New York .Liverpool....June
Prussian.. Quebec.Liverpool. ..June

96 MIDDLE STREET.
junta

FOR

FROM

Wisconsin.New York. .Liverpool_June 18
Colombia...New York Glasgow_June 18

Western City and County BONDS.

NO.

In East Wlntlirop, Jane 3. Mrs. Joel White, aged
73 years.
In East Winthrop, Juno 5, Mrs. Hannah Winslow,
aged 70 vear?.
In Wayne, May 23 Mr. Benj Young, aged 90
years
and 9 mouths.
In Lewiston, May 22, Mrs. Mary Edwards,
aged 31
years 6 months.

—

LIFE.

7’g

SALE BY-

A.

97”

FOR REED ORGANS

7’i

Canada Southern R. It., Gold,

-FOR

THE ORGAN AT HOME.

DITCU.

City

Northern Paciflc R. R., Gold,

The Publishers announce the near completion of
this charming SABBATH SCHOOL SONG BOOK, to
which more nan Thirty of the very beat writers and
composers contribute. It will appear iu July. Send
orders early. Specimen pages free Retail price 35cts.

Moody.

6’

Brooklyn City

music which cannot fail to make the progress of the
learner most agreeable, as it is sure to be rapid.
Price 92.50.

OF

7

....

“

Elizabeth

Organs.

RIVER

Barrett,

B ONDS.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS

THE

&

10« MIDDLE STREET.

feb24

SPOKEN.
45 S. Ion 30 32 W, ship Black Hawk,
from New York tor San Francisco.
April 16, lat 0 S. Ion 2« W. ship Pacific, Blanchard,
from Guauape tor England.
May 17, lat 7 12 N, Ion 20 15 W, ship Good Hope,
from Ardrossan for San Francisco.
May 26. lat 42 N. *on 61 W, barque Henry Buck,
from St John, NB, for Montevideo.

Mooney.
In Albany, June 1, Isaac N. Wilbur and Miss Re-

A LLAMA LACE SAC4IIE,

d$wsn6ml7

mar22

COUNTY.

bridge

n this eltv, June 17. by Rev. W. E. Gibbs.
Cyrus D.
Stevens and Miss Mary E. Frost, both of Portland.
In Kennebunk, June 16, by Rev. W. E.
Darling,
Horace B. Thompson and Miss Isabel M., daughter
of Orrln Ross. M. D.. ol Kennebunx.
In Lewiston. Juue 7, Alfred H. Yeaton and Evie L.
Macnmber, both ol Alva.
In Lewiston, June 9, John E. Fullonton and Etta

STREET.

jul®

FRANKLIN COUNTY.

cost

MIDDLE

H

Office removed to

showed that oatmeal is almost as
nutritious as the very best English beef, and
that it is richer than wheaten bread in the elements that go to form bone aud muscle.
Both Michigan Senators, Chandler and Fer-

live a

C

FOR MOTH, PATCHES, FRECKLES
And TAN, use PERRY’S Moth aud Freckle Lotion.
It is reliable aud harmless Sold by Druggists
everywhere. Depot, 49 Bond St., N. Y.

Liebig has

jan’t

A

junI7

Manchester,

N. H.,
The heaviest taxwhose taxes amount to

E

7>a

i-.

Atlantic & St. Lawrence R. R.
Stock and Dcf. Rent Scrip

3d inst, John Patten, Wyman, for

For Reed

•

•

S. J.,

«

«
Toledo
"
Cook County, 111..
_
7’g
Marion County, Ind.,
Maine Central R. R.
T.
Portland & Itoch ster R. r.
j,g
Atchisou, Topeka & Saute Fe Gold 7’a
Northern Paciflc K. R. Gold
7-80’a
Chicago, Dan. A VIn. R. R. Gold
7’g

Cld 1st, Virginia, Barker, New Orleans.

The Emerson

6’s
6’g
6’g
7’g

*

“

Elizabeth,

[Latest by European steamers.]
Ar at Liverpool 13tb, Anahuac, Spaulding, tm San
Francisco.
Sid 3d, Northampton. McLoon. New Orleans.
Cld at Newport 3d inst. Joseph Clark, Crocker, lor
Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Bordeaux 21st ult, Hermou, Hichborn, from

To Lei.

5

St. Louis

April 22, lat «

j

THE LARGEST STOCK.

Portland City
“
Bangor

In Elsinore Sound 21st alt. ship Southern
Rights.
fiom Savannah for Reval.
Shi fm Zanzibar 24th ult, baruue John Wooster,
Fish, New York.
At Port Spain 30tb ult, barque
Loud, ding;
sch Annelta. Small, disg, to load for Baltimore.
At Guadaloupe 27th ult, baruue Florence. Mayo,
lor Bonaire, to load salt for Portland or Boston.
Ar at Sydney CB, 27th ult, sell H <1 McFarland,
McFarland, Boston.
Ar at St John. NB, 14tb. schs Duke ot Newcastle.
Knox, and Russian Councillor, Foster, Portland;
delet, Selvin. An hews, Baltimore; 16th, ship Caron

Woodbury,

New York.
Sid fm Havre
Boston

SAFE.

FOR

Roads 1st inst, ship Pontiac Lewi*

EXAMINATION OF TEACHERS.

$5.75.

BONDS

in(1'„

Kangnon April 28, xt,l,„

POST OFFICE.

_

PORB!OI«~ FORTH

Carrie Mttsod, Liverpool.

The
mals respectfully

justice.
ap29

KID GLOVES FOB THE MILLION !
The Cheapest in the World.

ALWAYS

_mart8-d3m.

Ts the Public.
Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty

Society.
The public aie therefore tequested to
g ve prompt
information to him of any cruelty to animals that

sntf

—

ROBINSON,

Booms, 3 Cahoon Block.

(Opposite City Hall.)

332 Congress St.

Ar at

CO.’s,

udtr

juo

Fury,

Orders attended to personally by

EASTMAN, BROS.,

OPPOSITE

StC°°mb9'

Guanape.

Piano Tailing.

Plana

Straps

MAHER &

ton. Liverpool.
Ar in Dunkirk

InS

ED. B.

Go and

rail BuStali

300 Congress Street Portland.

Dusters.

Jul2

Hammocks, Buggy

brellas,

1000.

R. NATHAN,

With Hats to Match.

is

BROS-

$17 per

(I.nte C. II STKBBIN9.)

M1SSKS “YACHT’’ (SUITS,

!

STORE,

Street, Portland

And many oilier Brands of our make. Iam in a
position to veil at lower rales than any other Manufacturer or Jobber in the State.

Linen and Lawn

Correspond-

SCHUMACHER

for

Also,
Felt, Kersey

styles

No Brands

of the Boston Globe.

We are happy to inform our patrons that they need
not go to the Vienna Exposition to see those heautiful gems of arts in Swiss Carving. We have just rsceived a new importation of them, and will at ail
times be pleased to show them, together with the
finest assortment of Fine Art Goods ever in Maine,
will e you listen to the sweet music from one of the
tine Music Boxes spoken of above.

had at

‘‘Havana Ciema,”

at

“One of the departments that is now attracting a
large share of attention is that devoted to the Sw <ss.
Some ef the carvings here are j»erfe-tly marvellous
in the minute finish that characterizes them. The
perfection attained by the Swiss carvers is something
astonishing, particularly when it is taken into consideration that they are done with tin* mo9t primitive instruments. There are over sixty exhibitors in
the carving group, and the works range all the way
from religious pie es to paper knives. There is a
book with exquisitely carved covers that Is no sooner
opened than music begins to play. There are bottles
which discourse lively music as the wine is poured
out. There is a chair which you no sooner set upon
than you are astonished by hearing the strains of
Meudelssohn’s Welding March from its innermost
recesses.”

be

Old Tinea,

Grass Cloth Suits,

ence

can

New Times,

$3.75

at

THE LOWEST PRICES.

Hcury Clay court dress, woru at tbc Treaty
of Ghent, has been presented to the Ashland
(Ky.) Museum.
White Feather, esq., an Indian resident of
Michigan, who is a graduate in medicine and

the above

MACKINAW,

styles

one

WHOLESALE.
Cigars

CHANGES.
The world liaB many changes Peen

••

P—d

Per

9100 each.

Congress

EASTMAN, BROS.

NOTICES.

Exposition

—-

STEBBIN S CIGAR
—AT—

White Lawn Saits,

Vienna

dollars per lOOO.

P,p*. from

each to

cure.

SPECIAL

and

MANILLA,

CANTON!

PIPES.

PIPES,

h«r..„, eleven

*3.30,

spirituous

spee.lily

PIPES,

(Between Exchange and

tiou ot bo y and mind which ensues is more
complete
than before. But the operation of a medical tonic
like Hostelter’s Stomach Bitters, in which extracts
oi the rarest remedial kerbs and roots are blended
with the
essence of rye, pure and undefiled
is very d nereut. No unpleasant reaction follows its
use.
It is a
a p rpetual invigorant, and
permanent,
there is no pha-e ot debility, indigestion, biliousness,
nervousness or intermittent fever which it will not

CIGARS!

Tobacco,
Tobacco.

BECKHAM,

LADIES

CIGARS!

Dresden. Cole, do for Shulee. NS; Leonora, Spofford, |
Northport for Portland; E E Stlrnpson, Randall, !
Elizabethport for do; Kate Mitchell, Eastman. Port
Johnson for Hallowed; Nellie Star, Poland, do far
Bath; Evelyn, Crowley, Hoboken for Portsmouth;
Pearl, Hook In, Saco for New York; Robin, St rout,
Sullivan tor do.
Sid, schs E £ Stlrnpson. Oliver Jameson.
Ar 13tb, sell Mary Augusta, Holt, Wilmington for
Boston.
Sid, schs Raven, Mary A Rice. Sarg»»nt S Day, Gen
Howard. Greenland. Jennie C Rum*, Cbilion. Hattie
M Mayo, Dresden. Evelyn. W H Mitchell, D Faust.
Python, Amiida Hall, L Holway. Nellie Starr. Katie
Mitchell, Mary Augusta, Huntress, P L Smith, Citizen, Leonora. Flying Arrow, M £ Pearson, Robin,
and all the different grades and
Pearl, Watrenton. and others.
NEW BEDFORD—Ar 16th, sch Crescent Lodge,
of Straw Hats for Men and
Crowell, Philadelphia.
BOSTON—Ar 16th, schs Sophia Kranz, Dyer, from
wear.
the latest
Children’s
Alexandria.
Cld 16th. schs Ella L Smith, Smith, Philadelphia;
of
York
New
Nulato. Small, St, John. NB.
A* 17th, sell Raven. Rose, Elizabethport.
and Silk Hats, and a tine assortSALEM—Ar 14*I). schs Wo Hill, Murphy, Port
Johnson; Oregon. Miller, New York; Christiana.
Umment of
Candage, Blueliill; Oregon. Morse, Millbridge.
Ar 15th, schs A Hooper, Parker. Franklin; Mary
and
School
Shawl
ousun. Knowles Rockwrt.
w«»LiGth’ *lcb8 Pliebe Ann, Murch. and Avon, Park, can be found at
rid
Se!? ^aeon, Seuvcy. Gouldshoro.
aid latu’ ^ Bajgiiduce. Devereux, Windsor, NS.
l-('|2|"on. Ulghton, Ellzabetb(>urt;
sell
UI-OUCESTvit'
a?'*
tU—Ar
16tb, sob Xiphas, Lowe, lrom
Jonexport.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Tobacco,

199 Fare Ml. Portland Me.
Plum St.)
my3iau3w

No.

NOTICES.

s

CLOSING ARGUMENT FOR THE DEFENSE.

|

near

Lieutenant Governor of

as

have

to

Nova Scotia.

The Government here rested their case as far
This closed
as rebutting evidence is concerned.
the evidence for both sides.
After a recess of three-quarters of an hour,
Hon. R’ P. Tapley delivered the closing argu1
A variety of facts, be
ment for the defeuse.
will suggest themselves relating to
j remarked,
the case, which are not now perhaps suggested.
The extrcuiest caution aud care should ’>e used
in a case of this character.
The last wltuess
| has spoken; the last evidence has been introdnced whereon depends the fate and life .if a
prisoner. (Here Waguer seemed deeply atteeted and burst into tears.) The courage bis counsel take and the hope they have is in the jury,
! and it is well that they should feel the heavy
i
responsibility of 'he doty imposed upon them.
This is a case of circumstantial evidence, and
the reason the jury (made up of men past midi die life, as they are) have been chosen, is because they have learned life
by experience.
I Such a jury have seen and felt circumstances
i surrounding them, which have cast a cloud
: around them which
only time will remove.
The prisoner stands in this court friendless,
a stranger, charged with the murder of the on]
ly friends he had. The experience of all men
I teaches them of how unreliable and uncertain
i a character circumstantial evidence is. The
I other side has told the jury that circumstances
as more reliable than testiare to be regarded
mony from the lips of living witnesses. This
circumstantial
evidence, upon which the
very
prosecution rely, must come to the jury liable
to the uncertainty and weakness of human te-: timonv.
H ad the counsel for the Government relied
j implicitly u[kti the question of identity of Lou
is SVagner at New Castli- bridge, they never
wouid have lumbered up the case with the multitude of trivial circumstances before and after
They first proved Wagner's
j that morning.
j declarations three months before the murder,
that he would have money if he murdered lor
j it within three months.
Engerbretson says
Wagner made that statement about Dec. 20,
j thus
of
the
the
time
statement
fixing
just within three months before the mnrder.
Other
j witnesses
patched up this declaration. Had
made
those
i Wagner
statements, which he denies, he wonL have been a fit subject for an Insane Hospital.
Men do not proclaim their intentions to commit inuruer.
Wagner says he
was poor, but not in need.
All he owed was
§12. That he admits; that is all they prove.
Hontvet believing Wagner to be guilty is not
Which of the
capable of testifying fairly.
stories are most probable, that of Wagner
that lie told the Johnsons he felt awful bad, or
that of the Johnsons that he said he felt awful
bail, and as if they were going to take him?
(f theirs is true he is a fit subject for a lunatic
hospital, for it would be a confession. No reasonable man can doubt Wagner’s account
Its
cause was his condition thenight before. What
does the testimony of Mrs Johnson of Boston
amount to? One moment she says he told her
had not seen the Hontvets since Christmas
j! he
and the next that he baited trawls with John
Hontvet that morning?
He says he told her
he had nut seen Mrs Hontvet sIdcc Christmas.
Which story is most probable?
Judge Tapley passed next to the evidence in
regard to the blood upon the prisoner’s gqjmeiits, aud commented upon the expert testiHe did not deny that humony of Dr. Chase.
man blood discs could be distinguished in fresh
blood under the microscope, but after it bad

Howe

The B.
cow

find a handsome

A Vermont paper speaks of the four summer
months. We might have expected that from
Minnesota, but in staid Vermont, never.
Hon. Albert J. Smith is to succeed the late

to'confess.

C.

one

one

Saco is

Templar.

ti

EL9I

« T R l |

Can now suit tbe Ladies In all the new
terns, and »IU cut, fit, and do all u,

I Uaklng at short notice.

■

>7
( T
u.m.i.

iSmS**

BAPTIST

FBEE

THE PRESS.
THE PRENN
May be obtained at the Periodical Depot* of Fe»Mndeo Bros.,
Marquis, Robiuson, Brinell & Co.‘
Andrews,Wentworth, Glemlenniu" Mo>es, Hentter•on, aud Chisholm Bros., ou all trains that run out of
the ity.
At Biddeford, of Pillshury.
At Saco of L, Hodgdon.
At Waterville, of J. S. Carter.
At Gorham, of News Ageut.
At Bath, of J. O. Shaw.
At Lewiston, of French Bros.
At Kennebunk. of C. E. Ml.ler.

The Committee

I

Court.

BEFORE JUDGE MORRIS.

Kingsbury.

Joseph F. Boardman. Search and seizure. Three
months. Appealed.
Williams.
Michael Hogan.
Three
Search and seizure.
months. Appealed.
Williams.
Jennie Murphy.
Three
Search and seizure.
months. Appealed.
Bradburys.
Milford F. Coggins.
Search and seizure. Three
Appealed.

Neil McCafferty. Search and seizure. Three months.

Appealed.
James McCrink. Assault and battery. Fined *10.
Paid.
Charles Mullen. Open shop. Lord’s day. Fined
*10. Paid.
Andrew Neal. Intoxication. Fined *5. Paid.
Barney Cremmer. Larceny. Sixty days.
Two case-* libelled liquors forleited.

Brief Jottings.
The steamer Express will not run to Evergreen Landing this week, as the wharf is beiug

repaired.
Small boys are losing themselves with alarming frequency Yesterday another one disappeared from sight.
Millions of eauker worms are destroying the
foliage in the gardens up town.
A party of gentlemen returning to this city
from Cape Elizabeth, recently, saw the veritaeighteen feet long,

Small boys abont town “think it perfectly
right Sir, every Wednesday and Saturday night
Sir,” to organize bird-killing parties. Weapons
of the Stone age are used.
The mercury tried to reach par yesterday,
but its ambitious attempts were frustrated. It
was

a narrow
escape from a thermal panic.
A new mail service was ordered yesterday on
the B. & M. R. R., between Ibis city and Salmon Falls.

Keep all your doors well locked at night, lest
thieves break in and steal, they appear to dote
on stables recently, but probably wouldn’t obto

entering

a

house,

Curiosity is satisfied every evening at the
pottery in City Hall, by seeing a handle put ou
a

jug.
Punch still continues to tantalize his poor,
patieut wife, and none are inclined to interpose.
Even the police staud aud witness the cruel
treatment.
Mrs. Elizabeth Akers Allen was at the St.
Julian last night.
The Commencement at Westbrook Seminary
occurs to-day. The ora ion will be delivered
by Rev. W. E. Gibbs. A poem is to be read by
Mrs. Elizabeth Akers Al.en.
class numbers twenty-three.

The

graduation

A good prospect of a very interesting fight
spoiled last evening at Market Square, by
one of the parties taking French leave.
The
trouble was begun by two men, each trying to
was

Letters containing reports from
county meetings were then read.

Officers Miles and Rice arrested a woman on
Fore street last night who has been a serious
annoyance to her neighbors for some time

past,
A boy named Brackett, aged 17, escaped from
Officer York
the Reform School yesterday.
has arrested two boys who escaped recently.
A boy living on Marion street, seven years

yesterday.
The picture sale at room 120, under the Falmouth House, continues to draw crowds.
The annual pigeon shoot of the Shooting
Club will come off on the 5th of July, probably
in the Westbrook grounds.
The Executive Committee placard the announcement that suffrage is universal at tie
Fair. If we understtud the matter aright a
property qualification of at least twenty-five
cents is required.
old,

was

lost

The voting for the surgical instruments, the
chair and the Knight Templag’s sword continues brisk. The contest is very close.
Five persons arraigned before the municipal
court yesterday were each sentenced to three
months’ imprisonment.
We are in receipt of the “Traveller’s Guide,”
a neat and compendious list of stations, distances and fares on the various railroad and
steamboat lines running out of this city.
MarNE Hospital Fair.—The Executive
•Committee acknowledge the donation of additional articles and money in aid of the Maiue
General Hospital Fair, from the following
named parties:
Citizens of Norway,through Freeland Howe,
cash collections, $129.04.
Mrs. S. H. Cummings, wax cross of autumn
leaves.
R. S. Morse, through Mrs. J. B. Carroll,cash,

$50.

R. S.

Morse, through Miss

id. J.

E.

Clapp,

cash, $50.

Citizeus of Saco, cash coutributiou, addition-

mi, $45.

John Flint, Baldwin, cash contribution, $10.
Mrs. S. E. Bragdon. Hollis, Pacific mosses.
T Frank Fernald, box lace goods.
Portland Water Co., water for fountain in
re'Teshnient room during the Fair.
Elwell, Pickard & Co., 50 chromos.
Mrs E. T. Little and other ladies of Auburn,
csksti $30
Mrs. H. P. Storer, through Ladies Exec.
Com., caBh. $50.
Charles H. Haskell. Treasurer.
New Passenger Station.—The Advertiser
hears it rumored that the Eastern and Maiue
Central railroad companies propose building a
handsome passenger station on Back Bay, just
above Green street, in which the Portland &
Rochester road will join. The present

station,

in this case, will be used as a freight station.
The Grand Trunk will run a braucb from its
road at Fisb Point over the Marginal Way,
thus connecting with this new station, while
its own track will carry it to a connection with
the new depot of the Boston & Maiue at the

foot of Maple street, with which the Grand
Trunk are expected to join. The station on the
Back Bay would be erected below Green street
on the dnmp sere it not for the inconvenience
arising from so many tracks crossing so con-

stantly used

a

thoroughfare

as

Green street.

Police Notes.—Patrick Kelly was arrested
by Officers Rounds and Garland, yesterday, for

assauiting Timothy O’Ham.
Deputy Bridges arrested
yesterday for the assault

on

Joseph Vaughan
John Audergee in

the Monument street broil Saturday night.
A man was found in the stove shop on the
corner of Plum and Fore streets, yesterday,
and delivered into the charge of Officers Rouuds
and Garlaud. It is supposed that he intended
to secrete a cookiDg stove about his clothing
and then make off.

Cape Elizabeth.—At the Republican cauin
Cape Elizabeth, Cyrus Cole, Hiram
Brooks, Jabez Marriner, Reuben Higgins, Cie-

cus

Jordan, Jr., James M. Robinson and F.
B, Jordan, were chosen delegates to the Bangor Conveution. It was understood that every

meut

delegate

is free to vote for his

preference.

New Block.—A block of stores, something
like the Thomas block, is to be erected by Mr.
J. E. Donnell on the J. M. Wood lot on Middle
street. The block will be three stories Ligb.and

contain two stores each 31x100 feet.

the

several

Salutations from delegates present from othbodies were received, and reports from delegates to other bodies listened to.
Rev. G. W. Howe presented the following resolve :
'’That we recommend the churches of this
Quarterly Meeting to pav to the Treaurer of
the Maine F. B. H. M. Society, lor the current
year a sum not less than $1500.”
Referred to the Busiuess Committee.
It was decided to leave the location of the
next meeting with the clerk.

er

presented his report. Cash red, $107.27; paid out, $24.75; in treasury,
The
$82.52; due from the Conference, $24.64.
report was accepted.
The Committee on Correspondence re ported
The Treasurer

ceivi

For Massachusetts and Rhode Isfollows;
land Q. M., H, Whicher; Penobscot Q. M.. C.
H. Webb: New Hampshire Q. M., C. Bean;
Baptist State Convention, 8. M. Bailey; Con-

as

and at Poitland tables No. 7 and 8 at tbe Fair.
At the Portland tables are to be seen beautiful specimens of moss from the Pacific coast
The

is the result of the raffles last

following

evening: No. 61, chest of tea, ticket 14, Hon.
J. H. Burleigh, South Berwick; package of tea
and coffee, ticket 30, Mrs. H. F. Furbish; caddy
of tea, ticket 15, Mrs, F. A. Pitcher; No. 66,
fruit cake, ticket 29, Mrs. L. Dam; No. 60, ice

tank, ticket 46, William Howe; cake chest,
ticket 4, Mrs. N. M. Butler; No. 77, famy
chair, John A. Emery; No. 55, painting by
Codran, ticket 91, James Connellan; No. 68,
Affghan, ticket 46, Russel Lewis; No 14, oil
paintiug by Brown, ticket 122,GeorgeT. Davis;
No. 45, rug, ticket 223, Miss Clapp; library
cushion, ticket 24, W. I. Thom; painting by
Miss Quincy, ticket 245, R. S. Morse; toilet
cushiou, ticket 132, M. S. Pompilly, Lewiston;
slipper pocket, ticket 194, C. H. Plummer,
Hridgton; French doll, ticket 110, E. T. Patten.
Ticket 7,7K2 drew the glass blowers’ prize.
The Executive Committee have decided to
continue the Fair through Tbuvsday, and it
will close on tbe evening of that day. On Friday evening the hall will be opened for the disposal of all articles remaioing at the close of
the Fair. They will be disposed of in snch
as

manner

termine.

the Executive Committee may deNo auction sales of articles will he

permitted.
The rooBter was set np at auction last night
and hrmght five dollars. The genial City
Clerk, H. 1. Robinson, Esq,, acted as auction-

plains itself:
Portland, Me., June 17,1873.
Hon. A. W. H. Clapp:
Dear Sii—Tickets over the Eastern Railroad
will be good as long as the Fair continues.
Geo. Bacheldeb,
Yours truly,
General Agent.

Referred ta the Business Commit-

tee.

Quite a little debate
spicy, though brief.

now

occurred,which

was

Rev. C. O. Libby of Dover, New Hampshire,
suggested the establishment of a board, whose
duty should be to endorse the various claims
upon the churches for contributions for charitable objects. His plan was to compose this
board of individuals selected by the various
New England Conferences,and that no charity,
be it for a college, church, or any other object,
be allowed to appeal to the churches without
the endorsement of this board.
Rev. J. Melville wanted to discuss the proposition. To his mind it looked like a centralization of power. There must be some underlying
motive in tb; desire to delegate such sweeping
powers to the few men the board will be composed of. It virtually delegates an arbitrary
power to the board to force the churches into
such disbursements as the board mai dictate.

Mr, Libby replied that
lay over so as to give th

the matter had better

brother opportunity to
bunt out all the little traps aud tricks,
The
matter was referred to.the Business Commit■

tee.
ijiuoy also suggesteo mat one nour oe
granted to foreign missions instead of fifteen
minutes as proposed.
nir.

Mr. Melville thought there was danger of too
much time being being taken for missions. He
considered fifteen minutes sufficient. Referred
to the Business Committee.
After prayer

by Rev.

Mr. Melvlile the meet-

The Convention re-assembled at 7 o’clock in
the evening. The church was well filled. Rev.
C. Bean conducted prayer meeting services for
three quarters of an hour, after which a serwas

deliverrd

by

Rev. Dr.

Quinby of New

Hampshire.
His text Was First Corinthians, 14:6.
His
‘‘How to conduct a successful prayer
meeting.” Paul gave directions in regard" to
the general management of meetings,aud especially prayer meetings. The meeting should
be largely occupied with prayer. There should
also he exhortation and singing.
1st—Prayer
should contain confession of sin and supplication for forgiveness. The singing should contain thanksgiving.
The exhortation should
embody confession of wrong, personal experience, scripturai allusions, persuasions, etc. 2d—
Who are the the proper participants?
Ans.—
All without distinction of sex who possses the
fitness.
3d—What
constitutes
fitness?
requisite
Ans —Confession sf sin, the power of melody
in the heart,ability to exhort others. 4th—Upon
whom do prayer meeti'igs lay special claim as
to workers? Ans.—All professing fo'lowers of
Christ. 5th—What constitutes the needed preparation for a prayer meeting? Ans.-Holy
living, Bible reading, incidents, experience,
consideration of the importance of the occasion
and our relation to it. prayer before attending.
6th—How should the prayer meeting be conducted? Aus.—It should begin and close in
proper seaso-; there should be no vacant time;
the speaker should speak so as to be heard.
7tli—Their effect? They will edify the participants; they will draw in the unconverted; sinners will be converted; the church will
be increased and the community blessed.
The sermon was an able production and was
listened to with great interest. The clergymen
of this body are a fine looking set of men, and
there are among them gentlemen of decided
ability. Rev. A. A. Smith, the | opulaJ pastor
of Casco street church, was obliged to leave a
few days since for the hills of northern Vermont, on account of ill health.
The meetings
of to-day promise unusual interest.

subject.

ij£.aki L,r,ss

iiuu£ since a
called at a certain house

peddler of spectacles
in this city for the purpose of selling his wares.
The woman of the house had no ready money
to invest in optical aids, but'she desired a pair
of the spectacles exceedingly.
The pedler expressed his willingness to exchange the desired
articles for any property of equal value which
the woman possessed. After limiting the house
she produced a silver coffin-plate, bearing
the name and age of her deceased husband.
The plate was bartered for the spectacles, but
before the exchauge took place she left the
over

for a moment When she returned the
heartless vender of spectacles had disappeared
with the coffin plate, omitting to le ive its
equivalent. The grief and despair of the alroom

broken hearted woman at thus losing the
dearly prized and funeral memento of her dead
lord and master cannot be described in words.
Language is too feeble to express it. The police
most

put upon the track of the fe lingless
scoundrel, and the precious article recovered.
were

Concealment or Childbirth.—City Marshal Parker arrested a woman yesterday, about
35 years old, for the concealment of childbirth.
She is employed as a domestic in a family on
Winter street.

Yesterday

a

man

who

eleoning out the vault found therein the
mains of

a

child, apparently

Marshal was summoned,
Gould and the city

re-

still-born.
The
Coroner

also were
physician. It is
as

was

thought

the remains have
been in the vault about three
months. At fust the
woman stoutly protested
her innocence, but
finally owned np to giving
h rtli to the child, which
she asserts was Stillborn.
Army and

Navy

lovely day

Union Exclusion-A

smiled upon the excursionists
to Old
Orchard Beach yesterday. Some seveu or
eight
hundred people improved the
to

opportunity

luxuriate in the delightful coolness of this now
famous sea side resort. The arrangemeuts for
the day’s enjoyment were perfect and no accident occurred to mar the festivities. The committee are eutitled to credit for the efficient
manner with which they completed their arrangements. At the beach all Rorts of amusements were participated in. There was dancing, and ring toss, foot ball, and base ball,bowling, etc., etc. Deputy Sheriff Stevens of Bidthe ground with assistants, but
neford
the presence of officers was hardly needed as a
the beach.—
more orderly crowd never went to
was

on

The excursion was a complete success.
Lamentable Sight.—A sad

sight was seen
yesterday afternoon. A
woman, well dressed and good-looking, but
intoxicated, was wending her way towards the
Grand Trunk depot, carrying a child in her
arms.
She said that she was from Yarmouth,
aud wanted to get to the depot before the train
on

Commercial

street

The child ran several narrow escapes of
having its brains knocked out against several
left.

lamp-posts.

Kingstoh, .Tune 17.—Reports from all parts
of the country indicate the prevalence of a severe drouth and without
speedy copious rains j
crops of all kinds will almost totally fail.

Tbe Prisoner in the County Jail at

THE DEPOT

_

Portland, June 17,1873.
Mr. Editor:—A writer in your paper of
June 14th enquires whether the location of the
Boston & Maine Railroad across Commercial
street means a crossing of the street by one or
three tracks, Sic. It is gratifying to know that
anxious as to
some of our citizens are a little
the railroad occupancy of Commercial street,
and the B. & M. should not be permitted to acquire rights there inconsistent with the necessities of the business which must be done on that
street. But if rumored negotiations mean anything, Commercial street is to suffer a greater
railroad occupation than the true interests of
This is to come about not
alone by the B. & M., but by the Eastern and
Maine Central Railroads establishing a passenger depot in the vicinity of Union street. Ths
recent announcement of the union of the Eastern and Maine Central, placing both roads ud
der one management, may be for the interest of
both those corporations and of the State as
well, and with a knowledge of the ability and
energy of the managers of the Eastern Railroad we maybe assured that the interests in
this city of the joint corporations will be taken
If a passenger depot is required on
care of
Commercial street near Union, it will be placed
there, unless indeed the city shall have the power and
the will to make city interests paramount.
No complaint against the Eastern
The writer recognizes
Railroad is intended.
the enterprise with which that road is managed, and rejoices in its prosperity and disposition
to accommodate the public.
Only last week,
however, we saw consummated in the Massachusett Legislature a scheme -which has been
the pet of the Eastern Railroad Company for
the past year. While the public were supposing that the President and Directors of that
road were red hot for consolidation with the
Boston & Maine, lo! and behold! under the
smoke of that agitation, a bill securing to the
Eastern the right to take nearly one hundred
acres of land in Charlestown, including that
whereon the State’s Prison now stands, was enNo fault tef find with this.
sured a passage.
It gives to the Eastern just the property needed
for terminal facilities, in and near Boston. But
the situation in Portland is different. Commercial street takes the water front, where a large
amount of the business of the city must be done.
It should be secured as free front railway trains
A passenger station at the Back
as possible.
Bay would be quite as convenient for travelers
While we are
street.
on Commercial
as one
enquiring as to the number of tracks the B. &
M. propose to put across Commercial street, let
us not lose sight of the question of how many
passenger trains the other roads propose to run
the length of the street.
Commercial Street.
Yours,
the

city

can

admit.

hara valuable
from the stable of Joshua
Moses at Libby’s Corner, and a harness and
three coats from the stable of J. W. Yeaton on

Larcenies.—Mouday night

ness

was

stolen

Arsenal street, and
house of Mr. Small,

some
on

clothing from the

the same street.

Leach, the kid glove dealer, sa/s that since
the Fair

opened

quadrupled.

bis sales have

niSCBLLANEOlIS NOTICES.
Summer style Silk Hats.
Orin Hawkes & Co’s., 290 and 292 Congress St.
Mns. Manchester —The popular Physician
is at the United States Hotel.
Her cures of
diseases have been truly wonderful. Every invalid should consult her at once. She remains
but a short time.
Certain it is that she has cured diseases
when all other Physicians have failed.
Important sale of real estate. F. O. Bailey
& Co. will sell at 2 o’clock to-day the valuable
farm and residence of Samuel Bell, esq., West
Falmouth. It is one of the finest in Cumberland county. The buildings are large, modern,
and in perfect or ler. There is also some very
It is
fine stock, farming tools, carriages, &c.
seldom so desirable a property is offered under
the hammer and we expect to see a large number of gentlemen present. Mr. Bell expects to
make his home in this city.
r. u.

carpets

dailey oc

at

uo.,

will

sell

anu

iurnuure

their salesroom this morning

at

10

o’clock.
For Loss of

Appetite, Dyspepsia, Indiges-

tion, Depression of Spirits and General Debili
ty, in various other forms, Ferro-Phosphorated Elixir of Calisaya made by Caswell,
Hazard & Co., New York, and sold by all

druggists, is the best tonic.
tonic for patients recovering
er sickness, it has no equal.

As

a

stimulant

from fever
If taken

or

oth-

during

the season it prevents fever and ague and other
intermittent fevers.
junl8-4wt

ents of the murdered man, who have not returned home.
The prisoner was brought to this city last
evening and committed to jail. He continues

stolid, and refuses to converse. His testimony
at the inquest was given with apparent indifference and satisfied every one of his guilt,
singular Drawning Accident.
Bath, June 17.—While the steam tug Popliam was lying at the wharf in this city to-day,
John Edward Williams of Gardiner, aged
about 24 years, fireman,was drowned. He was
several
seen to jump from the rail of the boat
times, but at last seemed to slide off involun
tarily and disappeared beneath the surface. It
is

thought

he was seized with cramp

or

a

fit.

Launching.
The beautiful steamer Samoset, in process of
construction by Pattee & Mitchell for the Eastern Steamboat Company, was launched this
morning. Her machinery and boilers are now
being put in by George Moulton & Son, of this
and it is intended that she will be ready
for the Boothbay route by the 4th of July. It
is calculated that she will attain a speed of fifShe will he
teen or eighteen miles an hour.
commanded by Cant. Herbert Lorr.
Fire in Union.
Rockland, June 17.—The dwelling house

city,

and barns of Mr. John Liddley in Union, were
A
burned with their contents this morniug.
circumstance that added to the hardship of tbe
calamity was the fact that a corpse lay in the
The body
bouse at tbe time awaiting burial.
The bnildings
was safely removed, howeverr
were

insured in the Hartford for $2100.

NEW HAMPSHIRE.
Death of the Would-be Auaiiiii.
Nashua, June 17.—Henry Jewell, the wouldbe assassin of Ella Wood, in Hudson, is dead.
The girl will recover.

MASSACHUSETTS.

Worcester, Mass June 17.—A fire broke
out at half-past twelve last night, in Westboro
in the Eagle block, opposite the Boston .V Alstobany depot, it first appearing in the upper
ries occupied as tenements.. The flames spread
rapidly, soon communicating to tbe adjoining
buildings. Westboro’ has only one steamer and
Aid was asked by telegraph
ne hand engine.
of Worcester, and a steamer and a hose car
Wage left this city by special train at three
o’clock, making the twelve miles in as many
minutes. Engines from Woodville and Northboro’ reached the scene at two o’clock. The
whole of Eagle block was destroyed, together
with two low wooden buildings on South street
and a three-story block corner of Main and
South. A'l the buildings were wooden, and
the fire was checked by a heavy brick wall on
.he corner building, from stretching towards
the town bouse.
The first regatta of the season of the South
Boston Yacht Clubs took place this afternoon
in Dorclie ter Bay. There was a good breeze,
and some dozen boats entered. The winning
yachts w- re Kelpie, Queen, Snob and Maud.
The Charlestown YachtClub held its first annual review at Long Island to-day.
Various Matters.

Boston, June 17.—The members of the
Massachusetts Press Associ tfion, with their
ladies, a party of some 200, started from the
Fitchburg depot this morning on their fourth
annual summer excursion. The excursionists
include the Hoosac tunnel, Burlington, Lake
George, Saratoga, Troy, Albany and New York
City among their objective points.
The body of a young, good-looking woman
was found drowned this morning near Downer’s
landing. These is no cine to her identitv.
The body of a man was fished out of Charles
river last evening, also unknown.
Mrs. Quincy Shaw, daughter of Prof. Agassiz. has contributed $100.0(10 to the Museum of

Comparative Zoology, in
deeply interested.

which her father is

so

H. J. Stevens, the assignee of the firm of
Bowles Bros, it Co., left in the Hecha. The
court allows him 850 a day for services and $15
for expenses, in gold.
In a game of base base ball the Bostons de
feated the Pbiladelphias by 11 to 6.
■■

—-

NEW YORK.
A New City Charter Projected.
At a meeting of the City Reform Association
last night a resolution was passed that a committee be formed, whieh, with representatives
from each political partv, shall frame a new
city charter, to be ready to be submitted to the
next Legislature.
During the debate is was
stated that the City Surveyor, Boyle, was now
employed by the present City Government, al
though it was known that during the Tweed
administration he obtained $290,000 for the
widening of Church street, which cost only

8110,000.
The Alleged Trnflic in Italian Children.
A morning paper says that at the present
time there

between 700 and 800 children
from Italy and held in slavery in
kidnapped
large cities of the United States, this city being the great entrepot. The children are brought
here and sold daily at private auction,the prices
varying from one hundred to four hundred dollars for boys a-'d one hundred to five hunlred
tor girls. Where girls are exceptionally pretty,
the prices rule higher. Two little girls who together play their violins in Wall street are said
to have been bought by the present owners for
$1600. Since the first of April last 317 of these
children have arrived at this port.
Another Murder.
John McManus quarrelled with Michael Kerwin, who keeps a liquor store, for refusing bint
with a drink, and stabbed him twice in the
groin. He also stabbed through the heart Patrick Lame.who wasendeaovringto protect Kirwin. McManus was arrested and Kirwin taken
to the Bellevue Hospital in a dying condition.
Marine Disaster.
Schooner Tabitha and Hannah from New
York for Hartford, with a cargo of salt, while
passing through Hell Gate this afternoon ran
ashore on Steep Rocks, knocking a hole in her
starbard side. She then floated off and drifted
ashore on Ricker’s Island flats, where she now
lies full of water.
Insurance in Boston.
The Post says that at a meeting of the directors and agents of the Fire Insurance Companies in this city is about to be held to consider
the expediency of assuming any further risks
in Boston. Many companies have already determined to do no business there on the ground
that the fire engines and water supply are insufficient.
The Coopers’ Strike.
The Coopers’ Union has declared a general
strike in the sugar refinery of Havemever &
Elder, Williamsburg, because of their use of
machine made barrels.
are

Washington, June 17—Postal service was
ordered to-day on Old Colony railroad between
Cohassett Narrows and Woods’ Hole, eighteen
miles, from July 1st. Pay will be fixed hereafter.

Purify

_
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Treasury Bnlanres.
following are the Treasury balances today : Currency 87,610,055; special deposits of legal tenders for redemption of certiHcates of deposit 831,345,000j coin 874,066,686; including
835,731,000 in coin certificates; legal tenders

outstanding 8356,000,000.

The Polaris Beport.

Secretary Belknap was engaged to-dav preparing his report of the examination of the
Polaris castaways. It will not be ready for the
press till to-morrow.

testimony
office

was

sent to

to-day.

The last of the verbatim
the Government printing

The Back Pay.
The total amount of hack pav returned to the
United States Treasury is $1112,017.24, and the
number of Senators and Representatives who
declined to receive it is 46.
Volunteer Force for the Texas Border.
The Legislature of Texas, in view of M-xican
depredations on the border, has provided for
the employment of a volunteer force for protection.

n'KEKZIE’S
The Act

RAID.

Approved by Ceus. Sherman
and Sheridan.

New York, June 17.—The official report of
Col. McKenzie to Gen. Sheridan of the former’s
pursuit and punishment of the Kickapoos has
been received at the War Department. It
simply recounts the facts as heretofore. It
bpars the following indorsement of Gen. Sheridan;
“I take pleasure in heartily approving the
conduct of Col. McKenzie as’a gallant act.
The only course for the security of life and
property on onr side of the Rio Grande, is to
do as Col. McKenzie has done. I do not believe that any boundary should exist between
the United States and Mexico when we are defending the lives of our citizens and protecting
their property against a merciless bandit, to
whom the name of murderer, robber or thief
applies as covering liis deeds. The gallant act of Col. McKenzie is best recorded in
his plaiu narrative of the event. I can only
add that the Government ought to staud by
McKeuzie.”
The report and Gen. Sheridan’s indorsement
were forwarded to Gen. Sherman, and the latter
indorsed it as follows:
■‘The conductof Col. McKenzie is fully approved. If the attack was made on Mexican
soil, as the report does not indicate, it is clearly
the duty of the Mexican Government to complain. Until then thp War Department has do
official knowledge that sucli is the fact and
need not take any action. It is my opinion
that when a band of freebooters, murderers,
robbers and outlaws make the recognized boundary line between t vo nations at peace a safeguard for their crimes, there can lie no just cause
for dissension if the lawful forces of either
nation pursue them for the purpose of capturiug them or ending their deeds of violence
A letter front Brackettsville, Texas, states
that after McKenzie’s raid a meeting of theMexieans was held, which at first was inclined to
insist upon a reparation from the United
States, but wise counsels prevailed, and it simply requested the Governors of Coahuila and
New Leon to urge their national Government
to adjust the frontier difficulty with the United
States in an amicable manlier.

meeting of the Brooklyn Reform Committee, a report from Comptroller Schroeder
At

a

showed that it was owing to the mismanagement of the old ring, fhe Water Board, the old
Board of Excise and of the ring Comptroller
that the debt of ths-t city had become so heavy.
A recommendation that Governor Dix be requested to veto the new bridge bill was also

passed.

Passage or

Rome, June 17.—The Senate to-day passed
the bill for the suppression of religious corporations by a vote of fid to 20. The measure now
awaits the Royal sanction to become a law.
Immigration of Chinamen.
Havana, June 17.—The French steamer arrived to day with 500 Chinarneu.
During the
passage there were 175 deaths.
Withdrawal of Silver.
New York, June 17—[Herald special.]—
Advices from City of Mexico to June 7th, says
the Mexican government has ordered the withdrawal of the old “Sun” silver dollars from circulation.
The Revolutionary Movement.
A new revolutionary movement is on foot in
Jallico caused by the rigid exaction of arrears
of taxes, hut is not yet serious and will soon be
over, as the President has advised the adoption
of more equitable measures.
American Fishermen Drowned.
Halifax, June 17.—Two seaman, named
Coy and Greenleaf, belonging to the American
fishing schooner Peter D. Smith, were drowned
at Cape Cansoon the 14th.
Thi Atlantic Wreck.
The recent rough weather has rendered it
impos.ible for divers to work at the Atlantic
wreck, aud a large quantity of goods has floated away.
MINOR TELEGRIMR.
A propeller broke four miles of lock No. 2 of
the Welland canal Tuesday morning, and navigation will he interrupted three or four days.
The steamer Tigress is to be hired to go in
search of the Polaris, as tl ere is no authority
for purchasing the vessel. Commander Green,
Lieut. Commander White and Lieut. George A.
Wilkins have been ordered to the Tigress. Engineer Melville will be the engineer.
The Czarowitch and wifeare visiting the Prince
and Princess of Wales at Sandringham.
Yellow fever is reported to have almost entirely disappeared from Rio Janeiro aud Montevideo.
A despatch from Berlin to the London Hour
says that the health of the Emperor William is
improving, and it is expected that in a lew days
he will have regaiued his usual health.
The will of James Brooks has been admitted
to probate.
A three mile boat race for $1000 a s!de and
the championship of America has been
arranged between J. Kelley of Chicago, aud William
E. Harding of New York.
The race takes
place iu Troy, N. Y., in July.
It is stated at Panama that an American
man-of-war will hereafter be stationed there
and at Aspinwall to protect American interests.
George W. Taylor of Texas, has been appointed Consul at Port Luis, Mauritns, and R.
■1. Alcorn vlarsbal for the southern district of

Mississippi.
Thomas C. Niatty, a teacher amoeg the
Kiowa Indians, writes that the most frieudly
feeling exists towards the United States government, which will lie greatly increased by releasing Satanta and Big Tree.
James J.

Mob.
New Iberia. La.,.Tune 17.—The four negroes
who murdered Lanet and Snaire last Fri
day night at their store, were arrested in that
neighborhood this morning. One turned States
evidence and related how the atrocious crime
was committed—the plot having been
made
over before.
After the close of the investigation by Seymour Snaire, a brother of one of the
murdered men, no doubt remained of the guilt
of the negroes. By this time people in large
numbers had assembled and clamored for the
summary execution of the murderers, but they
were saved by the intercession of Mr. Snaire
who then left for this place. The prisoners
were brought here, and on their arrival the ina

dignant citizens, numbering over a thousand,
took them lo the woods, on the east side of the
Bayou Theche, and hanged three of them to a
limb of a tree. They confessed to taking part
the crime, but insisted that the one who
turned SU.tes evidence cut the throat of Lanet

in

Father and Son Murdered.
Augusta, Ga., June 17.—Arthur A. Glover
shot and killed Wm. Goumillon and his father,
Lovitt Gonmillon. at Edgefield Court House,
S. C., this morning. Glover and Lovitt Gou
million had some words a few weeks since, in
which Glover cursed him, and in consequence
young Goumliion threatened to kill Glover, and
a fight had been
Glover sent for
anticipated.
the father and son to meet him at a store in the
village. On entering young Goumillon was
shot in the head by Glover, with a Derringer,
and died instantly. The father appearing on
the scene was also shot in the head by Glover
with another Derringer,and mortally wounded
Glover afterwards surrendered himself.
The
affair creates mtense excitement in Edgefield,
where the parties are well connected.
About
thirty years ago Lovitt Goumillion killed Jos.
uncle
of
Arthur
Glover.
Glovei,
the People of f.oninlau s.
New Orleans, June 17.—At an adjourned
of
the
committee of white and colored
meeting
citizens last night, resolutions were adopted in
favor of the unification of the people of Louisiana of all races, color and religion, and of the
enforcement of the civil rights of all citizensin
all places, breaking np the lands in the State
into small farms in order that immigrants may
become practical farmers, advocating removal
of all prejudices against colored citizens, appealing to the press for co-operation, urging the
people of both race to abide by the law in all
differences, and finally, advocating an equal
distributing of the offices of the State between
white and colored citizens. The committee includes Gen. Beauregard, C. C. Antoine and
others. Another committee was appointed to
call a mass meeting at the proper time.
Unification of

O'Kelley,

night’s dispatches
Decorating the

are

improving.

Grave*

of Confederate

San Francisco, .June 17.—Advices from Arito Sunday last say J. S. Thomas, Sheriff
of Prescott county, had been fired at by Apaches
near Rio Verde.
He returned the fire from his
buggy and killed two and wounded one, the
rest, numbering seveu or eight, fled.
Gen. Crook has gone to Sau Carlos reservation.
Conflicting reports are current regarding the
Apaches. Some say they have all gone on the
war
path, and others that one or two bauds
only have goue.
The Pomeroy Bribery Cose
Topeka, Ks., June 17 —The trial of ex-Senator Pomeroy for briber.'' of Senator York, on
motion of Pometoy’s counsel, was ye terday
postponed until the December term of the District Court. Mr. Pomeroy claimed to be ready
for trial, but his counsel had uot had time for
preparation. Thirty-five witnesses were present for the State, and none for Pomeroy.
The
prosecuting attorney urged that the application
for a continuance be denied.
Various Nattrfi
San Francisco, June 17.—The loss by the
burning of the caudle factory of Judson & Co.,
is now estimated at $00,000.'
The Board of Supervisors will not act upon
the Mayor’s veto of the Chinese pig tail ordinance til! next week.
\V. $. Palstou is to succeed D. O. Mills as
President of the Bauk of California.
Various Bailers.
St. Louis, June 17.—Judge S. H. Treatus, of
the District Court of the southern district of
Illinois, was stricken with paralysis while in
He will
Springfield, III., Sunday evening.
recover.

The first passenger train on the
Missouri,
Kansas & Texas Railroad arrived at Hanuiba)

Mo., yesterday.

TWENTY-FOUR

War Dep’t, Office Chief Signal i
>
Officer, Washington, D. C.,
June 17,(8 P. iV.)»
For PTcw KnRlauil
to
Wednesday light to fresh southwesterly
and clear
northeasterly winds, higher barometer
Blares
weather are probable. For the Middle
the south
gentle and fresh wiuds, mostly from
and east, and increasing cloudiness
southward.

rain areas from Pennsylvania
For tbe Southern States east of,
from south
gentle and fresh winds, generally
weather and rain
west and southeast, cloudy
lakes and
areas.
From Missouri to the upper
to
:ery brisk
Minnesota falling barometer fresh
and
iiicreasingcloudeast,
south
the
winds from
iness and threatening weather, with very probable rain areas. For the lower lake region eastor partly cloudy
erly to southerly winds, clear
weather.

bly

over

to

Spanish

authorities.
O’Kelley’s effects
sealed by the United States Consul at
Santander.
The second cable from the coast of Cornwall
to Spain has been
opened for business. This
increase in the facilities for the transmission of
between
despatches
England and Spain has led
to a reduction of the tariffs.
Rev. Dr Isaac Ferris, ex-Chancellor of the
University at New Turk, died at Roselle, N. J.,

Monday night.

The story of the confession of Mrs. York in
Illinois, that she had been poisoning her rclat:ves by wholesale, is thought to be a canard in

Chicago.

iiuuuauii

iu iuu

iui

uuvciuui

of Tennessee next fall.
It is asserted that many thousands of Italian
children have been kidnapped from their homes
and brought to this couutrv where they are held
in virtual slavery iu our large cities.
The boiler iu Owen’s glue factory at Rahway,
N. J., exploded Monday, demolishing the factory, a four st'-ry brick building, fatally injuring R. Satield and Frank Weiss, and seriously
injuring two others.
Weltz & Stratton’s tannery, near Addison,
N. Y., was burned Monday. Loss $15,000.
Joseph Perry has pleaded guilty at Providence, R. I., to three indictments for perjury in
the Jumel estate case.
A fire in the
spool factory at Westerly, R. I.,
Tuesday, caused damage /to the amount of

$3300.

Base ball, Baltimore—Baltimores 16, Resolutes 4.
The National Association of Millers met at

Toledo, O., Tuesday.

Steamship

Austrian sailed from Halifax for

Liverpool Tuesday.
The dwelling house

King of
Tuesday. Loss $14,000.
The anniversary of the battle of Bunker Hill
was

Havana Market.
Havana. June 17.—Sugar—No 12 Dutch Standard I
104 fa 10} rs. Exchange quiet and firm.
ft,

!

ra

observed iu San Francisco

1»°ik!
Carp-nil

Tlnrkei*.

prats

London, June 17—11.00 A. M.—Consols of-ened at
92| @ 924 for money and for account.
American securities—U. S. 5-20*s 1665, old. at 92},
do 1R67, 92| ex in.; do 10-40s, 89; new 5s, 81-}. Erie
Railway at 504.
London, June 17—5.00 P. M.—Con sols closed at 92|
for money and account.
American securities—U. S 5-20s, 1865, old, 92}; do
1867, 92}; new 5», 89}.
Liverpool, June 17—5.00 P. M.—Cotton closed
(lull; sales 10,000 bales, including 2000 bales for
speculation and export.

Freights.
Savannah, June 13.—Freights—We quote as fallows:—Cotton to Liverpool, via New York bv steam
4fa9-lGd on Up. ;Sea Island ll-16fal5-16;sail Liverpool
9-16d; Sea Island Cotton Id; to Havre.lc Gold; Bremen }d on Uplands.
Coastwise—To New York per
steam, Upland }c; Sea Island }cf> lb; Rice $1 50 |>
cask. Steam to Boston, Upland Cotton fc; Rice $2 50
cask. To Philadelphia, Upland Cotton, by steam.

Noon train either

Governor of Nova Scotia.
Hon. Janies Brooks has commenced a suit
against George Baxter for the Governorship of
rkansas.
William M. Smith of Tennessee, mail agent,
has been arrested aud placed uuder $10,000 bail
for robbiug the mails.
ant

FINANCIAL AND t’OMM EKC’I AL.
Forefgu Exports.
YARMOUTH, NS. Scbr Onward—600 bbls flour.
HALIFAX. NS. Steamer Carlotta—1319 bbls flour,
cases

bams,

650 lbs but-

ter, 1420 do tobacco, 447 galls whiskey. 10 cases boots
shoes. GOO box sliooks, lot of merchandise.

and

New York Stock and Money Market.
Nbw

York. June 17- Morn inn.—Gobi at

ll.’Sf.—

Money 4 per cent.
Sterling Exchange 109 @110.—
Stocks weak. State stocks quiet.
Nbw York. June 17—Eoenlna.—The financial
situation is excessively dull; exports for the week
$6,571,935 Money is abundant at 3 @ 4 per cent.—
Sterling Exchange steady at 109$ for sixty days, and
110 @1K'$ lor sij»ht. Gold dull; range from 115$ @
115$, closing at 115$ with considerable sales by a
member of the syndicate at 115}; loans 1 @ 3 per

carrying

and flat for borrowing. The clear81,000.000. Tre isury disbursements $52,000. Governmenis quiet and steady.
State bonds
dull. Stocks featureless and dull with very few exceptions. The variations were confined to $ @ $ per
cent.
Atlan ic Pacific declined from 21# @ 20, while
St. Paul rose from 51# @ 52};
Western Union sold
from 85} @ 85}; rallying to the opeulng figure; Lake
from
declined
Shore
92} @ 92}; Union Pacific heavy
A rumor is again current that
at 27} down to 263.
will soon resign and go into
Riehardsoon
Secretary
business iu Paris.
cent, for

The following were the quotations of Government
securities:
United States coupon C’s, 1881.121}
United States 5-20’s 1S62.115}
United States 5-20’s 1861.115}
United States 5-20’s 1865.
United States 5-20’s 1865, new.
119}
United Slates 5-20’s 18C7.120$
United Slates 5-20’s 1868 .119}
United States 5’». new.
.H4
United States 10-40’s.,coupons. ...

old-.116$

Currency 6’s.

114$
quotations f

The following were the closing
Stocks:
Western Union Telegraph Co.85}

Pacific Mail. 39}
Centra’and Hudson River consolidated... .101$
Eric. 63$

N. Y.

Erie preferred.74

Union Pacific stock. 26$
The following were the quotations for Pacific Railroad securities:
Central Pacific bonds.103
Union Pacific do.
86#
Union Pacific land grants.71§

Union Pacific income bonds.60
Douimlie Market**.

York. June 17—Evening—Cotton Jo higher
ami more active; sales 118G bales; Middling uplands
21c. Flour dull and heavy; sales 8100 bbls: Stale at
5 15 @ 7 40; Rot ml hoop Ohio 6 50 @ 9 40; Western at
Wheat 1 @ 2c
5 15 @ 9 40; Southern at 620 @ 11 00.
better; sales 152,000 bush; No 1 Spring 158; No 2
No
3
at
1
42
l
1
Winter Red
1
47
@
44;
at
52;
@
Spring
Western 1 69; White Michigan 1 90 @ 195. Corn dull
(9
000
ne
v
sales
Mixed
We:
1
owe
2c
•;
busli;
11
an
@
Oats a shade firmer; sales 71.00U
tern 51 @ CJc.
Mixed
at
41
43o.
Western
Beef
is
new
@
bush;
steadv. Pork active and firm; new ines* 17 00. Lara
9 l-16c. Butter is very quiet;
81
at
easier
@
and
quiet
Ohio 15 @ -3c; new State 25 @ 28c. Whiskey is more
active at 934c. Rice quiet ami steady at 74 (a; 84c
Sug ir nominally unchanged refilling 7| @ *|c. Coffee
quiet; Ri> 174 @1164^ :n Gobi. Molasses unchanged;
New Orleans 67 @ 8“c; Porto Rico 35 (£) 60c; @ 32c
>i irits Turpent ine steady at 45; Rosin
Naval Store
native and unchanged at 3 00 @3 25 for strained.—
Pe.roleum dull; crude 84 @ 6|s; refined at 194c. TalNew

—

—

—

low is weak at 8| @ 8|e.
Frei*ni> to Liverpool quiet;

114 @ 124d.

thp

m

c
d
C.
K.

season

H.

■

Ives

art
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k»ni.urr.
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Fiirnilure, (arplt. Ac., al Auction.
sale-r om, lx Exchange street, on WEDNESDAY, June 18th. at to o’clock A. M., Parlor
Suit in B. W. and Hair Cloth, Sofa in B. W. and
Green Kept, new and second hand Carpers, Chamber
Fu niture, B. W. and Pine Ward K<1*», spiiug
Beds, Matt raise*. Cook Stove, Refrigerator, Crock-

AT

ery and Tin Warr, Kitchen Furniture, Ac.
At 12 M. one Row Boat with Oa s, in good
V. O. BAILEY A C O.. Asrtis

order.
mu.

Jail

fit

2 Fin.* Flcnsurf Jfo.iis :jt Auriion.
THDHSDAV, June lttfc. it 12 ,M„ *•« ,h II
soil on south side of Port!:.ml Pi. r the- two fine
pleasure Boa's named Anna and Laura. Each boat

ON

ON

ENTERTAINMENTS.
HALL,

PEEP
or

By

O’DAY,

Orsiral.lr Krai Estate iu
a: Auction*

Savonrneen Deelisli,

the

—

FOB

THE

Benefit of the Catholic

—

Orphan Aaylnra.

Manic, Rcenery an1! costume, new ami elegant.
Ailmission, Gallery 26cent"; Parquette 50 cents;
Reserved seals, Orchestra ( hairs in center 75 cents.
Doors oi>en at 7, Curtain rises at 8.
jun
dul

HOSPITAL FAIR.
REFRESHMENT DEPARTMENT,

FLUENT”

HALL.

Kxectrive Committee take pleasure jn an
JL uouncing that they have, through the courtesy
of Mr. Fluent, obtained the use of the spacious and
rlirlK

beautiful hall, known as
FLUENT
HALL,
and that it has been handsomely and conveniently
fitted up, and will be used

for admit tame.
Doors open from 11

m., till 10 p.

a.

21st, at 3 o’clock P. M.,
SATURDAV,
we shall still the Went worth property (3rd above
R. R. cron*in^) on Mechanic street, Woodford's Corner.
The above property c -nsists of 2 story wooden
bouse containing 12 ro. ms, large pantry,closets, good
cellar, brick cistern, woodshed ami a s'able 20x26 ft.
The above building was built new live years ago by
the dav. in the most thorough and substantial manner.
The bou»e is well arranged tor two lamilie*.

Lot 68x06 ft. This Is a very nice
property, situated
few steps from horse cars and iu a
neighborhood.
F. O. BAILEY A CO., Aariiearm.
fit
JtHfi

good

a

4 BR.43VS <V BRO.«
Aaciiosrrrs and Commission .Brrrhaato,
give tbeir special a'tenth n to selling Real Estate,
Furniture uml ,VJc;ch:indis( ol all kinds. Horses Carriages, £c. Adv nets made on consignment*. Regular Sales of new and ►eenml-hand Furniture at the
Auction Rooms every Saturday morning. Communications by mail promt tlv attended to
IB ‘A JIN A BliOTBDR,
125 Federal St., under the U. S. Hotel.
N. B. Money advanced on Matches, Jewelry,
Furniture, Clothing, Mid all go« dt» of value,
dtf
apt 23

as a

F1R8T-CLA88 RESTAURANT,
During the Fair. The religious s cieties of the citv
will furnish refreshments and flowers.
Scores of
young ladies, in pretty and appropriate uniforms,
wil serve on their respective
days. The florparish
al dec‘rations, which are under the supervision of a
ladv of exqnbi'e taste, will b»* unique and
beautiful;
wid e several pieces of music have been engager! to
lend their charm to the scebe.
All persons visit!ug the Fair are invited to visit
Fluent Hall. Entrance by tha bridge which has been
constructed across from City Hall. No extra charge

C. I*. KIMBALLS

Elegant

re-

SALEROOMS,
COR.

FIRST GRAND EXCL USION
THE

BY

—

TO

Guards

Wednesday.

Beach,

June

25th.

Music by the Union Brass Band of Cape Elizabeth.
Music for Dancing by Cliandler’B Rand.
Ice Watrr, Foot Eall and Swings will be furnished
free. Refreshments for sale on the ground.
A Band Concert and Dress-Parade will take
place
on the Bearb.
Committee of Arrangements—Hon. Mem. P. Plnnket. Lieut. Peter S. Doyle, Lieut. Thomas H. Gatlry.

Sergt.

M. H. Cunningham, Prlv. P. H. Tobin.
Trains leave Boston and Maine Depot at 81 A. M
and 1Jt P. M.
Tickets 65 cts.; Children under fifteen 35 cts.

junisdtd

I take

pleasure in announcing to The public that 1
on hand the largest an 1 l*»st assortment of
elegant canlagea ever exhibited in Maine, embracing
have

now

nearly

every

BY

style now

In tine,

including

several

n< w

pattern- made only at my factory.

Twenty-five years’ Experience
myself and

f

many of my workmen, enable
pro* luce

The Finest

us

to

Cariages

AT THE—

CONCERT

—

HOUSE,

—

Old Orchard

FLORAL

PREBLE

Portland, tie.

—

Montgomery
—

Cairiages.

m.

jyN.B.-Societies are requested to send in
freshments as early as 9 a. m.
jelO

Portland

Or.'ring

June

ON

Emerald Boat Clab

LOWEST RATE-.

—

1000 SCHOOL CHILDREN
accompanied by the

PORTLAND
—

ON

BAND

—

State Street, July 4, 1873,

htaii permns
waterooins
so our

Grain, per steam, at

Chicago, June 17.—Flour quiet and weak; sales
of extra Spring at 6 00 @ 6 50. Wheat in fair demand,
higher and unsettled; sales of No 1 Spring 1 25 @
1 254; No 2 Spring at l 2 4 on spot; 1 2uf seller June;
seller July 115}; Auag at 1 134; No 3 do at 108; injected 924 @ 93. Corn in f dr demand and higher,
sales of No 2 Mixed ..t Si* @32|cmi8pot
rejected at Wi- Uate
35 for seller J^ly; 381 seller A

our

f^Oriifni -olicited uml promptly flllef.
gyBooVs with cuts, descriptions and prices sent
to all desiring to purchase.

C. P.

L. FITCH.

KIMBALL,
Part land,

mayl9eo<l:im_

First Rehearsal MntardHy next, Jane 91st,
at City Hall, at 9 1-9 a’eUck.
Let all who propose to sing be present at this re
hearsal, as the tickets will be distributed, and. after

to visit tfca
carriages. Al-

finished

by mai

%

MB. W.

cordially invited

are

and examine

factory and examine the material and work,
whether they desire to purchase or not.
All carriages made by me arefuUy warranted.
£y~*riie public are respectfully c-juti ned about
purchasing carriages rc|uesenteri to l« my make
unless they have my name-plate in full.

under the direction of

11

wav i>u

for the sale.
F. O. BAILEY Jk
* C'Cft

lu

Tuesday.

Judge John sou has been appointed Lieuteu-

oatmeal,

V5f*,or,»

Wu3tevK,[r"
wiih*J3i^fk*
V^'K?VtIue,,t**
CuWmtf
imi JementK

|c; Rice 150 4* cask; Domestics $1. To Baltimore.
steam, kon up. Cotton. Rice to Baltimore $1 50 4*
ea«k. Cotton to Boston, steam via New York 75c 4* |
100 lbs; to Providence via New York 75c 4* 100 lbs; 1 will seat from 15 to 20
p* rsous comfortably, are In
via Boston 75c p 100 lbs. Lumt«er to Philadelphia, j perfeei oider. with all necessary tackle and parasteam, —;sail $10 50 fa 11 00. New' York and Sound j plienalia. Sale positive and without reserve.
ports, Lumber $12 00 (fa 13; Lumber to Boston and
At same time 1 Row Boat in good order.
eastward $1300 fats 00; Baltimore, Lumber, $9 50.
F. O. KAILKY A fi’O., .Inrtlosrm.
Vessels are in good demand to load here or at neighju14
dpi
boring ports; from 50c to $1 50 additional is offered
for change of port.
The rates for Timber are from
Valuiiblr
Fi.riu
at
Very
Auction.
$1 50 fa 2 00 higher than Lumber rates. West Indies
Lumber to Riv<r
and windward $10 fa 12, Gold.
THURSDAY, June list li at 4 o'clock, we shall
United Kingdom,
Platte $28 @ 29 and 5 j>er cent.
sell the well known and valuable property kn w n
Timber 50 fa52»6d to Cork for orders. Rio Janeiro $2*3
as the Cushman Farm In New Gloucester! Me., 1®
and 5 per cent.
miles from Portl and, consisting ot 120 scies of excellent land with buildings unsurpassed by an\ tann
buildings in Maine. Orchard contains tiOO apple »i*h
abundance of • thor Fiult Trees, lids Is an opportunity lately met with. Sale jositive. Printed description and ;>artjculars furnished by
F. O. Hailvy A CO., imfionrrrk.
MUSIC
Double journey tickets frsned by G. T. R. R. to attend
th s sale to P«wnal and return at one third
Wednesday & Thursday, Jane 18 & 19. more than
single first cla*» lure.
julldtd

__

and two barns of the late
Sheffield, Conn., were burned

Seth

June 17.-C.>ttr,n in
mMerat_dft_

man<l; Middling uplands 164c.

v i** situated six miles f oin Portland, 10 minutes
*al\ from M. C. Depot, with 12 nasseuger trains to
indf'om Portland dully. V/iihin a mile is a good
n ho"l. 2 Churches. Store, Grist and Saw
MU.; in n
jv cel lent migi.borhood and tine local in, with a view
•»f the surrounding country. Terms easy and made
known at sale. I itle periVct. Snk abs >Iu e.
Immediately alter tnc ab-*ve will be .-©Id the Stock
und Panning Tools, eonsNi
ing of 5 su;»c. ior Cows;
tie. herd have
taken the first pn ndun s wbeiever
Miown, i Knox m ire C .It, r> In July. w. igli* «j90 lbs..
aMlh« be^i Kn .x dock; bay mure, weighs
',,'*VMr »»d worker; 25 Hens, good
nearly mow, 2-wheeiei| Chaise,
side
Wagon. Gig. Fsim
" lwelhirn»ff new Buckeye
Mower
P®L Horse Hake,
Plow’s H‘ArrowWM’
*»nn

COT,

D. W. CLARK &
—

DEALERS

IX

Tie.

—

the chorus is formed, no new ones will te admitted.
All who took part in the recent Floral Festival are
especially Invited. Flags will be furnished for the
Fourth. Now let the young people give a hearty re-

Jul8u3t

sponse^__

LAW S

ICE HOUSE, MARKET ST..

UNITED STATES
PAS8ED AT THE

THIRD

SESSION OF

THE

1XD

—

OF THE

FORTY-SECOND

CONGRESS.
[General Nature No. 75.1

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of
Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled. That the Secretary of Slate be, anil
he is hereby, authorized to pay to the government of
Japan, through its representative in the United
States, out of any moneys in the treasury not otherwise appropriated, any sum not exceeding six thousand dollars, which may be found to be due lo the
gorernmen of Japan by that of the United States,
on account of rents for lands or
buildings occupied
for hospital purposes, Jail ami court-house by the
United States in Julian.
Sec. 2. That the Secretary of State, through tne
minister resident at Japan, be, and ha is hereby authorized to rent, furnish, ani keep suitable buildings
with grounds uppnrteuant, in Jedo, or such other
place as he may designate, for a court-house and jail,
at an annual cost, not exceeding fire thousand dollars : Provided, That the period for which the said
buildings shall be rented shall be for tw« wars with
renewals for two years as tue Secretary of
shall

State'

determine.
Sec. 3. That a further Bum, not to exceed two thousand five hundred dollars, be, and the same is
hereby,
also appropriated out ot ruv
moneys in the treasury
m.t otherwise assropriated, for the
of a suitpurchase
able law-library for the use of said
lega icn in Jai an,
the selection of such library to be made by the Secretary of State.
Approved, March 3,1873.
[Gfneral Nature—No. 76.]
AN ACT authorizing the Secretary of War to furnish a duplicate certificate of discharge where the
same has been lost.
Be tt enacted by the Senate and House qf
Representative of the United States of America in ( onpress assembled, That whenever satisfactory proof
"trail Ire furnished to the War Department rliat any
non-commissioned officer or privrte soldier who served in the army or the United States In the late war
against the rebellion has lest his certificate of discharge, or the same has Ire -n destroyed without his
privily or procurement, the Secretary of War shall
be authorized to furnish, on request, to such uonenmmissi rued officer or private, a duplicate of suclr
certificate of discharge, lo tic indelibly marked, so
that it may be kn wn as a dttpli ate: P ovided,
Such certificate shall not be accepted as a voucher
to the payment of any claim against the United
Stales for pay, bounty, or other allowance, or as evi-

dence in any other case.
Sec. 2. That the army regulations
hereby modified in accordance with
this act.
Approved. March 3.1873.
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now In force are
the provisions of

ST.,

Purr let- supplied lor all puipo^
and

m,
a

AN ACT providing for the payment to the
government of Japan the sum due on account of rents for
lands and buildings occupied bv the diplomatic and
consular representatives of the United States to
Japan, and for other purposes.

—

n

quautiiy

any

at

I he

LOWEST RATES.

pi 4

Leavitt, Burnham & Co.,
WHOLESALE & RETAIL DEALERS
IX

ICE.
No. 14 Cross St/cet, Portland.
Orders left at Ice Office, 14 Cnws St., or wiih J. C
Proctor, 93 Exchange St., will be promptly Attended
to.

ty Pure Ice supplied for all purposes in any
quantities and at the
apll
LOWEST RATES.
tail

CITY OP PORTLAND.
given that the ComroUtee on
IYJ
xi
Street-, Sidewalk* and Bridges, will meet at
the junction of Middle and Pearl s’leets,. n WEDNESDAY. the 1Mb cf .Tune. 1*73. at 3* nVl. ck P. M..
and will then and there hear all thirties interested
and fix the grade of Pearl Street mm Middle to
vJTICE 1* nerel y

Commercial Street.
Ab*o, tha; on the name day at 3 o’clock, P M., the
Committee will meet at the junction of Temple
and Congress sts., and will then anti there hem all
p rtles interested and fix the grade of Congress
street from Temple to Preble street.
same

Per Order of Committee,
GEO. P. »V 1? SCOTT. Chairman

JulIdtd

Maine Savings Bank.
!i*. loo Jladdle Mtrtct. Partlaad.
Bank

fir,i

day
dep-wltcdln
Interest th*
of any month bogloe
day.
MONK!
other day, t egins
Interest the
II
flu*

no

the

on

deposited

nine

on

on anv

day of the following month.
A. M. BURTON, Treasmer.
Junl7di&wif

Unit

for Ladies Dresses

Spring Styles

and Street Garments, at MISS M.
G.

MAGUIRE’S,

Block,

No.

11

Clapp’s

np stairs.

»pnf_

tr

Portland llitfli School.
Principal of till. School having by reason of
other engagement,, declined to be a' c ndldate

THE
lor

PROPOSALS.

re-election, applications for the position maybe
in peron or in w riting,
accompanied with
references, testimonials, Arc., until July 14, ltJl
The next term wrill commence
Aug. 2S, 1873.
L' W IS B. SMITH.
Chairman S. School Committee.
Portland. May 28.1873.
'ltd
made

BETEOROLOOICAL.
PROBABILITIES FOR THE NEXT
HOURS.

corresjpondof San-

NrwOri.eass,

M„MUng uptand.

ance's were

Soldiers.
Baltimore. June 17.—The graves of Confederate soldiers at Londin Park Cemetery
were profusely decorated with flowers to day.
A formal address was made by James Franklin of Annapolis, after which cx-Smator Wigfall of Texas delivered a characteristic speech.
Duriug the ceremonies the statue of a Confederate soldier, by Volack, standing iu the centre
of the Confederate graves, was uuveiled. Gens.
Geo. N. Stuart and Trimble, and Com. Hullins
of the Confederate service took active part in
the ceremouies.

probably

Herald

were

5° do peas, 50 do

The Cholera Spreading.
Nashville. Teun., June 17.—The weather
continues bad, with almost incessant rain.
There were 15 interments to-day, ten of whicli
were
deaths from cholera.
There were 50
deaths to-day, 35 from cholera. The disease is
evidently spreading. Dispatches from Gallain, Lebauon, Greenville, ind other points
show that the scourge is carrying off a great
mauy at those points.
Cincinnati, June 17.—A case of sadden
death of a woman with cholera symptoms was
reported to-day. The cases mentioned in last

%he

ent, arrived at Santana, in the province
tander, Snain, where he was delivered

^t”r:3,000

uidandiSat'{8J<\Une
l^.nncn-i^nn.m.,

Bill toMnpprrss Keligions

the

Corporntioas.

the

Murderers Hand by

bifsli corn"*
land.* 18^® 18}cJ,me

POHE1GN.

Tlie

zona

The weather to-day is clear and fine. It is
much cooler than yesterday.
There were five
sunstrokes yesterday, one being fa al.
It is authoritivel.v stated that the rate of taxation of Brooklyn will not be any higher this
year than formerly
trated form, compounded upon the scientific
A State Convention of Prohibitionists is callprinciples,and is the medicine of the day. None ed to meet at Albany the 21th i nst.
It is stated that the new city charter of Brookshould be without this invaluable medicine.
lyn, which it is expected Governor Dix will sign
Sold by dealers in medicines generally.
to-morrow, legislates all the old ring officials
out of office.
junel8-d&wlt
Two hundred and forty Mormons from New
Periodicals.—The Harper’s Monthly and
England left to-diy for Utah.
Judge Benedict has overruled the demurrer
Leslie’s Ladies’ Magazine for
July, have
made to the indictment of George F. Dunning
and
are
for sale
at
received
been
for embezzling 8116,000 from the sub-treasury
stores of Messrs. Bailey
&
book
the
on the ground that it was drawn under the reNoyes,and Hall L. Davis, on Exchange street; pealed act of Congress. The Judge held that
both the act of 1823 aud that of 1886, which suand at Loring, Short & Harmon and Augustus
persedes it covers the offence, there being simFalmouth Hotel;
Kobinson’s, under the
ply a difference in penalties.
also at the school book, music and periodicals
Only eleven jurors have yet been obtained in
the Sharkey murder trial. The second pannel
store of E. C. Andrews, No. 36 Centre street,
is exhausted.
at the book and periodical depot of Messrs.
The Case of Susan B. Anthony.
Fessenden Brothers. Lancaster Hall, and at
June 17.—The case of the
Canandaigua,
Wentworth’s, corner of Congress and Oak Sts.
United States against Susan B. Anthony, it •
Also at the newspaper and periodical depot of dieted for voting in violation of the law, at the
city of Rochester, at the last November elecGeorge H. Marquis, No. 80 Exchange street.
tioo, was called in the Circuit Court of the
A
Uuited States to day. The distinguished deGentleman who came in from the coun- fendant
personally appeared in court, accomtry the other day, asked a Portland boy, “Why
panied by Mrs. Matilda J. Gage and other
do you buy so
Stebb'n’s
much Tobacco from
ladies, and was represented by her counsel,
Cigar Store?" The boy answered, “Because I Hon. Henry R. Saldou and John Van Voorhees
A jury was empanelled with
of Rochester.
chew8,t’
junel7 3t
out difficulty.
I or Sale on
Ms. Seldou testified that he advised Mrs. Anfavorable terms, a valuable
thony before election that she had a legal right
slate property, partially
developed, with most to vote, and that on that advice she voted. The
encouraging prospects, in the eastern part of Court refused to hear Mrs. Authony in her own
the State. Owners refer to S. T.
defence, the District Attorney objecting to her
Pulleu Esq
Press office.
testifying. Very little evidence was given, the
act of voting being admitted, as well as the
Dr. Urann at Preble House
that she was a woman
Tuesdays and fact
Mr. S8ldon in an exhaustive argument, occuWeduesdays of each week. His euros are wonpying nearly three hours in its delivery, anunderful.
_may30-d&wtf
clatid three propositions: First, That the defendant was legally entitled to vote at the elecC. C. Bennett, M. D., Falmouth Hotel, till
tion in question. Second, If she was not so
9 a. m., 1 to 2.30 and 6 to 7.30 p. m.
jun7tf
entitled, but believed she was so and voted in
good faith in that belief, such voting does not
Now is the time to have your window screens
constitute a criminal offence under the statute.
made. Lothrop, Devens & Co. have received a
Third, That she did not vote on such belief
and
good faith. He said that the two first
large quantity of German linen and cotton'
questions were for the oourt, and the last for
&c.
No.
61
St
green
wire,
the
gauze,
Exchange
jury, uuless the court si ould consider it so
dear that the defendant acted in good faith as
ma?17tf
the Blood, there is no medicine
extant better than Old Dr. Goodhue’s Bitters.
It is composed of Boots and Herbs in a concenTo

AUCTION SALES.

Postal.

Belfast, Jnne 17.—In tlie Thorndike tragedy the coroner's jury adjourned until Saturday next to obtain the testimony of the par-

Fire at Westboro’.

QUESTION.

1 50; seller July at 1 47; seller Aug at 1 384; No 2 Red !
1 48. Corn is in fair demand; high Mixed on spot at
42c; feller July 43Jc; seller Sept 454c; low Mixed at
414c; Yell >w 43c; no grade 35c. Oats linn and in
Ovsinblo Farm and Hnidenr«
lair demand ; No 1 at 35c; No 2 at 32c; 33c for Mixed.
l^ike Freights dull and unchanged; to Butlalo 4 fa
with Stork and Farming Tool*
44c; to Oswego 8 fa 84c.
at Auriion.
hbls
hush
Receipts— l,t»00
wheat, 33,000
flour, 10,000
bush corn, 6,000 bush oats.
•'uno
at 2 oVlftk P. M„
we rlial! Ml tlie
Shipmeuts—0000 bbla flour, 29,000bush wheat,15,000
very Oi Kirable him iitl rwli^nef of hMunel Coll, K*i., |„
bush corn, 0,000 bush oars.
Wcat Falmouth, Me.
rhis property comiHt# ol li» acres of cx'dl^nt land
Detroit. June 17.—Fbnr dull and unchanged.—
f cultlvai i m, divided bv
n the ldgh^t slate
good
loweri No 1 White 1 704 fa 1 71, and
XJS1 dal172;andAra^r
• no s Into pasture and
tillage, ©atimated to* cut 96
Michigan at 150. t orn i?quiet
season.
aiS
this
ons cf hay
About 4© coni* t.f dressing
dul1
Lak«
,°ats and ueclin.ng at 34c.
mod last season and llie same amount now on tha
*r«ightadull
unchanged—to Oswego at
>la< e really for u-o. Alxuit 35 Apple and from 15 to
8}.
ro P.tav trees. The buildings consist « f a large,
hu,•' wbc,“' l’m
loable 24 story ni slitra built Hou.-e; each p;.rt c<»nw'h
ains !• finished rooms, ample closets, large pantry
0,000 b"h wb,:*,• 0,Wft
md utiles, cellar under the whole bouse. Barn itjxft©
*
claptsuirded and painted all round, 2 earriage
n’"C<,t:<'n Ja|l; Middling upHouses, Wo.-| sh»*d, Ice t.oum\ Piggery, Hioneij,
Vc. These buildings were built
by the day. of the.
17'~c,>t,"n nominal; Middling
x*»r material and are in perfect older. T1 is p.oper-

Gettysburg
Gettysburg, Pa. June 17.—At the meeting
of the Gettysburg Battlefield Association toI day, Gov. Hartranft was re-elected President,
aud D. McConnough Vice President.

WASHINGTON.

Belfast.

IIor«r Mtenlrr
Hung by a M»b.
Sr Lours June 17.-James
C. Howard, arfor
rested here
stealing horses in Franklin Co.,
was taken last night to the countv seat and nm
in a calabnsse. Aboi* !) o’clock in the
an armed mob of two hundred men took him
He mauo a
out and hanged him.
confession
implicating spveral other men iu horse stealing
who have escaped.

cvenfng

Severe Drouth.

Murder.

Thorndike

Caaamereial Street Again.

forenoon at 10 o’clock.

preachers.

The

perfect equaladjourned till

poorly

The following letter from the Superintendent
of tbe Portland Division Eastern Railroad, ex-

The Committee on Resolutions reported the
following resolution:
’’That the success af our mission as a denomination depends largely on the efficiency of
our publications, and the interest
we take in
their c.rculation,”
This res dve was assigned for Wednesday
Rev. J. Stevens of Saco, advocated the establishment of
a
fund for superanuated

placed

to-morrow.

MATTERS IN MAINE.

eer.

gregational State Conference, T. Stevens.

mon

night.

reported

approved.

his safe that he left it

last night.
Hon. J. H. Burleigh has returned the chest
of tea to the Fair, which he drew last uight.
The name of the hand-cart man with one leg
and sore eyes” is wanted at the police station.
There were eight drunks at the station last

M.

Q. M ; B. P. Parker, York county, Q. M.; J
Burnham Davis, Cumberland, Q. M.; S. W.
Perkius, Otisfield, Q. M.; for ass’t Clerk, P.
Smith, Hollis, Q. M. The report was adopted.
The record of the last meetiug was read and

ing adjourned.

sidewalk

Credentials

on

J.

twenty delegates present
The Committee on Permanent
Organization
reported for chairman, Rev. C. H. Webb; for
ass’t Moderators, G. W. Howe of Parsonsfleld,

outlift the other on the lifting-machine that
stands there.
A little maiden was testing her weight last
evening on the scales in the hall, when to her
utter disgust it was announced that she stood
152 pounds. Upon investigation it was found
that a gentleman’s foot was to be deducted.
She felt easier.
Somebody on Exchange street felt so much
confidence in the burglar-proof properties of

staudiug on the

Hutchin-

On Busiiniee—J. Hall, J. B, Davis,
Bailey, J. M. Ptase, J. M. Parker.

Tuesday.—Kufus Stanley. Search anti seizure.—
Plea, nolo contendere. Fined $50. Paid.

ject

F.

son

Hats—Orin
Mrs. Mpuckester—United States Hotel.

was

|

^On**!Resolution—S.
J'oieNoininatit.gDele/tates-A.
G. W. Howe, J. Melville.

Appetite—Dmicy.

ble sea-serpent. He
and looked horrid.

fiom

‘J?0

Ha.*ke“ A Co.

months.

An invitation

delegates

to

Te-Day.

ENTERTAINMENT COLUMN.
Fiist Grand Excursion-Montgomery Guards.
Floral Concert—W. L. Filch.
SPECIAL NOTICES
A Reinforcement Demauded.
Changes—George Fenno.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
Wonted Immediately—Girl
The Emerson Method—Ditson & Co.
Wanteil—Girl
A Card—T. B. Percv.
f Grand Trunk Railway—Summer Arranges
Cumber land B »ne Coraj any—Annual Meeting.
MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.

Jlunicipal

o’clock

was then extended
other bodies, and visitors
The folpresent, to lake seats with the body.
exhibited at the Fair to-dav, and if pleasant
lowing committees were appointed:
they may be seen in one of the nn*e-rooms of
Davis,
On Credentials—G. W. Howe, J. B.
il.V Hall from 2 o’clock to 6 this afternoon.
W. P&rk^r
Only a few tickets in the splendid Kimball
On Permanent Organization—J. Pbilbriek,
J. M. Bailey, L. M.’Rayman, T. Wdhs.
carriage remain unsold. These will lie disposed
On filling the desk during
u
Witbam. | }f to day, aud the raffle for the same will takp
Witham
H.
the Convntion-R. Deering, L.
place this evening at 9 o’clock. Tickets may
M. Bailey, G. W. Howe,
be had during the day at Mr. Kimball’s office

J. B. Davis.

CITY AND VICINITY.

For loss of

at one

leave no question for the consideration of the
Mr. Seldon insisted that the time had
political rights of

to

jury.

come wheu the civil and
women should be
upon a
with mau. The Court then

ity

was
The attendance at the Fair yesterday
in t e
not bo large as on previous days, tboug
number of people
evening there was a goodly
to present a decidedbegin
tables
The
present
tbe sales during the last
ly naked appearance,
been remarkably good.
few days having
Mr. and Mrs. Sprow of Saccarappa have
kindly consented that their triplets should be

yesterday. The meeting was opened by the singing of a hymn read
by R' v. C. Bean, followed by a prayer by Rev.
city

BY TELEGRAPH.

SEVENTH DAY.

The Western Maine Assoc’atiou of F W.
Baptists convened at the Casco street church in
this

Fair.

Hospital

FIRST DAY.

THURSDAY MORNING, JUNE 19,1878

New A«1verlinen*emu

CONTENTION.

“if81®”?!?1

V,“1' ;J f'-ni^latOOe offered for

No 2 without

Buy

In fair demand and lower at 89c. Proire'Viiekev
in rair demand and
?i
uiet and weak. Pork
at

at 15 80: seller 500
lower' sales 2300 hhls; seller July
Lard at unchanged; no sales.
15 90.
far
shoulders ;sbmt
8*
(d)
6}
uncliangedat
Meals
Bulk
8Jcfor short clear mi lrib mi Idles at 83 @ fdc; 8V
Bacon; shoulders at 74c; clear rib sides
dies 1 *ose.
9k-; 93 for clear sides.
L ike Freights—Corn to Buffalo at 54; to Oswego at
11; Kingston 12
Receipts—8,000 bbls flour, 85,000 busli wheat, 24,0UU hush corn, 103,000 bush oats, 3,000 bust rye, 0,000

hid* for Aug at

bush barley, 00,000 hogs.

Shipment?—3,000 omsflour,5,000 hu«h wheat, 176,000 nutdi corn, 93.000 bush oats, 2,000 bush rye, 00,000
bash barley, 0300 hogs.
Cl srisn ati. June 17.—Provisions steady. Pork is
quiet at 16 25 @16 50. Laid nominal: steam at 84c;
ke;tlo at 84c. Bulk Meais steady; shoulders at 64 @
Hfc; clear rib sides 8} @ 84e; clear 6ides at 84 8}. Bacon firm and in good demand; shoulders at 7ic;
clear lib sides at 9}c; clear sides at 9} @ *j4c. Wbi6key firm at 8Uc.
&OLSi*o.June 17.—Flour is firm and in fair demand;
Wheal active and higher; No 3 White Wabash 153:
Amber Michigan on spot 150@ 151; seller June at

U.S. ENGINEER’S OFFICE,
)
Third Story Union Bank Ruildinq, Fayette.!
aear Charles street, Baltimore,
June
Md.,
17,1878)
are invited for furnishing and deiivetlng stone on U. s. lighters near Federal
Poiut on the Cape Feai river. North Caro Ina; and
separate proposals for stone loaded on lighters at
juarrieson the river accessible to tog boats.
The rigut lo reject any hid Is reserved.
Blank forms, si>eciflcatlon» and anv desired infornation can be bait on application at ihls office.
WM. P. CRAIGHILL,
Major of Engineers.
jnl7(l6t_a

PROPOSAL-

AWNINGS,
TENTS,
FLAGS,
Canvass

Lettering,

Ac.,

F. A. LEAVITT,

Exchange St j
__491-2
eod3a>
my6

MY

STOCK

Custom Made Hand Sewed Boots and Shota m
snimrior to anv other Stock In
point of quality, stsfc, finish and flt. So don t wrong
rouiwelf bv ,emling your men*"™
,*>® Ttry **•" boo*n
can o|>tai?
boston, when you sure
nt, or
made, and always a

OK

M. G. PALMER.

mvP

_

Valuable Livery Stork for Sale.
to

Livery
OWING
y>ld.
All
title

my Ill-health I otter
Stocw. Tho Stables

persons owing
at

for sale my t-utira
can be leased or

are requested to call and
my business Immediately.
CHARLES SAGER.

mt

I wish to close

Portland, June 5, 1873

dtf

hut
easily make ibe distance in three days ;
the turn which it
it adds at least a third by
ot
north
the
makes going to Allahabad, in

POETRY.
Sunset Winsfi.
PASTE O- UUSETTI.

BY

To-night

the peninsula.
Xt was halt'past lour in the evening wheu
the passengers left the stemier: the train for
Calcutta would leavo at eight o clock precisePhileas Fogg took leave of his friends,
Iv
left the steam r, gave tiis servant a list of
purchases to make, and expressly enjoined
him to be at the station before eight.
Then
with regular step-, which beat the second
like an astronomical clock, he went to 1he
lie had no interest in the
Consular Bureau,
wonders of Bombay, its city ball, magnifi-

this sunset

spreads

golden wings.

two

Clearing the westeMff sky;

with win-! it la/and windowings
if the day’s last hour in rings
Of strenuous
must die.

Winged too

Of

birds;

as

lliglit.

in fiie, the homowa d pinions swn>
Above the dovecote tops;
And cloudy of sterlings. ««-• they ro»t
at wild plus,
Sink, clamorous like mill-waters,
Bv turns in every c »jw:

Sun-steeped

receives,Eacli tree heart-deep the wrangling
But for the whirr wi'lidi,
the lciiv, s;
You could not toll the starlings from
Then one great put!'of wings, and the swarm heaves
Away with till its din.
in ovci-0lvlying fight,
Even thus Hop .*’r* h >u«
To niauy a refug.* tend;
sho
With tlio first li-jhr
laughed, and the last light
Glows round her still; v. h > natchless in the night
luu-t
make
an cu l.
At length

An<l now the mustering rooks innumerable
Together sail and soar,
While for the day’s death, like a tol'dag knell,
Unto the heart, they seem to cry, Farewell,
No more,

farewe’l,

no more!

not plume 1, as ’t were a fiery dart ?
And, oh, thou dying dav,
Even as thou goest must, alio too depait,
And orrow fold such pinions on the heart
As will not fly awa> V
Is

Hope

Hound the World

on a

Wajrer.

_

CHAPTER IX.
The distance between Suez and Aden is
exactly 1310 uiilcs, and ‘be company’s regulations allow its steamers 128 bouts to make
the voyage. Tbo Mongolia, under full steam,
The
was sure to make it in advance ot time
most of the passengers who embarked at
Brindisi were going to different parts of InSome remained in Bombay, others
dia.
went to Calcutta by way of Bombay; tor,
since the railroad lias been opened across the
length of the Indian Peninsula, it is no longer necessary to double the point of Ceylon.
Among the passengers were many civil and
military officers. Some belonged to the English army, properly speaking; others to the
Indian and Sepoy troops.

Tne Red Sea is very capricious, and often
stormy—as are all long narrow gulfs. When
the wind blew from the coast of Asia, or from
Africa, the Mongolia, struck by the cioss
waves, rolled fearfully.
But, despite the
waves and storms, the steamer, propelled hv
her powerful engine, moved without delay
towards the straifs ot Babel-Mandel.

What did Pliileas Fogg find to do all the
time ? One would think that,always anxious,
unquiet, he would be interested in the changes of the wind, in ail the possibilities which
could affect the steamer, and oblige her to
make another port, thus compromising the
If he ever thought of
voyage. Not at all
any rnisha s, he did not show it. He was
always the same impassible gentlemau; no
mistake or accident could surprise him, and
he appear :d no rnoie disturbed ihau the chro11c was rarely seen on
nometer oil board.
deck; not at all interested to observe this Red
Sea, so rich in memories—this theatre of the
first historic scenes cf humanity. He had no
interest iti the curious cities scattered on its
banks, whose picturesque outlines were seen
at the horiz m. He did not think even ot
the dangers of this Arabian gulf, of which
ancient historians always spoke with tear,
and upon which nav.gators never dared to
venture, until they had consecrated their
voyage by propitious sacrifices. But what
did this original do, imprisoned on board the
Mongolia? He made liis four meals a day,
and no rolling or pitching could disturb'a
machine so marvellously organized; then he
played whist; yes! he had found some partners as earnest as himself.
A collector who
was returning to bis post at Goa, a minister,
the Rev. Decidemus Smith, going back to
Bombay, and a brigadier general of the English army, rejoining his troops at Benares.
These three gentlemen had the same passion
for whist as Mr. Foggt and til v played during long hours as silently as he.
The next day after the departure from
Suez, the twenty-ninth of October, Passepartout encounteied on deck the obliging person
to whom he had hrst spoken on African soil.
“I am not deceived,'' he said, approaching
Fix with his most amiable smile, “It is you,
who so kindly aided me at Suez?
“To he sure,'’ replied the detective.
“You
arc the servant of that English original ?”
“Precisely—Monsieur ?’

“Fix.”

i'

ix,

L
repueu 1'assepai tout,
to fiiul you on board, and where

happy
are you going?”
“As you—to Bombay.”
“That isgo.d! Have

am

you ever made this

voyage ?

“Many times.

j

I am au agent of the Pen-

insular Company.”
“Then you are familiar with India?”
Veil—yes,” answered Fix, who did not
care to commit himself.
“Is India remarkable?”
“Very! with its mosques, minarets, pago-

insurance

rogue a 1 the time he remained in Bombay—
for he did not doubt that I’hilea* Fogg would
remain in Bombay, and we know it was also
the conviction ot Passepartout, a time sufficient tor the arrival of the warrant.
But after the last orders that his master
had given him on leaving the Mongolia. Passepartout understood, that it would be the
same at Bombay, as at Suez and Paris; that
they would go to Calcutta, perhaps farther;
ana lie began to ask himself if this bet of his
master's was not after all serious; and if Fate
did not compel him, hint who wished to live
in repose—to make the tour ot ttie world in
eighty days. While waiting, and altei making his purchases ot shirts and socks, lie explored the streets of Bombay.
They were
crowded with Europeans of all nationalities,
Persians, Scinds, Parsees and Armenians.
They were celebrating the Parsee feast, a kind
ol religious carnival, witli processions, flowers, and the music of the tomtom and the
viol. The Parse s are the direct followers of
Zoroaster, the most civilized, intelligent and
austere of the Hindoos; their merchants are
the richest in Bombay. Passepartoat watched all these strange observances with grea1 interest; but, unfortunately for him and liis
master, he risked compromising the voyage,
for liis curiosity led him farther than lie
thought. He was ignorant, of two things:
fir t, that the entrance to certain of the Indian Pagodas is formally inlerdieted to Europeans—second, that believers themse.ves cannot cross tlia thresho'd without eaving their
sandals at the door. From motives of sound
policy, the English government respects, in
the most insignificant details, the religion of
the country; and punishes severely whoever
violates its practices.
Having seen the Parsee carnival, Passepartout turned towards the station; passing before the splendid Pagoda of Malabar Hill, lie
had tlie unfortunate desire to visit it; entered, without thinking anything wrong, as a
simple tourist. He was admiring its interior,
the dazzling glitter ot the Hindoo ornaments,
when suddenly he was thrown down upon
the sacred stones; the priests with fierce gestures throw themselves upoti him, drew off
liis shoes and stockings, and commenced to
The vigorous and
heat him unmercifully.
agile Frenchmen raised himself quickly, and
with a blow from bis fist and one from his
foot, threw down two of the priests, entingled in tbeir long robes; and with all speed
rushed out of the pagoda, and soon distanced
tlie third, who followed liis track exciting the
crowd against him.
At five minutes of eight, just before tlie
tiain left, without hat, barefooted, having
lost bis packet of purchases in tlie struggle,
Passepartout reached the station of the Great
Indian Peninsular Railway. Fix was at the
station; he had followed Mr. Fogg and was
folly aware that his rogue would leaic Bombay: his mind was soon made up to fofiow
liim to Calcutta, and farther if he must. Passepartout did not see Fix, who kept himself
out ot sight, but heard all the story of his adventures, which the servant narrated to liis
master.
‘T hope it will not happen again,’'said Mr.
Fogg quietly, and took liis seat in one of the
cars of the train.
Tlie poor youth, barefoot
and disconsolate, followed his master without
a word.
Fix entered another car, when a sudden
thought changed his plan—‘‘No. I remain 1
A misdemeanor on Indian Territory, I hold
him.” At this moment the locomotive gave
a sharp whistle, and the train disappeared in
the night.

COMPA

WING.

SON’S

&

of sound mind cannot pass his lile in
jumping from railroad to steamer, under pretext ot making the tour of the world in eighty
days. No, all these gymnastics will stop at
Bombay—I am sure of it.”
“Your master is in good heallh?” asked
Fix in a natural tone.
“Very well—myself also. I eat like an
ogre who has been fasting; it is the sea-air.”
“And your master? I never see him on

Marine

Risks

walls;' beyond,

ro-e some

engineers of King Solomon.
“Very curious, very curious.'' said Passepartout, returning oil board. “It is not useless
to travel, if one wishes to see something
new.’’
At six o'clock in the evening the Mongolia
passed out of the roadstead of Arden, and
soon ran into the Indian Sea.
168 hours
were allotved to make the
voyage from Arden

to Bombay; the Sea was
favorable, the wind
held to the northwest, and the sails aided llie
steam. The steamer, better ballasted, rolled
less; and lady passengers, in fresh toilets, reappeared on deck; singing and dancing commenced again. The voyage was successful.
Passepartout was enchanted with the amiable companion chance had sent him in the
person of Fix. Sunday, near midday, they
the Indian eoa»t. Two hours later
the pilot went on board, and at half
past four
they reached the quay in Bombay. Phileas
had
Fogg
just finished thf thirty-third rubber
Partner an,l lie, with admlr
able skill, had made the thirteen
tricks, thus
ending this beautiful
bv an admirable
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ASSETS:

^not follow™

the air line disand trains could

Neglect n Cough. Nothing is more certain to
lay the foundation tor future evil consequences.

WELLS’ CARBOLIC

$15,571,206 !
Dividend

to

Premiums

50

Policy

Holders

Terminating in

PER

are a sure cure for al1 diseases of the Respiratory Organs, Sore Throat, Colds, Croup, Diphtheria, Asthma,
Catarrh, Horseuess, Dryness of ihe Throat, Windpipe,
or Bronchial Tubes, aud al! diseases of the Lungs.
In all cases of sudden cold, however takeu, these
TABLETS should be promptly and freely used. They
equalize the circulatiou of the blood, mitigate the severity of the attack, and* will, in a very short time restore healthy action to the affected org«. ;
Well*’ Carbolic Tablets are p 1
only in
blue boxes. Take no substitutes. Ift ey can’t be
found at your druggists send at once to the Agent
in New York, who will forward them by return
mail.
Don’t be deceived by Imitations.
Sold by all druggists. Price 25 oents a box.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG. 18 Platt-st., New York.
Send for circular. Sole Agent for United States.

on

1872,

CENT.

Policy Holders in this Company obtain perfect seity, costing far lens than to insure in, any tlier

em

this country.

company in

TABLETS.

_my26_d4wp
30lb Thousand in Prea*. Sale increasing.
’J.OOO more LIVE ACCENTS Wanted for our

OFFICE,
166 FORE

LIVINGSTONE2 ^"AFRICA

STREET, PORTLAND,

.Foil so

W.

COO pages,
$2.50. Incomplete and interior
works are ottered, look out for them. Send for circulars and see Proof of the greates success of the season.
Pocket companion worth $i*t mailed free.
HUBBARD BROS., Publishers, 723 Sansom Street,
Phila.
my28$4w

jVInnger,

CORRESPONDENT.
febl7

WORKING
CLASS, male or
female $60 a week guaranteed. Resectable employment at home, day or evening; no capital required; full instructions and valuable package oi goods to
start w ith sent tree by mail. Addiess with 6 cent
return stamp M. YOUNG & CO., 173 Greenwich St..
New York.
my28-4wf

“ARCHIMEDEAN/

HILLS

CO

A* mTi■P«>p11\?‘r ,fll1I'-l5!,lnuth »»•'! Portland at 113.30
M
H8.00 P. m"
The New Family Machine. 112.57 P.M„ M.4U P.M..
^"p3® ,A‘
^ *****

*

2b2r

10 PER CENT,

•

P
•Pulhuan sleeping car express tram. N it
train runs Sunday Morning, dot a nut
run
morning.
♦Accommodation train.

ITITCH.

price $10.
m\28t4w

%V. N. COLER A

CO.,

17 Nassau-M., New York.

^AGENTS

WANTED TSfi*

aud Charts. Also, fo our ScirThread. $100 to $i00 cleared
i-tvper month by good, active Agents. Apply at once
D.
L.
GUERNSEY. Concord. N. H. my28t4w
>m,tQ

Maps,
CPictures,
ing Sill and Linen

This beautiful .flower as now ho well
know n
the l oiled state* nud
Europ*, (hat il requires no rceommeudatioii(over 10,000 sold in this country alone)
The oulv balanced Lawn HVowrr wiih AN
A DJ U“ TABLE nANDLE.
lO-iuch ent, croquet mower, si beautiful
littie machine for small lawus, croquet

() SAMPLES sent by mail for 50c. that retail
quick for $10. R. L. WOLCOTT, 181 Chatham-square, N. Y.
my30d4wt
T

throughout

“CAHPIIORINE” cures everv pain, &c. Try
it. Sold by all druggists. REUBEN HOYT, Prom 3lt4w
prietor, New Y ork.

AGENTS WANTED FOB THE

lots,easily operated by
ad
mis* of 10 years, price $‘40; 14-inch,
rrountls,cemetery
a

or

$44; 14-inch,

HOME of GOO’S PEOPLE.

size, 945;

standard

48-inch,
for public

pony, $fOO; 34-inch. horse,
parks and large lawns, $145. Every ana.
chiue warranted to give perfect satisfaction. We challenge the world to a trial,
and to produce a machine its equal. Try
it. and yon wall buy no other.
8eml for Illustrated Circular.

The grandest and most successful new book out. Acknowledged to be the most decided success of the
year—now selling with astonishing rapidity. It contains nearly JOO Magnificent, Engravings. Splen
did opportunity for Agents to make money. Circulars. containing full particulars and terms, sent free,
Address DUSTIN, GILMAN & CO., Hartford, Conn.

MANUFACTURED BY THE

Hills “Archimedean” Lairn Mower Co.,

Secret of

ARMORY HARTFORD, «ouu

COLT’S

—

FOR SALE RY

KENDALL &

Beauty

NECOK is simpler, better made and more
manly finiRlied thru any other machine. Sews everything, and is always ready; nocliange of tension required in sewing from light to heavy work. Airnis
wiialeil. (Set the latest and best. Send for Circular
THE SEC'OR NEYVINB 91 (CHINE tO.
junl2 C9I Broadway New York. t4w
WANTED in every county for
A BENTS
national book, “Lives and Portraits of the
a

new

Presidents,**

19 fine steel engravings. Send for
descriptive circular. JOHNS N, WILSON & CO.,
27 Beckman St., N. Y.
jul3d4w*
with

A MAN OF A

THOUSAND^

CONSUMPTIVE CURED.

A

DR.

Night

1,032 Race St., Philadelphia, Pa.
name

ot this paper.

junl6t4w

I

GOUT and RHEUMATISM*
excruciating pain of Gout and Rheumatism,
relieved in two hours, and cured in a tew days,
by the celebrated Englisn Medicine,

THE

Blair’s Gout and Rheumatic Fills.
They require neither attention or confinement ot
any kind and are certain to prevent the disease attacking any vital parts.
PREPARED BY

PROUT & HARSANT

BEST

WHITE, CLEAN, SOUND
ALL MAY

TEETH!

no20

Price, 25 anti 50 Cents per bottle,

eodlyr

Hair

Glossy

ALL DESIRE IT, ALL Mt> Y HAVE IT
use

)f

Price, 25 ami 50 Cents p

Bottle.

codlyT

VERY STYLISH WHEN NOT SOILED.

Glove

Cleaner

WELLS & CO., Sew York,
Wholesale Agents.

F.
no20

If there is one wish dearer than another to the
heart of woman, it is the desire to bo beautiful.
The wonderful reputation of GEO. W. LAIRD’S
“BLOOM OF YOUTH” i* very justly deserved. For
improving and beautifying the skin, it is undoubtedly the best toilei preparat inn in the world; it is
composed of entirely harmless materials, and while
the immediate effects are to render the skin a beautiful creamy white it will, after a few application?,
make it soft, smooth and be«utifully clear, removing all blemishes and discoloration.
This delightful toilet preparation has been severely
tested by the Board of Health of New York
City. Dr Louis A. Sayers, a ter carefully examining the analysis made by the above Board,pronounced

Kept by all First
FIRST PREMIUMS.

Class Grocers.

r_

Every Well

Illinois State Fair, 1870.

Trade3K,mapK

Alabama State Fair, 1871.
Ohio State Fair, 1871 & 1872.
Texas State Fair, 1872.

Dished

Epicurean

Numerous County Fairs.
s .?

Form the

“Indejtendcnl”

popular

Jul2

Instrument.”

Dissolution of

Purchasers* testimonials from all parts of the U.S.

Prices Low for the Quality.
The
wanted for unoccupied territory. In localities where agencies are not yet established, until such are established, we will sell Pianos
to the public at Factory Wholesale Prices. Send for
circular to

SON,

undersigned have this day formed

ship under

the

nome

Copartnership.

is nerebv given thrt the firm of RANN'OTICE
DALL. McALLISTKR & C<».. is hereby dis-

solved by mutual consent.

RANDALL,
henry f. McAllister,
EDWARD IT. SARGENT.
Portland, March 27, 1878.
JOHN F.

RANDALL &

copart-

McALISTER,

and will continue the business

COAL

a

&

of dealers in

WOOD

and will continue

the business of dealers

AND

&

St.

Ticket

Office.

825 REWARD.

Office of the A. C. S.,
I
Fort Preble. Me May 14, 1873.1
Proposals in duplicate will be deceived
at this Office until 11 A. M., June
20th, 1873.
for furnishing the Fresh tfeef
required by the Subsistence Department, U. S. A., nr this Pod, during
six months, commencing July 1,1873. Information
as to conditions,
quality of Beef, payments, &c., can
be obtained by application to
6. W. WIER,
......
1st Lieut, 5th Artillery, A. C. S.

SEALED

^Ju3-dtd

A I'ini- Kiisinnss
Opening
,,r middle
Hired man of 'inexcentiona-

Experienced accountant

and

one

Sim «dHGdayadmltte‘1

Portland April 2, WT3.

M *

found at the old

ju2tlw

my28dtf

L15W15>0* J0HN80N»
City

FiRE!!

FIGHTING

FIRF

Great Fires of History. Agents send tor circulars. You will not regret it. Sent free. Address
Dustin. Gilman & Co.. Hartford, Ct.
ju6t4w
the

Mot ice to Owners of Lots in Evcrat
sum
care

mmmm

I* *•»© n,o*t powe rful
and remover of Glandular

by

the

city

•IAS. BAILEY,
J. S. P '» viKR
C. E. JOSE.

meaibor of

J' B' MATHEW3 * CO.

my!9dtf

j

Dr.

WELLS’
EXTRACT OF JURUBEBA

Treasure;

lor all time.

JAS. BAILEY, )

Curved
CLAMP.
Holds
Firmest.

TOOL

CO.,

WORK, Agent,

II.

44 Broad street, Boston, mass.

junll

deow

ladTesT
Madam Healy

s

Uterine Tonic Pill

ready fer the general public. The many who
have tried them will ueed no other notice. They are
an invaluable remedy for

are now

They cure PROLAPSUS UTERI, give tone to the
muscles, and lift the organ into its proper position,
and keep it there. They speedily cure Leucorhcea,
Dysmenorrhcea and Menorrhagia. They are a specific for Stangury, a diuretie in Gravel They promote sleep, allay nervous excitabilitv. Remove sterility, and all female weaknesses. They are purely
vegetable, pleasant to the taste, free from opiates ami
all injurious oroperties. Madam Heal'*s Pamphlet
for Women is interesting and valuable. Sent free
upon receipt of stamp for return postage, or can be
fbundat
Weeks* Potter’s, 176 Trcniont St,
BOSTON.

MADAM HEALV’S LOTION,
for ulceration and Inflammation accompanies each
Pills. Price of Pills and Lotion, 81.25 per

hex oi

Address all business leta half dozen.
ters to Mariam Healy, Box 337, Station A, Boston.
For sale by WEEKS & POTTER, Boston, and all

box, or J6.(,0

BOSTON & MAINE

i* prepared directly from the SOUTH AMERIPLANT, and is peculiarly suited to all these
it will cleanse the VITI ATED BLOOD,
strengthen ibe LIFE-GIVING POWERS, and REMOVE* 4*L otvstr nor IONS from IMPAIRED
AND ENFEEBLED Organs.
It wbould be freely taken, rk Jurubeba ts pronounced by medical writers the most efficient
PURIFIER, TONIC and DEOBSTRUENT known
in the whole rauge of medicinal plants.
JOHN Q. KELLOGG, 18 Platt St., New York,
Sole Agent for the united States.
Price One Dollar per Bottle.
Send for Circular
Juno
4wt
CAN

difficulties;

BAKED

BEANS,

every Sunday morning, in lots to suit purchasers.

FLOUR*

FLOUR!

FLOUR!

The best brands of Family Flour constantly on band, by the barrel or sack, which is ottered low for cash
N. B.—All goods delivered free in
any 1 ait of the city.
^"■Premiums awarded at the State Pair, 1*68, at the New England Fair, 1*6!), at the Cumberland Couutv
1

Fair,

1871.

GKO.

junlOdtf
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BROOKS

RAILROAD.

Summer Arrangement.
S. 1573.

MAT

street.
For Boston

*6.00, *9.00 A. M., t3.30, t6.15 P. M.
Returning, leave Boston at f8.30 A. M., *12.30 *3.30
and t6.0u P. M.
For Rochester and Alton Bay *6.00, *9.00 A. M. and
t3.3‘»P. M.
For Manchester and Concord via C. & P. R. R.
Junction *6.00 A. M., 15.30 P. M.
For Milton and Union *9.00 A. M. and t3.30 P. M.
For Scarboro*, Old Orchard Beach, Saco, Biddefoid
and Kennebunk at *.».10 P. M. Returnm®, leave
Kennebunk at *7.30 P M
The *9.00 A. M. train connects at Lawrence with
trains for Lowell, Manchester and Concord and all
points Noith.
Pass ugers ticketed throuvli by either route.
Trains stop at Exeter 10 minutes tor refreshments

KNOX & LINCOLN RAILROAD.
New
Ffi^SnTQ?S3SSB/<Diifectr®ilrouteto Wiscaaset.
Waldoboro
Damariacotta,
■f^!f5|Caatle,
Wurrcn anil Rockland.

Agricnltnral

Society

Rockland.
Steamers leave Rockland for all points on the Penobscot river, Machias, Mount Desert Vinal Haven.
Hurricane and Dix Islands.
Leave Maino Central Dei>ot, at 7.00 a.
and 1.00
Stages connect at Rockland, for Camden, LincoraNorth port. South Thorraston and St. George,
At Rockland for Union, Appleton and Washington. Tuesdays, Thursdays aud Saturdays.
At Tuomaston tor St. George
dally.
At Warren for Union, dally.
At Warren for Jetlerson and
Whitetield, Mondays.
vil e,

daily.

At Wa.doboro’ for North Waldoboro’, Washington,
5
and Liberty daily.
At New Castle for Bristol and
Pemaquid, daily.
Freight Traiusdaily anil freight taken at low rates.
.iv2«<ltf
A. COOMBS. Sup’t.

_C.
PORTLAND & OGDENSBURG

«»-Over

ignooo,

in

OW

MAKES W WEAK

TIME.

after Monday, June 9th, and
further notice, trains will run
PvTfff^ffffSuntil
follows:
Leave N.

Passenger.

Conway,

12.30 P.
6.20 A.

M., 6.15 P. M.

M., I.C0 P. M.
Stages for ornish, Porter, Kezar Palls, Freedom,
Denmark. Bridgton, Lovell and North Lovell connect

MAINE CENTRAL

cured

ments

& 1^>

tram.)

For Balh, Lewiston, Rockland and Augusta at 7:00
a. m.

For Bath, Lewiston, Rockland, Augusta,Readfield,
Wlnt hrop, Skowhegan, Belfast, Bangor, St. John and
Halifax at 1:02 p. m.
For Lewiston, Bath and Angnsta at 5.30 p. m
For Lewiston via Danville at 5:25 p. m.

ALTERATION

WINTER

land,

OF

bottle will convince the

one

article they land in need of in th ir declining j ears.
It quickens the h ood and cheers the mind, and paves
the passage down the plane inclined.
No Ouc can remain long unwell (unless afflicte
with an Incurable di-ease,) after taking a few botile
of the Quaker Bitters.

companied by debility or a low
of the system. Being frea
from Alcohol, in any form, its
energizing effects arc not folio iced by corresponding reaction, but are permanent, infusing strength, vigor, and new
life into all parts of the system,
state

and building up an Iron Constitution.
Thousands have been changed
by the use of this remedy, from

|

treak, sickly, suffering creatures, to strong, healthy, and
happy men and womenj and
invalids cannot reasonably hes*
Hate to give it a trial„

Sold by all Druggi*u and Dealer* la
Jlediclne*.
—

PREPARED BY

T)Jl.

GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY’ OF CANADA.

H.

S.

FLINT

At tneir Great Medica

Depot

Sc

TRAIN*.

W. F.

g-rajaaa°° aml after Monday, Nov. 1th
_efs=^s^s^HTraln8 wU1 run “ follows:
Passenger train for South Paris at
i.30 A.

mbl7

Phillips &

CO.,
i
Broad ;

See that each bottle has

195 aud 197

treet, Providence, R. I.
SOLD AT WHOLESALE BY

ARRANGEMENT.

Co. & J.W. Perkins & Co

PORTLAND.

e(Xl«Swl4wl2

Bio.

M.; for Island Pond, Quebec,
1.30 P. M. Stopping at all

Sold

and the west at

AND

CAN

H-GooniU^5

BE- CURED.

DR. GRATES’

—

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates!

Although given up by the best Physicians.
We do not hesitate to av it will cure tbe follow Ing
symptoms, though most of them have been declared

To Canada, Octroi'. C hicago,
IHilwnu;
“**• Eiaciuaati,
St. l,oni., Omhn,
Sagmntr, St Paul, Salt Lake City,
Denver, San Francisco,
and aH points in the

West and Southwest^
J. C. FURNIVAL,
Agt.
*

RAILWAY is in splendit
^,A"IUNK
condition,
is well equipped with first-clans
rolling
stock, and is making the best connections and quicke8t
.7. »nv route from Portland to the West.
PALACE drawing room
a
KEEPING CARS attached to all through
trains

8&aSe checked
rJ*
Chicago, and not

from Portland to Detroit and
subject to Custom House examina-

H.

BAILEY,

Local

Suprentendent.

Bony Formation of the

Is

NO.

491-3

Heart
~d can be

t

per Bottle,
in Portland.

J, UL

Regulator is One Dolobtained of any ciruggis

m. rn
PEBHhW A CO.

WHOLESALE AGENT8,
so

Commercial

Portland.

Hired

deortttwly-wr,

ja»13

The Old Union

Passenger

Hearty Pheumatism, General

HAGAN’S

heretofore at

EXCHANGE STREET,
—

WHERE

TRAVELERS FOR

WEAK-

ATTACKS.
BURN. •jlUOUS
COLIC,
CRAMP in THE STOMACH. DIZZINESS
AND r.ULLNESS OF TH E HEAD, LiV-1
ek complaints, piles, pimples,
bc.ils. sour stomach, consti-

tutional WEAKNESS, HEADACHE LOWNESS OF SPIRITS,
COS1TV EN ESS .1N D1G ESTION,
D VS PEPSI A

*

e

m an Impure state o
“I1 complaints arising ir<c« million
Blood, or the
of the Stomach

deranged

Liver, Bowels or Kidney-..
This Preparat ion is purely Vegetable, containing
Extracts in a highly concentrated form of Roots,
Herbs and Barks—among which an* Sarsaparilla,
Yellow Dock, Dandelion, Gentian, Wild Cherry. Orange, Mandrake, Anise, Juniper Denies. *£c.—mak
ing a tine Tonic alterative and Laxative Medicine,
which never fails to give tone ami strength to the sys-

W-

CALIFORNIA

W. D. EITTLE V

EXCHANGE

CO.,
STREET.

ifiir

jan30d3wistostf

Magnolia

Copartnership.

Kiy™ that the copartnership
N°Zl(lL}.\bwhy
of SamRnnrnd?Sw>extot n,t "nder the firm
8

NERVOUS* COMPLAINTS,

NESS OF THE STOMACH AND BOWELS, LOSS
OF APPETITE COUGHS, COLDS, HEART-

—

may procure
And the Went. South mid Northwest,via the
Michirates,
Through Tickets at The lowest
Western (via Suspension
Great
Central
and
gan
New
(via
York
Bridge) Pennsylvania Central
city),
Chicago. Burllii toil & Qulncv, or Rock IsiRnd, Chiand all the principal and facago <S North Western,
vorite routes to the Pacific Coast and all other points.
For Tickets apply to the Old Agency -f

cenaont

.JAUNDICE,

tem debilitate-1 by div^ase. A> A BLOOD PURIFIER, GOODHUE’S BfTTKHS HAVE NO EQUAL.
FLINT & GOLDTH WAIT, Proprietors,
No. 21 St. Peter Street, Saiem. Mass.
Sold by all Dealers in Medicines generally.
mari7
deod<&wl4w-t«

Ticket Agency!

row as

TRADE MARK.

Which has stood the tw<t (or n]nre than 50 years is
acknowledged the ine(L reliable Medicine for the re-

ami also a number ol testimonials of ernes; aud ii
vou would like further proof from tbe
parties who
have given the testimonials, write them and see what
the.v say.
We have sold many thousand bottles of the Heart
Regulator, and Ihe demand is still Increasing We
are coulldeut we are doing the public a beuetif, and
not tryiug to impose on them a worthless preparalar

tf

8l°0|) PuRlf^R-

or

Debility, Water about the Heart, Sinking or the
Spiritsy Pains in the Side or Chest, JHzzin ss,
Sluggish Circulation of the blood, and Momentary
Stoppage of the Action ot the Heart.
Onr agent, on application, will furnish you wit
our circular, giving full description of the
disease,

"WE CKEJft

Q

incurable:

Palpitation, Enlargement, Spasms, Ossification

tion.
The price of

The Company are not responsible for
baggage to
any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless notice is given, and
paid for at the rate of
oue passenger tor every $500 additional value.
G- J- BRYDGES, Managing Director.
Portland. March 5, 1873.

BITTERS.

will CURE

ANT CASE OF HEART DISEASE

tion.

tS

Heart Regulatoi

DEPOT AT FOOT OF INDIA ST*

Northwest,

deoi&wly

*-QjO L Do

Passenger Offices,
74 EXCHANGE ST.
—

1 Milton Place, Roston.
Druggist* generally.

by

nol9

stations.
Mull train (stopping at all stations) for Island
Poud. connecting with night mail train for Quebec,
Montreal and the West.
Accommodation for South Paris and intermediate
stations at 5.00 P. M.
From Montreal,
Quehee, Island .Pond. Gorham
and South Paris at 2,50 P. M.
From So. Paris at 8. 20 A. M.

PERU*

V1AN SYRUP blown in the glass,
Pamphlots Fro©.
SETH Vi. FOWLE &. SONS, Proprietory

~

Montreal,

name

A FEW

* Sons, is this day dissolvetl
by niutua

Pure

SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. II. ROUNDS.
CHAS. F. ROUNDS.

is

In the county of Cumberland, deceased, and given
bonds as the law diroets. All persons taving demands
upon the estate 01 said deceased are required to exhibit
tlie same; and all persons indebted to Bald estate
we called upon to make payment to
EDWARD H. DAVEIS, Administrator.
Portland, May 29tb, 1873.
julKUaw3wW

equal;

1873._

mar22__16m

that the subscriber has
taken upon liimsell
the trust of Administrator of the estate of
JOHN TAYLOR GILMAN DAVEIS, late of Port-

Portlaad.

From Augusta,. BatJb and Lewiston at 8:55 a. tn.
From St. John, Bangor, and North and E ist at
3:40 p. m.
From Augusta and Lewiston at 6:20 p. m.
From St. John Bangor, &c., at 1:20 a. m.
Through Tickets are sold in Portland and baggage
checked through to Houlton, Calais, St. John, Halifax, Dover, Foxeroft, Rook laud, &c.
L. L. LINCOLN, Actiug Superintendent.
Augusta. May 5.
mvl2tf

premiums are oflered.

hereby given,
been duly appointed and
NOTICE

no

sceptical.
Worm*, expelled from the system without the
least difficulty; a few bottles are sufficient for the
most obstinate case.
Pile*: one bottle has cured the most difficult case
when all other remedies faile l.
'Ncrvou* Difficulties, Neuralgia, Headache,
&c., eat.ed immediately.
Rheumatinm, Swelled Joints, ami all Scrofular
Afflictions removed or greatly relieved by this invaluable medicine.
Bronchitia.Catarrh, Convulsions, and Hysterics
cured or much relieved.
Difficult Breathing, Pain in the Lungs, Side
anvl Chest almost i variably cured by taking a few
bottles of the Quaker I itters.
Female Difficulties, so prevalent among j
Am rican ladies, yield readily to this invaluable medicin the Quaker Bitters.
Billion*, Remittani and Intermittant Fevers, so j
prevalent in many parts of our country, completely !
eradicated by tbe use of the Quaker Bitters
The Aged find in the Quaker Bitters just th

RAILROAD.

at

it lias

most

a

Dne

once.

and all impurties
bursting thn ugh the skin or otherwise,
by following the dire< ti >ns on the bottle
For Kidney, Bladder and Urinary derange-

5* 187«"
Trains leave Portland for Bangor,
Houltcn, Calais and St. John at 12:15
111
(keeping and day ears on this

are

at

Eruption*, Pimples, Blotches

of the blood,
cured readily

Spring Arrangement, Commencing Hay

Trains

and Herbs which almost iuvaria-

Extract of Roots

ably cure the following complaints:—
Dy*pep*ia, Heart Burn. Liver Complaints, and
Loss of Appetite cured by taking a lew bottles.
LaKNitutle, Low Spirits, and Sinking Sensation

with 12.30 P. M. from Portland.
Steamer Sebagofor Naples, Bridgton, Harrison and
Nonh Waterford connects at Sebago Lake with 12.30
P. M. from Portl nd.
The 6.20 A. Mt from No. Conway connects in Poreland with trains for Boston, aniving there in season
for all lines to New York via Sound Steamers or land
routes; and the 1.00 P. M. connects with trains to
Boston which arrive in time for Shore Line or
Springfield route night expresses to Ntw York; also
with Steamers of Portland Steam Packet Co. for Boston, aniving next morning >n season tor all early
trains South and West.
Ticket Office at Boston & Maine R. R. Station in
Portland, where all trains arrive and depart.
Freight trains leave Pori land at 6.15 A. M.
No. Conway at 12.2U P. M.

STRONG.,

The Pc: :, '••tinSyrup, a Protect-.
ed Solution of the Protoxide of j
Iron, is so combined as to have
the character of an aliment, as.
easily digested and assimilated'
with the blood as the simplest
food. It i net eases the quantity
of Nature’o Otvn Vitalizing
Agent, Iron in the blood, and
cures “a thousand ills,” simply
by Toning up,Invigorating and
Vitalizing the System. The enriched and vitalized blood permeates every part of the body,
repairing damages and waste,
searching out morbid secretions, and leaving nothing for
disease to feed upon.
This is the secret of the wonderful success of this remedy in
curing Dyspepsia, Liver Complaint, Dropsy, Chronic Diarrhoea, Boils, Nervous Affections,
and Fevers, Humors,
Chills
Loss of Constitutional Vigor,
Diseases of the Kidneys and
Bladder, Female Complaints,
and all diseases originating in
a bad state of the blood, or ac-

R.~R^

On and

_

Dissolution ot

will hold its

11TH, EXHIBITION AT BANCOR,

September Jfb 17,18

Blood

Iron in

No change of cars between Portland

,.

and

49 1-9

THE

Maine State

without this Liniment. The money refunded unless tho Liniment is as represented. Bo sure and pet the genuine
MEXICAN MUSTANG LINIMENT. Sold
by ail Druggists and Country Stores, at
2oc., 60c. and $1 00 per Bottle. Notice
style, size of bottle. &c.

Has been before the American pnbhc
OVER THIRTY years. It has never yet
failed to give perfect satisfaction, and has
justly been styled the panacea for all external Wounds, Cuts, Burns, Swellings,
Sprains, Bruises, &c., &c., for Man and
Beast. No family should be a single day

♦Accommodation.
tFast Express.
•IAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt., Boston,
_EAYSON TUCKER, General Agent, Portland.
Boston, May 5,1873.
mv5dtf

ap4,1ly

Druggists.

fhe'tfhlHTie

Cemetery,

dollar for each lot, will insure the best of
for the same
by the Superintendent for the current year; and any person
paving tbe
sum of twenty-five dollars will secure the care
u.
their lots

1

cleanser, strengthener
Obstructions known to

Materia Medica.
It i* »|iec Lilly adapted to constitutions “worn
down-’ and debilitated by the warm weather of
Spring and Summer, when tlie blood is not inactive
circulation, consequently gathering Impurities from
i-iLggishneBS and im|»erfect action of the secretiv,
organs, and is manifested by Tumors, Eruptionse
Scrofula Arc.. &c.
%ir£es’ Wr®ryPustules,
®“d languid from over work
•imi riMin
amllnmia take tlie place
nfenervv™YWzhiesssy8,ein
nee(is »tonic to build
it SS h'.i ^
'ltal Forces t0 re8ain lheir recup
eratlve power.
heat wf
Hammer, frequently the Liver
tllcir functions;
anp°nrirnJPerlyr.Perfor"1
the Uterine and
Urinary Organa ate Inactive, producing weakiie.-s of the stomach anti intestines and a
predisi»ositiOD to bilious derangeme.it.

Cemetery.

one

Adjustable

All Uterine Diseases.

1

Approved April 21st, 1873.
I hereby give notice that the “City Ordinances”
relating to the deposit of rubbish in any Street, Lane,
A ley. Court,Square. Public Place or unoccupied lots
within the city limits, except the lots designated to
the foregoing order, will be strictly enforced
GEO. VV. PARKER, City Marshal.
Argus and Advertiser copy.
nn23ed3m

paying

Working;

Providence, R. I.

ity.
Fire; Safes; Fire-proof
Buildings; Conquering Fire with Water, Steam and
Gas; Insurance—Is it sqfe? Its History, Basis.
Management, How to Iusiue, Arc.; Vhid accounts of

limits.

person owning lofs in Evergreen
the Office ot the City
ANY
by calling
tne
of

Easiest

J.

!

FRESH

WILLIAM H. TURNER, Superintendent.
jun3-tc

Spinal
COGS,]

now
causes

ver
(City
lot),
dump at the font
of Franklin and Smith streets, as the places for deposite of rubbish, such as dirt, shavings, saw dust
ashes, cinders, soot, hair, shreds, manure, oyster’
or lobster shells, or any other matter of any kind
(except dead animals) which may be removed from
any house, cellar, yard, or other place within the City

an'!

*'5T*

Double

FIRE!!!

WANTED For the grandest book
of the year,
AGENTS
with astonishing rapidselling
Tells of the
of

otber^re "dfrecteTwedo
ORDERED,
hereby designate the dump at the foot of Hanostreet
Stable
ami the

sreen

»»

PROVIDENCE

Street,

Health,

Moulton

Durable;

LAWRENCE KEHOE, General Agent.
9 Warren Street, New York.

FIRE!

Portland.
of

Wringer.
ROLLS,1!

A. JOHNSON,
dlvuewe3!n

In Board

Providence

Most

JOSEPH

of

Hours.
Tickets to New York via Sound Lines (State Rooms
secured at this office), Fall River, Stonlngton and
Norwich. All Rail Routes—Shore Line (via Piovidence). and Boston and Albany. Tickets to Boston
via Eastern, Boston and Maine, Portland and Rochester, and Boston Boats.
Merchants going to Boston and New York, will
save the time usually experienced at the depots by
purchasing tlieir tickets at this office. Call and examine our time tables, maps, etc., and be convinced
that we represent all the best roads running West.
BOIaIaINM A ADA JIN. Agent*,
mrl3-tf
No. 1 Exchange Street, Portland, Me.

World,

Merchants
Pine

Continuous Trains, No Changes, Courteous Employees, Unusual Facilities for Meals at Seasonable

CATHOLIC PUBLICATION SOCIETY

under the New City Building in Lewiston, for the
term of live years, would now say to the public that
wei nte 1 to keep a first-class place in every respect.
Our Bi.. ofFare shall be in keeping wi4hthe*Portland
and Boston Markets. Those visiting Lewision do not
forget to call at

BUILDING,

routes very desirable.

“GRAPES AND THORNS,”
Has been commenced In the Nnmbcr for JInne.
Each number c maius 144 pages. 50 cts. a number, or
$5 per year. To be had of all newsdealers. Publiahed

THE—

and

36 HOURS BOSTON TO CHICAGO.
Pullman Car* on all Through Trains.
(SPIT* Passengers who wish to travel without detention. and with ease and comfort, will find the above

by

J. S. PALMER, [ Trustees.
C. E JOSE,
)
DOGS—Any Dogs found in the Inclosuro after his
date without the presence of muster will be in peril

Announcement.

MU

EVANS &

RESTAU RANT

Manufacturers’

points in Florida, via all the first-class

attaiued the reputation of beiug one of the
Ablest Magazine*
published in this countn. It contains articles on almost EVERY SUBJECT.
A new Story of great interest, b> the author of “The
House of Yorke,” entitled

L. C. JOHNSON & SON.:
—HAVING TAKEN

and all

Rail-Roads—Penn. Central, Lake Shore and Michigan
Southern, Baltimore and Ohio, Erie, Great Wester*
and Michigan Central.

Has

WILLIAM H. EVANS,
SAMUELS. MOONEY.

Portland, May 27, 1873.
N. B. Mr C. H. Greene, will be
staud of the late firm.

have made arrangements and can now ticket
passengers to
4.11 Point* Weal, North-West, South and
Month-Went. Man Francisco. Kan*a*
City, Mt. Paul, New Orleans,

THE CATHOLIC WORLD

m

BREAD,

every morning, Sundays included

urdays, returning alternate days.
At Centre Waterboro* for Limerick, Parsonsfield,

daily.

RATES LOWERTHAN EVER.
We

VERY REV. 1. T. HECKER.

that until

ri!HE above reward is offered to any person who
i will furnish the dog, and prove his ownership,
that destroyed the Swans in Evergreen Cemetery on
the 27th instart. And MPEt'IAL NllTIPbiR
hereby given that Dogs are Absolutely forbidden
w itliin the incloRure of the Cemetery.
JAMES BAILEY,)
C. K. JOSE,
( Trnstees.
J. S. PALMER,
}
Portland, May 29th—d3m

FGM,.a.Ioun|i

Edited by

LEWINTON, iTLUNK.

ill

nmiiMTiIj iSf®1

of

selling fast

The Catholic

281 Commercial St., bead JHen-ill’s
Wharf.

CITY

settle all demands of the late firm oi
Randall, McAllister A Co.
JOHN F. RANDALL.
HENRY, F. MCALLISTER.
Portland. March 27tli. 1873.
mar29dtf
w

Both

BESTAUBAN T.

CO.,

Commercial

60
They

and far. Exclusive territory;
liberal terms. J. B. FORD & CO., New York, Bosand
San
Francisco.
ton, Chicago
my30f4w

WOOD !

the old stand of the late firm
GREENE,

at the old stand of the late firm of

RANDALL, Me ALL 1ST ER

ual'.

copartner-

a

of

apt)

Copartnership Notice.
rilHE undersigned have this day formed
Jl. nership under the name of

9 Brtlliaut Book* for t'anvaaser*
and Salesmen! Bryant’s Library of Poetry and
Song, and Miss Beecher’s New Housekeeper.s Man-

EVANS & MOONEY,

at

417 Broome St., New York.
lv
of

Copartnership.

is

COAL

Dissolution

every bottle. SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS AND
FANCY GOODS DEALERS.
ju2*4w

Copartnership Notice*

Responsible Agcots

WING &

d3m

hereby given that the copartnership
heretofore existing under the firm name of Evans & Greene, is hereby dissolved by mutcal consent.
The name of either patty will be used in settlement.
\V ILLIAM H. EVANS.
CHARLES H. GREENE,
Portland, May 27, 1873.

NOTICE

WARRANTED SEVEN (7) YEARS

BEWARE OF COUNTERFEITS.
Ask your Druggist for Geo. W. Laird’s “Bloom of
Youth.” The genuine has the United States revenue
stamp engraved on the front label, and the mime,
“G. \V. Laird,” blown in the glass on the back of

ST., BOSTON.

The Amercan Piano has deservedly become
very

Entiruly Free from Any*
thing Injurious to the Health or Skin.

II a ran I e»», a lid

BLACKNTOIVE

06

—

p.

Oeo. W. Laird’s “Bloom of Youth’

Table Sauce

tf

From Mr. Edward Hoffman, the eslebinted Pianist.
“I conscientiously believe that your Piano is in
every respect a most magnificent instrument.”

Table

ShWMldIfaveIr-

?ab(e5amtf
c,i.

Far-

ROLLS,

BROWN

HOT

J. HAMILTON, Superintendent.
Portland, June 6.1873.
j a7ti

eodlyr

Union

RELISH IN USE.

TEA

every day at 5 P. M„ Saturdays
excepted.

At Buxton Centre for West Buxton, Bonny Eagle
and Limington .daily.
At Ceutre Waterboro’ for Limerick, Newfield, Parsonstield and Ossij*ee, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Sat-

Leave Portland,

will renovate them thoroughly. Price 25 cents
bottle. All sold by Druggists and Fancy Dealers

Complexion.

HOT

Portland

Railroads.
Leave Portland for Gorham at 4.00 P. M.
Leave Gorham for Portland at 4.-15 P. M.
Leave Portland for Saco River a* 6.20 P. M.
Leave Saco River for Portland at 5.30 A. M.
Stages connect as follows:
At Gorham for West Gorham
StandiBh, and No.

CHANGE

Beautiful, Soft,

INODOROUS

How to Beautify the

leave

aa are

a

pleaw

Wednesdays and Fridays.

HAVE BY USING DAILY

THURSTON’8
Ivory Pearl Tooth Powder

Kid

TABLE

at

for Rochester and intermediate stations
at 7.45 A. M., and 1.30 P. M.. making
direct connection at Rochester with trains for Boston,
over Boston & Maine and Eastern Railroads.
Also
connect at Rochester with Dover and Winnipiseogee
Railroad for Alton Bay, and with Portsmouth, Great
Falls and Conway Railroad tor Conway.
Leave Rochester for Portland and way stations at
6.15 A. M. and 12 M.
The 12 o'clock train making direct connection at
Rochester with trains from Boston, leaving Boston
at 8.30, A. M., via boston &
Maine, and Eastern

____

The American Piano.

of Bread, Crackers, Cakes and Pastry of every description,
lwianbe08oWrfnw1fo,rhceiJ,hr8e*t
adverBH<*>KS'
BAKERV and purchasing snch articles
tlsedln ht's drcu'lir1' AIto 5voV wilMn'p
wi“ fln,fa «'**
assortment of every thing usually found in
Bakery. Motto:

P. M.

LONDON, ENGLAND,
and sold by all Drnggists.
nov20
eodlyr

JOUYEN’S

IS THE

IT

trains

STREET, PORTLAND,

a,,or,nient

!

LIGHT COLORED KID GLOVES

Fair,
1874.

BRACKETT

which

at first class Dining Rooms.
Freight trains between Portland and Boston daily.
Freight received at Portland <Xc Ogdensburg R. R. ;
Freight station until 4 P. M.
Portland & Og'ienjburg R. R. passenger trains ar- !
rive at and depart from this station.

dtt

Institute
New York City,

79

Passenger trains leave Portland from
f^J»tl.eir station, Walker House,Commercial

CRADDOCK & CO.,

EPICUREAN

(Successors to DOANE, WING & CUSHING.)

-<

CO

Limington, daily.

II. JA .VIES, a retired Physician, (and by
nature a ehemist,) discovered, while in the East
a
Indies, certain cure for Consumption, Asthma, Bronchitis, and General Debility, when his only child,
a daughter was
jjiven up to die. His child was cured, and i« now ailve and well. Desirous of b< netitting humanity, he will send the recipe, containing
full directions for making this remedy, free, on receipt of two stamps to pay expences. There is not a
single symptom of Consumption that it does not at
once take hold of anti dissipate.
Sweat. Peevishness. Irritation ofthe Nerves. Failure of Memory,
in
the Lungs,
Difficult Expectoration, Sharp Pains,
Sore Throat, Chilly Sensations, Nausea at the
Inaction
ot
the
and
Stomach,
Bowels,
Wasting
away jf the Muscles. Address

giving the

30

cc

Strive to

no20

TABLE
SAUCE.

m

O

Hummer Arrangement.
June 9, 1873

ARE

mylf._

ti.i.

u,li**y

JulO__dtf

THOMPSON’S POMADE OPTIME

WHITNEY,

7s

PORTLAND & ROCHESTER RAILROAD.

by constant

!

—

PORTLAND, ME,

THE

4wt

may31

>

O

tSr"The Pullman Sleeping Car Express Train arrives at and departs from the Depot of the Maine
Central Railroad, in Portland.
N. B. The 6.15 A. !U., 9.10 A. M*, and 3.40, P.
M. trains from Portland, make close connections
to New York by one or other of the routes from
Boston. Passengers ticketed tbroneh bv either route.
J. PRESCOT T. Supt.
GEO. BACHELDER, General Agent, Portland.

•Awarded
The Highest
rmims
(The Medal)
At
AMESIOAH 1
IITSTITETE I
ft
yttj

CENT;

THE LAW of MUNICIPAL BONDS
just published by our senior, should be in the bands
of all interested in this class of securities. Two Vol-

return-

ilFasi Express.

net;

We make a Specialty of County, Chy, aud SchooJ
Distinct Bonds, Guarantee Legality of all bonds
sold, collect the coupons without charge, or tape same
as so much cash on sales.
l£3f*Send for price list.

umes,

“ijS;

in^allw

LOCK

THE IOWA LOAN AND TRUST COMPANY will
invest money on tirst-class Real Estate at 10 [*ercent.
interest, net, payable semiannually in New York,and
will garant.ee toe collection of all loans made through
its tgency. All charges nai l by the borrower. Please
write, before investing, For New York anil New England reforcnces, aid full particulars. Samuel MerAddress
rill, (late Governor of Iowa.) President.
JAMES B. HARTWELL, Sec’v, Draw 167 Des Moines, Iowa.
my28t4w

7 to 12 PER

M

CO

>

...»

THE CHAMPION

LAWK MOWER OF THE WORLIX

t~«-'

,

....

THE

eodllm&wGw

dim

only

over

■X

Passenger trains leave Portland Jal-

Passenger

""never

STEAM

MONDAY, JUNE 16th.

COMMENCING

for Portsmouth end Boston, (Snnexcepted) at *1.30 A. M. t6.'5 A.
M., 0.10 A. M., 113.40 P. M., t 6.25 P.

AGENTS’profits per week. Will prove
•Uvr it or forfeit $500. New article just pattented. Sample* sent free to all. Address W. H.
CHIDES TER, 'ZH1 Broadway, New York, jnlltlw

MONEY, ECONOMY IS WEALTH

IS

TIME

DIVISION.

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

agents are meeting witn unprecedented success, Address, stating experience, e*c., and we will show you
what our agents are doing, NATIONAL PUBLISHING CO. Pliila., Pa.
junll 4wt

The

Received the highest

CHAPTER X.

the Doint

Only

Cargoes, Freights &

Tor Locations.

FREE HOMES FOR ALL! Millions of Acres of
choice Government Lands open for entry under the
Homestead Law, near this Great Railroad, with good
markets anti all the conveniences ol an old settled
country.
Free passes to purchasers of Railroad Land.
Sectional Maps, showing the Land, also new edition of Descriptive Pamphlet with New Maps, Mailed
Free Everywhere. Address,
0. F. DAVIS,
Land Commissioner U. P. P. R.
Omaha. Nfb.
myJ8t4w

_MISCELLANEOUS.

EASTERN RAILROAD.

Homestead of 100

a

at thcAmerpremium
aean

°u>tbeday'

voyage
helm. The Mongolia arrived in advance of
time, and Phileas Fogg added two days to the
column of gains in his
daily journal siuce In's
departure from London.

Nebraska

Acres.

—ON—

PIANOS!

my master is not curious.”

green palm trees; farther in the distance
among the mountains, one could see vast
fields of coffee. During the night the Mongolia passed into the straits of babel Mandel,
which in Artie signifies ‘the door of tears;’
and the next day, the 14th, they touched
Steamer Point, to the northwest ot the roadstead of Arden. Tne Mongolia had yet 1850
miles to run before reaching Bombay, aud
they must remain four lxours, to take in coal.
But this delay could not interfere with the
Besides the Monprogramme of Mr. Fogg
golia entered port fifteen hours in advance of
time.
Mr. Fogg and his Servant lauded; he wished to have ois passport vised.
Fix followed
him without being seen.
The. tormali'y acMr.
returned
on
board, and
complished,
Fogg
resumed his interrupted game. Passepartout
loitered according to his habit—in the midst
of a population of
Sotnaulis, Banians, Parsees, Jews, Arabs and Eu.upturns, who compr se the 25,000 inhabitants of Aden. He
admired the fortification which makes this
city the Gibralter of the Indian Sea; and the
magnificent cisterns upon which English engineers wrought two thousand years ; fter the

Central

The Bent Location*

deck.”

rounded by ruined

la

Soldiers entitled to

INSURES AGAINST

man

“Do you know, Passepartout, this pretended voyage might hide some secret mission ‘‘ a
diplomatic mission, for example.”
“Upon my word, Monsieur Fix, I know
nothing, I tell you. Besides, I would not give
half a crown to know it ’’
After this conversation, Pa«separtout and
Fix often met; the detective wished to make
a friend of the servant of Phileas
Fogg; it
might be of service to him hereafter.
Meau while, the steamer made rapid advance.
On the 13th, they saw Mocha, sur-

Acres

vance interest required.
Mild and Healthful Climate, Fertile Soil, an Abundance of Good Water.
THE BEST MARKET IN THE WEST! The
great Mining regions rf Wyoming, Colorado, Utah
and Nevada being supplied by the farmers in the
Platte V’alley.

NY,

OF NEW YORK,

[to be continued,]

das, temples, fakirs, tigers, serpents, bayaBut I hope you will have time to see
the country.”
"I hope so, Monsieur Fix; you understand,

“Never,

3,000,000

GREAT PLATTE VALLEY.

Now for sale in tracts of forty acres and
upwards on
Fne and Ten Years’Credit at 6 per cent. No Ad-

deres!

a

UNION PACIFIC 11AILR0ADCOMPANY.
In the

■

RAILROADS.

Cheap Farms:

MUTUAL

library, its forts, docks, cotton markets,
bazars, mosques, synagogues, Armenian
churches, or its splendid pagoda on Malabar I
Hill, ornamented wiili two polygon towers.
No; returning from the Bureau of the Consul, Mr. Fogg went quietly to ihe station and
ordered his dinner.
Some moments after Mr. Fogg went on
to the
shore, Fix followed, ami went directly
officer ot police at Bombay. He introduced
himselt as an agent ot the police, made known
tile mission lie was charged with, and bis relation-i with the presumed author of the tliett. I
“Had they received any warrant from Lon- ;
don?” None had been received—the war-,
rant, having been sent after Mr. Fogg, could
Fix was disconcerted, i
not have arrived.
ami wished to obtain from the director of i
police an order of arrest, The agent refused; ]
the affair belonged to the metropolitan administration—tiiat alone could legally deliver
tire warrant. This severity of principle, this j
rigoious observance of law, is consistent with
English custom, which, in maud's of individual liberty, allows nothing arbitrary.
Fix
did not insist, he understood that lie must be
content to wait for his warrant, but he resolved not to lose sight of his impenetrable

|

MISCELLANEOUS.

PORTLAND

The Cheapest Land in Market, for sale by the

1

Translation for the J'rtss of “La lour <lu
Monde enQuartrc-Vingts Jours" ol Juks
Verne.

monsieur

ATLANTIC

j

cent

r.'iit

JVIISCELLANENOUS.
12,000 000 ACRES

MISCELLANEOUS.

APPLICATIONS MAKE A

KUaS HOVti.

Blooming Complexion.

*

It is Purely Vegetable, and its operation is seen
•nd felt at once. It does away wifch the Flushed
Appearance caused by Heat, f atigue, aud Excitement. Heals and removes all Blot* in sun Pimples,
dispelling dark and unsightly spots. Drives away
Tan, Freckles, and Sunburn! and by its g* title bu»
powerful influence mantles the laded check with

Copartnership Notice.
undersigned
THE&nerghlp

have this day formed a copartunder the Arm name ni Rounds, SarCo., and will continue the business of dealers
Ik Coal & Wood, at the old stand of Samuel Round*,
Sons, No. 36 Commercial Street
They will settle all <’3mand8 ol the late firm oi
Samuel Rounds <& Sons.
SAMUEL ROUNDS,
GEO. H. ROUNDS.
EDWARD H. SARGENT,
dtf
aprff

Balm

ABDOJlI^fATi SIPPO KTf'RM A!VD
PII.E PIPKS.
Relief. Comfort and cure for Rcptcre, Female AV earn esses and Piles, unlike all other
appliances known, will never rust,Umber, break, chafe,
soil, nor move front place,—indt si uctible The tine
Kt el spring being coated with banl
rubber, light cool
cleanly, u«cd in l*ath»ig, fitted to form, universally
recommended by all surgeons as the beft me hanical
supports known.—Send for pamphlet.— F>tablfehntenfs 1317 Chestnut St., Philadelphia and 737 Broadway, New York. Complete ns or intent for sale, with
careful adjustment, by F. Sweetser, L. C. ils*>n, W.
W. Whipple & Co., and Thos. G. Luring, Portland.
Beware cf imitations.
myld3tn

gent

ANDBUTTKKICK’8

Patterns of Garments
2 pr,r MM

YOUTHEUL BLOOM AND BEAUTY.
Bold by all Druggists and
©2 Park Place. New York.

Fancy Stores.
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Depot

___eod2u tel
1

BBlffiXlItld
JOB
office.

ueatly

executed at

Sewing MarIiinei

this

uklk

<

S &

WILDER
UrRN\rm

I174k4kvv

—

and SOFT WOOD for sale at No. <3 Un
Also Dry Edgings.
WM. ECU.

coin street.
HARD

